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HOW THE FOWLER TRAPPED ME
" I was flying through a wood
A c'reen wood,
A Spring wood,
It was early, early mjrning .... "
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AUTHOR 1 S FOREWORD
I think it is safe enough for me to write a paper on
[Catherine Mansfield now. Two years ago it would not have "been, for
I was in love with her. I loved Katherine Mansfield as deeply anc
fully as I have ever loved living person—and this for some three
years. That is, I thought of her constantly—as I rose and set out
for school in the morning, or as I slept and dreamed in my feed a1
night. This love, now more normally but less successfully "bestowed
upon living persons of my acquaintance , has been superseded by a
calmer and I hope an unprejudiced feeling toward her work. I like
ler work very much.
The first time I read K.M. was during the summer preceding
my junior year in high school. I was fifteen. At the public
lib^-rary I found a heavily rebound and speckled copy of short
stories by some woman (I never noticed writers' na_.es in those
days --the story was the thing—which is
,
perhaps , as it should be
but long after I had returned the book I could not forget three
of those stories :How Pearl Button Was Kidnapped. The Little Girl,
9
The Tiredness of Rosabel, They faintly haunted me.
In the fall when school opened we were asked to prepare fo_j
our English class a list of our favorite writers. I v/anted to re-
write this woman's name, but I had no inkling of what it might
be. Raising my hand I hopefully asked my English teacher who
herself was of a literary turn: "Do you know—could you tell me
who wrote a —a book I read this summer—short stories by a
Lady and her name was something like Margaret, or Alice, or Helen.,
Nothing was forthcoming,my description being inadequate.
i
?"
t•
I did not forget the short stories "by a lady, "but neither did
I maize any attempts at Investigation, Somehow , high school was
not scholarly .And then one snowy lamplit evening during my fresh-)-
man college year- -four years ago--I think in the February Golden
Book ,1 saw again The Little Girl .So I was lost and saved and
done for.My bills at the c .mpus "bookshop alarmed my parents, "but
I "bought them allfher stories were coming to "be considered ad-
mirable and her Journal and Letters had just "been published in
Amwriea.
I was youngjfor once I was forced to read carefully , and I
marvelled.
In some ways I am sorry I selected K.M. for my thesis, for
requirements of any sort do rub against the secrecy and the
>_low.And one must be wooden-Indian-impart ial .No
,
I shall not rav<L
nor shall I curse for fear of raving. Impersonality is very harf to
to achieve , especially about a well-loved thing.
E.L.K.
Boston Public .Library
February 12,1934

PERSONAL APPEARANCE
Katherine Mansfield had dark hair and dark eyes and she
wrote wonderfully well.All those who saw her say she was "beauti-
ful. From her well photographs she seems small, very slender,with
a round face, large deep eyes , straight brows, and a little, fine,
straight mouth. Like a child—like her stories. She is^ like her
stories. The picture I like best is the one taken in 1913—her
hair is still long,with a deep bang—a plaid blouse, a jacket, and
a black-eyed susan.
They all said she was beautiful/
One of them speaks of her photograph on the jacket of her
books: "a dark, delicate face, bent ever so slightly forward,
a
face sharpened as if by long inquiry ,more than humanly fragile,
more than humanly alert ..."
"Her face ...a treasury of secrets .. .made Something of the
same impression on peopfcje who knew her.Tomlinson days of her
scrutiny
:
Tdirect but not challenging, it seemed to have no pur-
pose, but to rest, a little tired,with impartial and impassive int
eresj- on your secrets while you talked of something else."
Olgivanna tells, a trifle dramatically ,of K.M. f s last days,
spent at the Guirdjeff Institute;
"She stood in the doorway of our main dinin g-roomj/;and
looked at all and at each with sharp , intense dark eyes. They
burned with the desire and hunger for impressions . She wanted to
sit down and eat with all the students but someone called her to
a different dining-room; I asked whose that wonderful face was
—
T did not nnti cp hv-r Vmriy. i^o ^ ° ™™ +<*r ,™ "Rngl

name id Katherine Mansfield. 1 I wanted to know her. A very white
face, dark hair cut short ; bangs over the forehead, fine nose and
month, a delicate chin. But the eves I Just as intense as when I
saw her looking into the dining room; avid for life, for impres-
sions.And this is what called to me. I did not notice that she
had a body.Fkor the first time in my life I saw one who was
near death, one with such living eyes, one so young and "beautiful.
• • •
She always dressed beautifully , simply ,with some little touch of
color. She used jusb enough rouge and lipstick to give glowing
brightness to her face. Her hair neatly outlined her head. She
lately combed the bang straight back from her forehead."
And another woman who loved her from her works studied her
aietures ; "Her published photographs reflect a face which has an
intermingling of beauty and intelligence ; one remembers best the
eyes, which mirror humor .understanding, and a shadowy suggestion
of suffering; and senses that a disquieting aloofness was the
essence of her fascination."
This woman, Grace Brown,went touring to the places in Eng-
land where K. . had lived. One landlady told h:r:"She had a
lithe and graceful figure. Her dark hair was bobbed with a straight
bang which emphasized the v/hiteness of hea skin and th3 darkness
of her eyes. She was bewitchingly lovely. And her eyes I Black
ones , lustrous with wisdom. Oh she had an exquisite personality.
And it is singular how you felt her divine flare or psychic
quality which is perhaps a better name."
Tomlinson, the writer,was one of her good friends. He describe
2 T
.<r>,
: K~ r>7
1
her carefully. The magazines are fond of quoting the bit about
the Alpine snow. "She was hardly corporeal. She was in this world
but she gave the uncanny impression of being a visitor who
might make up her mind to go at any moment, and certainly you wou
never know why she went .One look at her eyes was sufficient to
convince you that her reason for going, if she gave it, would only
confuse you the more. She would speak in perfect gravity, of
course, and with evident anxiety not to grieve you; and yet you
would be expect ing her all the time to smile in faint and enig-
matic mockery .... .Her beauty was attract ive , but it was also un-
warthly and a little chilling like the remoteness of Alpine
snow. The sun is on it and it is lovely in a world of its own
but that world is not ours.Her pallor was of ivory and there was
something of exquisite Chinese refinement in the delicacy of her
features, her broad face, her dark e. es,the straight black fringe
and her air of quiet solitude. And her figure was so fragile that
a man beside her felt his own breathing to be too evident and
coarse for proximity bo the still light of that wax taper,a pale
star sacramental to what was* unknown. You saw that she was half
phantom,liely to go out, to depart. And the suggested power--an
illusion pnssibly created by her luminous pallor and her look
of penetrating intelligence of that divination which is supposed
to belong to those not quite of this world. One is not surprised
to hear . .that she was the ineffably cool recipient of confid-
ences (cool she would have been, but she must have been surprised
nevertheless and sometimes alarmed) of fellowcreatures who judg-
ed that it was no gooa hiaing anysnlHg rroffl her, and that she was
Id
3
a

a providential being who would give subtle and ghostly counsel,
rhey knew she would not bs shocked. She would not condemn. She
would not applaud. She would not congratulate .She would not ad-
vise for one's material gooff, She would listen wiothoui? comment
a.nd then tell the truth from her place abo-e ana evix,*rne
regard or her eyes was aistwotiy uncanny. She 416 not seem co
see your race uut tne bB.es. ojl your mind,,"
A"C the very ena o± ner journal, «iohn wiaaleton rt&xry tells
now sne looked on her death-day j
"I arrived earx.y in duo afternoon of January 9.1 nave never
seen, nor shall i ever see, anyone so oeautliul as sne was on tnat
aay.lt was as unougu the exquisite periection wnich was always
hers had taxes possession of her completely."
And that was how she looked.
•
•
HER LIFE
Her lire was short. 01* misery she had double , treble her share
"but she loved to live. She "anted to look long and long at the
beautiful stars.
There were in Katherine ?sansrie±d *s ,as there are in every
man's life certain poets' phrases that frigniried much to her,
that bceame keywords of hef being, that became her answers . These
she used as writers often use such phrases T-as epigrams in the
dedications of her books.
Quoting them all in a cluster detracts from the importance
of each of them,! know,I\ead them slowly.
Neither injh. 'ierroan Pension nor the posthtimoiis'ly puDiished
•journal and jwoveis and novelists boar dedications. Her Letters
were dedicated mrry to Ida ±5a!:er,her Poems to Elizabeth of
the German Garden.
The Little e3 was given by to IT.,". Tomlinson with a
"birdsirnile (she clung to the bird simile )from Daudet,one that
Tchehov had liJced and copied into his Journal :
"A little Dird was asired: nwny are your songs so short? And he
replied :± nave many songs to Ring and I should like to sing them
all." The motif of the wounded bird runs through all of her
writings and it is apt , certainly
.
The Doves' ?Tcst for Walter De la "are
?
says : "Reverence
,
that angel of the world."
The Garden Party and Bliss are for Murry her husband.
The Garden Party : "Montaigne dit que les hommes vont heant aux
choses futures; j 'ai la manie de beer aux choses passees." This

is from Chateaubriand's Memories d T Outre-Tombe . She did indeed
dwell upon things pastjbut then people are either those who dwell
in the future and feast on things-to-be or those who browse in
.forgotten pastures , since life is ill and it was pleasanter there.
And how can one be a writing person and not feed upon what has
)een?
Finally in Bliss is the sentence she referred to most often
It is from Shakespeare's Henry IV, Act II. Scene 111. Hotspur is he
who says : "But I tell you, my Lord fool, out of this nettle danger
we pluck this flower, safety ,
"
When she was safe they carved it on her tomb.
onKathleen Beauchamp , this being her name, was born in Wellingt
New Zealand, on the fourteenth day of October ,1888 , Her older
sisters were Vera and Charlotte Mary. Later came Gwen,who died,
then Jeanne, and the boy, Leslie Heron. Their stories are K.l
.
T s
New Zealand stories—Prelude, At the Bay, The Do ll's House, The
Aloe, The Little Girl . Their grandmother lived with them aSjShe
livesin the stories.
As a little girl , Katherine lived at Karori,ten miles from
Wellington and went to the village school. When she was nine, all
biographical records repeat, she won a prize for composition. She
wanted to be a writer.
In 1903 Vera , Charlotte , and "Kass" were sent to Queen's Col-
lege, Harley Street , London. Katherine edited her school paper,
grew enthusiastic over Oscar Wilde , studied violincello (her
first love, Arnold Trowell,was a musical prodigy) and began to
write sketches. She says she was not attentive to her classwork
(
(see Carnat
i
m ) but that her mind wasfbusy imagining the lives of
the professors and the girls, busy storing away. After five years, ^t
at the quite natural insistence of her father and mother—Sir
Harold and Annie Dyer Beauchamp— she returned home, fretted for
two years,went roughing it in the Hew Zealand bush, (see The
iVoman &t the Store ) and determined to return to England with
some friends who were going there .Her father gave her and con-
tinued to ..ive her a small but adequate allowance.
She saw no more of Hew Zealand.lt grew dearer todher every
year. But the fledgling at leaving did not dream of what would
happen and surely New Zealand would have b ;en her hated cage hac|
she stayed.
In London she began to write but not to sell. She accepted
"extra" jobs in the cinema and opera while: she wrote and wrote.
Disappointed in Arthur Trowell she rashly married another man
irith whom she remained five days . Then, finding she was be bear a
phild fathered by anothei man(the child was born prematuitLy and
dead) she went to Bavaria where she stayed nearly one year,
Th ; New Age , a quarterly, first recognized the unusualness of
her writing and printed a series of sketc.es written by her dur
ing her Bavarian convalescence . These were in 1911 published as a
book,
I
n a German Pension. The publisher went bankrupt ,unfor-
tunately . .
v
In that year John Middleton Hurry, an Oxford undergraduate
p,nd editor of Rhythm, intrigued by her story The Woman at the Stoije
asked to meet her. They were married in 1912 or 13.
i
In 1913 Rhythm died and K.M. had no place wherein to write.
•€
•
•Two years later her brother Chummie visited her "before entering
the army. He was killed that October , being £1 years of age. This
was the severest blow of her life and. it v/as for Chummie 's sake
she wanted to write of their childhood together.
ICurry, D.H.Lawrence , and Katherine now edited a magazine,
Signature, in which the three wrote. In autumn, 1916 , she and
Hurry went to live at the Villa Pauline in Sandal, France, where
The Aloe was begun and poems were written. In the Sarins they
moved to a cottage in Cornwall to be neighbors of Frieda Lawrence
And D.H.
In the fall of 1917 Furry and diehard, his brother, had Pre-
lude a d Jo He Parle Pas published in a little blue book for
private circulation. In 1917 K.M. was seriously ill with pleuris;
and the physical sufferingand mental anguish she endured when sh<
v/as marooned in France during the last year of the war killed her
She was never well again. Her life after this was a tortured
shuttling back and forth between London and Paris, nampstead and
llentone, Cornwall and Switzerland in search of the sun.
In 1919 Hurry v/as driven the editorship of the Athenaeum and
for this magazine K.M . wrote her very clever book reviews. Her
initials began to be recognized and publishers asked for her
stories J
Her illness galloped on.A doctor with rare intelligence who
saw that she would certainly die in a sanatorium where she would
never be permitted to write spoke hopefully to her and, urged he:
not to enter an institution.Hurry says that the letters of
December 1920 are "too painful for publication". At any rate v/hnn
-
*
9•
•
in
in jl?20 zne book Jtfliss appeared„t*e author was undergoing
torment quite opposed to her book's title.
she w?.s dying, realxy, though 9*l.e remsed to accept aajr stiun
aexiucxiue.xjLer finest stories were written at tnis time. In 1921
The Garden Party appeared and after that she wrote the stories
md fragments that became after her death in 1923 The Doves 1 Rest
In October 1922 she, who had all her lii£e been seeking to tell the
truth in her stories , entered the Guird j eff Instiute,an in-
stitution of rather mystical people who called themselves "Seek-
ers after Truth". The CanaryJuly 1922.was her last story. She
3eased to write in order to achieve a truer inward purity. She did
lot expect to die--she refused to admit the nearness of her deaM
--and spoke of writing"different " stories when she was better.
Really. I suppose, she was very tired and re signed. Her
Journal ends "All is well" proving that she had not quite attain
3d the truth she was after. On January 9, 1923, in thj evening, she
died.
Her friends had feeea Virginia Woolf , Dorothy Brett, and
Anne Estelle Rice among women; and D .H. Lawrence , Samuel Xotelian-
sky , V/illiam Gerhardi,and Walter 2De la Mare among men.
Harry says she was a simple person. "Host of her contacts \
with those who were nominally of her own kind were a sort of
play-act ing. .. It was for her an elaborate and necessary pro-
tection against the grown-up world. But in the reality of the
^rown-up world she never really believed. You obeyed the rules
because there was nothing else to do when you were once inside;
and you played the game to the utmost of your skill because it
-

would never do to let. those peopele know how ralneraole you
were. She had the amazing courage of one who is really afraid".
I think she must have been like that. Her stories are.
He says the real v/or.' d to her was a simple one wherein peopls
loved one another and were kind and true; that she was oldfashion-
ed enough to stick to her dream despite the suffering it brought
her and that it amazed her to have her stories so often called
gruel.
Hurry tells, though he should not have told, a dream he had:
"K.M. raised herself v/earily out of the shallow turfy grave.
With her fingersips she took "back the hair from her still closed
eyes. She opened them at last and looked up at the garden and the
house and smiled. Then, as though weary, she sank back to sleep
again. It was peace; it was good; and what she had seen was also
good.
"
I cannot believe it. Ilust we force her to prove all is well?
It was kind enough of her to tell us so.
•
t
II-
THE WORKS OF XAT ERIgE T'AnSFIELL
In a German Pension 1911
Bliss and Other Stories 1920
The Garden Party and Other Stories 1922
The Doves' Nest and Other Stories 1923
Something Childish and Other Stories 1924
The Journal of Katherine Mansfield 19 27
The Letters of Katherine f.iansfield 1929
Novels and -Novelists 1930
Poems 1929
The Aloe 1930
Reminiscences of Leonid Andreyev 1928—translated from the
Russian with S.S. Koteliansky
UACO 1 . LC T/D P0 : : ' S
Love Cycle—New Age October 19,1911
The Butterfly —Furum August 19 25
Winter Bird—Hew Republic April 3C ,1924
Mother--New Republic
,
Sept ember 9,1925
Sunset--New Republic , September 16,1925
Secret Flowers—Athenaeum , August 22,1919
Oldfashioned Widow's Song--New Republic , September 16,1925
UNCOLLECTED ESSAYS
A Paper Chase—New Age, August 11.1910
Seriousness in Art— Rhythm, July 1912
I-.-eaning of Rhythm—Rhythm , June , 1912
Perambulations—Athenaeum,May 2, 1919
Cherry Orchard—Adelphi August ,1925

Extracts from a Notebook—Ade 1ph i , January 1931
TOTcollect: ;tcl;ies
Vignettes —The Native Companion October, 1907
Silhouettes—The dative Compani n November 1907
In a Cafe—The iMative Compani n, December 1907
A F^iry Story— T 1le Open Window December 1910
A Marriage of Pass ion- -New A'e I arch 7,1912
At the Club—New Age March 7,1912
Tales of a Courtyard— Rhythm August 1912
Spring in a Dream-- Rhythm, September 1912
Autumn— Signature , October 1919
The Apple Tree Story--Woman 'sHome Companion August 1926
Mary— Harper's , August 1928
The Festival of the Coronation—New Age June 29,1911
Three Children—New Adelphi December 1927
COLLEGE STORIES —in the Queen's College Magazine
The Pine Tree, the Sparrow, and You and I—December 1903
Die Jinsame—March, 1904
Your Birthday—December ,1964
One Day—July 1905
About Pat—December 1905

General Characte ristics
For readers unfamiliar with the works of Katherine Hans-
field it seems wisest to discuss for a moment the general char-
acteristics of her workmanship instead of plunging directly
into a minute study of each particular story.
First, there is her memory. It is not phenomenal or
freakish in any sense. But upon the delicate camera of her
brain nearly everything she ever saw and everybody she knew
from the time she was a little girl lay quietly until she needed
them. And when she summoned her past, it came. As she says of
the African laundress in Je T-T e Parle , she had a "bone" of her
people; upon this bone her fancy develops flesh; the skeleton
becomes living and v/arm.
The places she remembers become crystallized in a slender
shell of romantic beauty. Especially the flowers. V/hat a lot
of flower-names she knew.' She loves color, too, and opulence
of food and houses. The richness is a delicate sort, however.
Her women, generally wealthy, are voluptuous only in their
minds. Their bodies are straight and spare.
From the time she was an infant she was extraordinarily
sensitive to impressions. Sensitiveness plus memory and the
abilit,, to write produced her stories. Outwardly silent, almost
dreamy, she was fully awake within to a remarkable degree.
Her cyQicism is not hardness. She is nothing if not ten-
der. She condemned fiercely all writers lacking tenderness.
There is much mockery in her but it is gentle.
I
Her work has often been called static or nurely pictorial.
This is not so. She uses her five senses all the time but not
merely for pictures. The movement in her stories results from
her unique ability—no other has it--of shifting the point of
view and not ruining the story. Her longer works illustrate
this best. She always claimed that she became the person she
was writing about. But many authors personify themselves with
their characters. How then account for her success? I suppose
by her deep knowledge of human nature, its motives, its reac-
tions, to circumstance, and by her almost childlike ability to
transport herself from the actual scene. This accounts, too,
for her children, who are neither too infantile nor too mature.
I
Harper asks us to compare her to a bright, clearsighted,
curious honest child of eight or nine "keeping all her laughing
childish ways but also enriched with the experience of a grov/n
woman who has re;:d and traveled and conversed with interesting
people and suffered deeply." To this add "a genius for the use
of language and you have Katherine Mansfield.
"
I wish to stress her ability for portraying points of view
because I think it has never been emphasized enough and that
j
.
much of her originality lies therein. Collins comes close to
it in saying:
"She could enter into the soul of a charwoman or the cat
as well as she could oaint a picture that gives the very atmos-
phere of children at Slay or of dawn at the seashore or night
in a quiet house." That is just it. She says herself, often,

that she became these things— that she was her Grandma or Fenellp
or the canary or the oiece of seaweed or the foam. Lddy writes:
"Life in all its phases interested her and with a very e^buisite
sense of the value of word? for evoking vision she lets us look
into her lovely mind and see what wonderful tilings her vision
of life had conjured there."
Her art was certainly sane. She worshipped health--af ter
(I suppose through recklessness) having lost her own. It was
precious hard to regain, she saw. So having lost her bodily
health she wrote sane stories. There are no obsessions, no
crazes, no sermons in her work. She is supremely normal as a
writer.
Of the mass of things in life she selected only the sig-
nificant de tails— only the things absolutely necessary for a
true picture and characterization. Nothing superfluous. A
"partnership of economy and richnesr" someone calls it, or an
"uncanny surenesr for oiercing to just the right depth below
the obvious"; or she was "an Indian who could read all the lit-
tle myriad signposts and tell the weather by the bend of a
blade of grass.
"
And this very things was that of which her "Truth" consis-
ted—to tell just enough and no word more, in order that true
meanings may be revealed. It was a refining, a purifying pro-
cess of rubbing away all excess and leaving the splendid kernel.
f-
Robert Littell puts it into good words:
"Out of the hard raw earth she was cutting her small polished
precious stones."
1 . o^~^^ t-v-^oV 3 -^sru^ -^H.

The Letters and The Journal
Try an experiment. Heap up all of K.M. ' s books, shut eyes
fast, pick one book, ooke finger on any place, open eyes, read
sentence
.
It will te lovely. It will be amusing. It will be a
little bit sad. It will have ioir,t and color and will be at
once and forever of the individual, K.
• • • •
Question: Should private journals be published?
.answer: Yes, if they are fine literature and not over intimate
Yes, if not merely for money's sake or for the exploi-
tation of the writer.
Question: are unpublished private documents to be considered
as information unjustly withheld from the public eye?
answer: The public eye has enough things to look at.
Question: Should not a Journal-Fee per , if he doesn't want it
published, leave emphatic directions as to its des-
truction in his will?
answer: and that makes it fair to publish undestroved diaries
of significant people.
Question: Well, then, should oeople keep private journals?
answer: ah, there '
s
the rub!
• • * •
The J ournal is brief, since the very early postcollege
entries were thrown away or concealed. It is as impersonal as
possible, with no more than hints of her feelings and with much
f
critical comment upon her stories. In Journal and Le tters lit-
tle of the actual life she lived, little of her daily relation-
ships with people is noted down. In s pite of all K.M. was too
wary to give herself away. There is a great deal omitted in
these autobiographia.
She loved to dwell upon weather, Tchechov, objects, inci-
dents along the way. Her letters contain no atom of gossip.
Those to D. II. Lawrence may have been of a different nature.
They are not available and one is not that curious.
She had a good mind. Her observations, generalizations,
and dogmas drawn from experience are anything but childish.
Were the Letters and J ournal intended for publication? I
think not --not the letters, at any rate. She simr>ly wrote
beautifully whatever she wrote. Did Murry, then, betray her
by publishing them? No, I suppose not, for the intensest per-
sonal agony is not there except in that final letter to her
husband and in some of the terribly weary photographs.
Then is she to blame? Is loquacity to the extent of per-
ennial notebooks wrong? Surely not if used as literary memo-
randum books, too. She herself objected strenuously to the
rash publication of young men's journals. Wo, the case is
pretty well justified.

THE POETRY OF KATHERINE MANSFIELD
In the introductory note to the small volume called. Poems --
by Katherine Mansfield, J. H. Murry writes: "What might, in
another writer of genius, have become poetry, Katherine Mansfiel^.
put into her stories." I think this is not quite so. The sim-
ole truth of the matter is that K. M. was a far better prose
writer than poet. Prose was her "medium"; she kjiew that. But
of her poems, each one contains some touch at least of the ex-
quisite specialness that is in all her writings. Mr. Murry con-
tinues: "Nevertheless she had written and at long intervals con-
tinued to write poetry. Perhaps her ooetry is not quite poetry,
just as her prose is not quite orose. Certainly, whatever they
are, they belong to the s&me order. They have the same simple
and mysterious beauty and they are above all the expression of
the same exquisite spirit. To my sense they are unique."
In the introduction to the Journal Murry again stresses
the poetic quality of K.M. 1 s orose, saying that her affinities
are with the English ooets rather than with the English prose-
writers. "There is no English prose writer to w:iom she can be
related. Her secret died with her." He goes on to tell of the
difficulty she had in placing her verses and of an editor's de-
siring ner to write nothing but satirical prose. "This treat-
ment made her very reserved about her verses. Those she pub-
lished in Rhythm appeared as translations from an imaginary
Russian called Boris Petrovsky; those she published in The Ath-
enaeum appeared under the pseudonym of Elizabeth Stanley." Only
Elizabeth of the German Garden, the well-loved cousin to whom
•
the book of poems is dedicated saw through this nom-de-plume
.
K.M. herself has but few comments on her poems. She ti Iks
to her brother who had died a few months before in the .Yar:
"Then I want to write poetry. I feel always trembling on the
brink of poetry. The almond tree, the birds, the little wood
where you are, the flowers you do not see, the open window out
of which I lean and dretm that you are against my shoulder, and
the times that your photograph 'looks sad' --But especially I
want to write a kind, of long elegy to y ou. .. perhaps not in
poetry. T-Tor perhaps in prose. Almost certainly in a kind of
special orose.
"
X
And to Virginia , oolf: "(Alas my dear woman, I have no
poem. I am not a ooet. )'
• • • •
None of the collected ooems was written later than 1919.
• • • •
The earliest of the collected poems, written while K.lff-
was still a young girl at Queen's College, are called Child
Verses 1907 and are composed of 22 short, simple poems, mostly
about children. already her themes are those she loved to
dwell upon in her stories that come years later- -childhood in
New Zealand, little boys (presumably Chummie), gardens, fairy
tales, letters and letterboxes. The first poem, A Fairy Tale -
"Row this is the story of Olaf" is not very good. The only K.M.
line (but there ir at least one, you see) is
"I have brought you a valuable present
A little brown fiddle and bow.
"

The rest is a typical child's poem in rhythm and phrasing.
Op ~) os it e s is better, especially whetl one remembers it was writ-
ten in a time when most verse was still stilted and weighted
down. The -Half -Sole d-Boots-with T oe ca ps -Chi Id is probably the
gay little girl K. M. was--like Matilda in The Hind Blows .
Song of Karen the Dancing Child shows t-ie influence of fairy
tales K. M. had been reading. There is a good line in this
one, too. "Red, red boots the colour of wine."
A Joyful Song of Five
,
The Candle _Fsi_ry_» Song by the Win -
dow , Before Bed , A Little Boy' s Dream , Winter Song-- these are
not especially noteworthy. But what does one want of schoolgirl
verses in a school magazine?
On a Young Lady' s Sixth Annive rs ary has a good closing
couplet (nobody is fond of growing up--K. M. wasn 1 ti )
:
"Babbles, Babbles, have a care
You will soon put up your hair."
A good title, though not a good ooem, is A Few Rules for Begin -
ners . A Day in Bed is almost a foreboding of what was to come.
It was the sort of life she had to learn very early:
"Somehow the day is very long
Just keeping here alone.
I do not like the wind' s song
He's growling for a bone."
This poem -was first oublished in Lone Hand , a N€sw Zealand maga-
zine, that is often but incorrectly named as the journal that
published her first story.
The Lonesome Child, expresses an Alice- through- the looking-
glass idea; A Fine Day , her joy in the world: "Thank you, Sun,
for everything"! Lveninp; Song; of the Thoughtful Child is another

poem written in bed.
A bit better are Autumn Song , The Slack donkey , The Pillar
Box . But the best are four talking about Helf -Past-Six
(Chummie, no doubt) as she remembered him when she left to
come to England.
A Mew Hymn : "Sing a song of men' s pyjamas
Half-past-six has got a pair
And he' s wearing them this evening
i-.nd he' s looking such a dear. "
The Quarrel
,
ending: "if you think you're so grownup and clever
I'll run off and play with the Boy p."
Grown-up Talk--a poem reminding one of her story See -Saw .
The Family --a poem about dolls left in the rainy garden.
On the whole, they are good enough poems for a child to
have written. Unquestionably she just wrote along without a
definite idea or nece ssi ty . . . . the poems just came line after
line. She rhymed easily. She was only in her teens and even
her prose style was not yet extraordinary.
• • • •
The next group of ooeras was written in 1909 and 1910--
eleven poems in all. In The Rangitaki Valley is a New Zealand
picture.
"0 Valley of Waving Broom
lovely, lovely light"...
are the loveliest lines in it. Spring vVind in London is a
poor poem because It contains a diffusion of ideas and seems
unfinished. Butterfly Laughter
,
however, is almost a bit of
prose out of At the Bay . "Then the grandmother said: 'Do not
eat the poor butterfly!
'
That made us laugh.
Always she said it, and always it
started us laughing. "
•
That is like Kezia and her Granny laughing; when they forget
about death. From The Candle : "The grandmother. .. tucked me in
just where I loved being tucked.." The opening entry in E.K. '
s
Journal, made the same year (1910) that The C andie wag written
contains this: The only adorable thing I can imagine is for
my Grandmother to out me to bed and bring me a bowl of hot
bread and milk, and standing with her hands folded, the left
thumb over the right, say in her adorable voice: 'There, dar-
ling, isn 1 t that nice? 1 Oh, what a miracle of happiness that
would be. r o wake later to find her turning down the bedclothe
to see if my feet were cold, and wrapping them up in a little
pink singlet, softer than cat's fur. . .Alas! M
Anything K.M. wrote about her brother- -even as early as
this- -is her best. For example, Little Brother' s Secret . He
tells her:
"'I planted two lumps of sugar in your garden
Because you love it so frightfully.
I thought there would be a whole sugar tree
for /our birthday,
And now it will be all melted. '
0, the darling!"
By this time she had abandoned regular rhyme. Little Brother's
S t ory , The Man with the Wooden Leg and When I was A Bird are
all about K.M., the child, and Chummie, but not quite as good as
Little Brother' s Secret . The idea in the last line of the bird
poem, "I felt just like a bird," is emphasized in her very last
poem of all, The V/ounded Bird (1919) and in the fragments in
her letter:* *A bird with one song.: How the Fowler Trapped Lie .
Perhaps that's what all birds in cages sing. Next time you

pass me, listen and hear it:
I was flying through a wood
h green wood
,
A Spring wood,
It was early, early morning..."
There is pathos in the figure. K.M. did not like being patheti
The last three poems in this group are different—about
love and not about little brothers. She met Mr. Murry in 1910.
The Arabian Shawl * has the title line too often repeated to be
thoroughly pleasing, but Sleeping together is better. "How
the firelight spre ad" . . . she liked firelight.
"i, thousand years--was it yesterday?
When we two children of far away..."
(This is reminiscent of Arnold's r['he Forsaken He rman . ) The
last line is good:
"Sleeping toge ther?. . . ilow tired you were."
The Quarre
1
,
though striking her favorite note of laughter, has
no distinctive rhymes.
The next years (1911-1914) are the ones in which she wrote
under the pseudonyms of Boris Petrovsky and Elizabeth Stanley.
The reasons for her choice of names are probably first, her
fondness for the Russian writers, and second her love for her
writing cousin, Elizabeth. The critics were taken in, all
X.
right. Here is one of them, Thomas hoult:
"Lately I have read somewhere a disclaimer that K.M. had
been influenced by the Russian masters, an attempt being made
at the same time to show that Jane Austen was- her ancestress.
9•
Apart from the fact that there's no discredit in acknowledging
indebtedness during one's formative period. even a casual
study of In a German Pension will reveal the extent to which
K.M. worked under the spell of those Far Eastern giants. It
is apparent also in the nature of her other Rhythm contribu-
tions. She made translations of the poetry of Eoris Petrovsky:
'Heaven's above, here's an old tie of yours'. She wrote bi-
zarre poems of her own and more short stories with curiously
Russian settings. Her initials began to appear in the critical
section of the magazine and there she eventually spoke with
authority.
"
The poems actually published under :>seudonyms are:'
In Rhythm 1912
Very Early Spr ing--"Translated by E.I.I, from the Russian
of Boris Petrovsky"
Earth-Child in the Grass
,
Jangling Memory , There Was a
Child Once— as "by Boris Petrovsky".
To God the Father --as "translated from Boris Petrovsky."
In the A thenaeum
,
1919:
Fairy Tale
,
Covering V/ings
,
Sorrowing Love
, A Little Girl'
s
Praye r. In the letters to J.I'.l.E. we find: "Elizabeth Stanley
is sending two poems on Eonday; she wants to hold them over til!
then. One longs to write poems here." Undoubtedly these two
were Sunset and Old-Fashione d /idow' s Song, both published as
by Elizabeth Stanley, but through oversight not included in the
collected poems. The first American printing of tiiem was in

the New Republic with the note: "This lyric and Sunset
,
both
1919, left among MS at death." This posthumous American print-
ing was under her own initials.
Why should oeople have believed the 5 poems under the name
of Boris Petrovsky by a Russian man? Was there cause for this
or was it merely that they believed they were not being fooled?
Or were they simply dull readers with little perception, who
didn't bother to think about it? Let us see: Very Ltrly Soring
(1911) is a rather beautiful ooem describing the bright blue
and white of a cold sunny spring sky--it might well have been
written by a man, and since it is unrhymed and in no stated
form, might be a translation-- though indeed it lacks the melan-
choly of Slavic writing:
"The fields are snowbound no longer
There are little blue lakes and flags of
tenderest green.
Now the sun walks in the forest...
• • •
Over the barren branches he shakes his
yellow curls.
"
The second one, The Earth-Child in the Grass (1911) -
"Your lover will lie in the oaddock
Between his fingers the green blades
r-.nti. the green blades pressed against his body...
My song shall not sound cold to him
In my deep wave he will find the wave of your hair
In my strong sweet perfume the perfume of your
ki sse s
Long and long he will lie there...
Laughing— not weeping; "
No man could have written that. It would be rare indeed to
find a ooem in which a man makes himself out a woman. But the
readers of Rhythm probably didn' t ouzzle their heads about it
all.
1
The same thing napoens in Jangling Memory (1911). Again
it is the woman speaking:
"Heavens above! Here's an old tie of yours--
Seagreen dragons stamped on a golden ground
Ha! Ha! Ha! What children we were in those days!"
The first stanza is best. The last line is good, too: "Ha! Ha!
Ha! We laughed and laughed till the tews came!" K.M. is such
an kngli sh writer one wonders how these poems ever came to be
thought Russian. I suppose the unusual forms made the idea of
translation plausible. It was the day of new forms, free verse
and foreign translations-- the Imagists were just getting into
the world 1 s eye.
The fourth "translation" is There Was a Child Once (1912).
It ends: "There was a child once
He came white alone --to play in my garden,
He was pale and silent,
.hen we met we kissed each other
Eut when he went away we did not even wave.
"
There is a good line in it too, "Only when he smiled I knew
everything about him"... But it is the story of a girl when she
was a little girl. Two little boys don' t kiss at parting. No
man could have written this.
And finally, To God the Father (1911):
"it is centuries since I believe in you,
Eut today my need of j ou has come back.
» • • •
I am sick of this ugly scramble
I am tired of being pulled about--
Oh God, I. want to sit on your knees
On the all- too-big throne of Heaven
i.nd ftll asleep with my hands tangled
in your grey beard.
"
An obviously i.nglican (or American) poem--about 20 years ahead
of its time. People were just losing faith and beginning tn he

as they are still, amazingly bewildered. It is curious to see
that this poem was written long before the War I
Besides the 5 Boris Petrovsky poems the years 1911-1915 sa
the creation of 14 under her name, K.M. One, Lone line ss (1911)
is a lovely and quiet sonnet. The sea is there --the sea creeps
into nearly all; of K.BU^s poems. The ending is:
"Till the barren land
Fills with the dreadful monotone of rain."
The Meeting , while expressing what K.M. must have felt often
enough, is not really poetry. It is almost a short-story--
one hears the clock tick in a vast silence and feels the heart-
beats, "if it stops, I shall die."
The Gul f is nA gulf of silence separates us from each other
Once I thought we might fill it quite up with tear^
Now I want to shatter it with our laughter."
This poem, too, except for the lines quoted, is scarcely poetry
It is interesting to note that a great many of K.M. ' s verses
end on the word laughter - -and frequently there is juxtaposition
of the words laughter and tears .
The choice of words in The Storm is in the perfect manner
of her stories. Here is the ending:
" I alone --
Smaller than the smallest fly- -was alive and terrified.
Then for what reason I knew not, I became triumphant.
'Well, kill me!' I cried and ran out into the open.
But the storm ceased: the sun spread his wings
And floated serene in the silver pool of the sky.
I put my hands over my face: I was blushing.
And the trees swung together and delicately laughed."
i.eross the Red Sky (1911) is almost a Japanese print. There is
little motion in it. "Across the red sky two birds flying. . . "

The last three lines seem to me to mar it --especially the part
about the "sightless eyes" of the ef.rth. The Awakening River
(1911) is not very good as a ooem but shows that the sea, the
water, birds and the sun are what K.M. loves in the world.
The Seachild (1911) is probably a companion piece of Larth-
Child in the Grass . Too singsongy— for l.L. does least well
with regular rhyme though her rense of rhythm is excellent.
The jarring note of trite words creeps in, and the feeling of
manufactured rhyme. The thought in the poem is faintly remi-
niscent of Matthew Arnold 1 s The forsaken kerman . Moonkin,
which K.M. uses, is a winsome word.
The Opal Dream Cave (1911) is lovely but the inverted last
line "Empty now is my opal cream-cave" is too unconsciously
iliawatha-flavored. Sea (1911) and Sea Song (1915) show her sea
love again.
"I will think no more of the sea
Of the big green waves
And the hollowed shore
Of the brown rock caves
No more, no more
Of the sv/ell and the weed
And the rubbling foam. ..."
Sut she thought of it always.
The last three in this group are --we 11--" flippant" poems
but they have always delighted me more than any of the numerous
preceding ones. C ountrywomen (1914) is my especial favorite.
It is K.M. the story-writer who wrote 'em.
"These be two
Countrywomen
./hat a size!
Grand big arms

And round, red faces;
3ig substantial
Sit-down places.
Great big bosoms firm as cheese
Bursting through their country jackets."
Can't you see 'em and sine 11 * em?
Stars (1914) is another delightful thing:
end she goes oui
"Most merciful God
Look kindly upon
An impudent child
Who wants Fitting on"...
in the evening and sees -ore stars than she
expectedl "in a word, I was floored!
God of Hosts--Lord!
"
Deaf ilouse .agent (1914) lapses into prose in a very Shake s-
pe are an way
:
"Said Jack: 'What the Hell!'
But the deaf old man took a pin from his desk, picked a piece
of wool the size of a hen's egg from his ear, had a good look
at it, decided in its favor and replaced it in the aforemen-
tioned organ.
"
....
The next group of poems in the collection is called Poems
at the Villa Pauline; 1916 . Mr. l.lurry says of these: "Katherinc
Mansfield' s practice was suddenly to spend several days in
writing poetry and then to abandon poetry wholly for months and
years together. Poems at the Vi lla Pauline , with the exception
of the sonnet to L.H.B. were written in curious circumstances.
Villa Pauline was a four-roomed cottage on the shore of the
Mediterranean where we lived in 1916. For the whole of one
week we made a practice of sitting together after supper at a
very small table in the kitchen and writing verses on a single
theme which we had chosen. It seems to me now almost miraculous
• 1
• 1
that so exquisite a poem as, for instance, Voices of the Air
should have been thus composed."
The pcems at the Villa Pauline
,
then, are seven in number.
T o L.H.3 . (1894-1915) written in 1916, is a poem to her brother
Leslie Heron Heauchamp. He was six years her junior and apoar-
ently she loved him best of all. The poem is 15 lines long,
iambic pentameter, and seems to have been intended for an
Italian-form sonnet. The poem tells that, for the first time
since nis death, she has dreamed of him. They were at home,
near ooisonous berry-bushes. She tells him not to touch them,
but he doer.
" I saw a beam
Of strange bright laughter flying round your head
f.nd as you stooped I saw the berries gleam.
'Don't you remember? We called them Dead Kan's Bread! ' "
Then she wakes and wants to find the shore, the berry-bush, and
the boy.
"By the remembered stream my brother stands
Waiting for me with berries in his hands....
'These are my body, Sister, take and eat!'"
The first of the Pauline poems is called Villa Pauline
,
1916. The last 3 lines are excellent and once again touch the
note of laughter— strange, bright laughter, though:
"Lying close in the dark
He says to me: 'Hark,
Isn't that laughter?'"
Camomile Tea
,
like s good many of her poems, seems unfinished.
That is, she just left off writing at the end for no reason at
all. Its value is purely personal--as is the value of most of
K.M. ' s poems. They are chiefly for people interested in her
and familiar with the story of her life.

Waves is the story of a baby sitting at the edge of the
sea. Tears and laughter again. It ends this way.
"But thy kingdom is small
Said the God of the sea
• • •
With a loud
Peeling of laughter
He rose and covered
The tiny god' s land
With the tip of his hand
With the curl of his fingers;
i.nd after--
• • •
The tiny god
Began to cry.
"
I wish there were more rhymes for laughter.
The Town between the Hills I find interesting because the
words in it are such as she used in her stories. a little girl
runs into a wood and sees an old man sitting near a hedge
roasting two eggs over a fire. She wants to help.
"'Bravo/ he said
'You may dine with me
I've two old eggs
From two white hens
And a loaf from a kind ladie.
Some fresh nutmegs,
Some cutlet ends
In pink and white paper frills.
And- -I ' ve-~goi
A little hot pot
From the town between the hills.'"
The little girl sits dawn and says Grace and the little old
man (who is the devil or a disciple of the devil, but good fun
nevertheless) and his two eggs and his loaf, cutlets and nut-
megs and
"The little hot-oot
So much too hot"
flash away in smoke.

Voices of the hlr is the one Mr. Hurry likes. It is a
"nature poem" in four quiet stanzas, the first and last of
which are quite good. It is in praise of the little sounds
made by bees, flies, tapping leaves, braking pods, shrilling
insects.
"The little voices of the air
Sound above all the set, and wind
The sea and wind do then obey,
And sighing, sighing double notes
Of double basses, content to play
A droning chord for the little throats..."
In all her work we find musical metaphors simply and naturally
used. Sanary describes what most of her life was:
"Her little hot room looked over the bay
Tiirough a stiff palisade of glinting palms
And there she would like in the heat of the day
Her dark head resting upon her arms,
So quiet, so still, she did not seam
To think, to feel, or even to dream."
It is strange that she is much more conscious and less master
of words in her poems. She seems to have such vaster knowledge
in her prosel
• • • •
The final group of poems— 10 of them, dated 1917-19--
includes the 4 Elizabeth Stanley poems: Fairy Tale
, C over ing
Wings
,
Sorrowing hove, A Little Girl' s Prayer. Fairy Tale (191$
is a poem about the close of day--a "romantic" poem with castles
and shadow ships and the Queen of Night. Covering Wing s (1919)
contains beautiful lines. It is intensely personal:
"Love I Love J Your tenderness,
Your beautiful, watchful ways
Grasp me, fold me, cover me;"
The next line is not so beautiful: "i lie in a kind of daze"
3^

Then: "Love! Love! You pity me so!
Chide me, scold me --cry
' Submit- -submit! You must not fight!'
What may I do then? Die?
Eut oh, my horror of quiet beds!
How can I longer stay!
' One to be re ady
,
Two to be steady,
Three to be off and away! 1 "
It ends with her great desire and longing:
"Run! Run!
Into the sun!
Let us be children again."
Sorrowing Love (1919) uses again some of the figures In Voices
of the hir . It follows directly upon Covering Wings . A dying
woman and her lover walk in the woods or in the garden. The
last stanza is very sad:
"Here's moss. How the smell of it lingers
On my cold fingers!
You shall have no moss. Here's a frail
Hyacinth, deathly nale!
Hot for you, not for you!
And the place where they grew
You must oromise me not to discover,
My sorrowful lover!
Shall we never be happy again?*1
A Little Girl' s Prayer is not quite as good. There is a faint
touch of triteness about the phrasing.
"That I may take into my bosom
The breeze that is like his brother
Eut stiller, lighter whose faint laughter
Echoes the joy of the other."
Those are the Elizabeth Stanley ooems.
Six poems remain. There is a footnote by J. M. Lurry to
I-
a letter written by K,M. to Lady Ottoline Lorre 11 that explains
the origin of the poem Hight-Scented Stock . The letter says:

"Your glimpse of the garden, all flying green and gold made me
wonder again who is going to write about that flower garden. It
might be so wonderful, do you know how I mean? There would be
people walking in the garden-
-
several pairs of oeople--their
conversation--their slow pacing-- their glances as they pass one
an other-- the pauses as the flowers "come in" as it were--as a
bright dazzle, an exquisite haunting scent, a shape so formal
and fine, so much a 'flower of the mind' that he who looks at
it really is tempted for one bewildering moment to stoop and
touch and make sure. The 'pairs' of people must be very differ-
ent and there must be a slight touch of enchantment— some of
them seeming so extraordinarily 'odd' and separate from the
flowers, but others quite related and at ease. A kind of, mu-
sically speaking, conversation se t to flowers. Do you like the
idea? I see the Pig of the Party --rooting in her little dark
mind. and I see E--hasn' t the remotest idea of getting them
into harmony. Perhaps that's not fair, but it's full of possi-
bilities--! must have a fling at it as soon as I have time."
The fling would have been wonderful in prose, though there
is a very complete story in the poem. The story is that of a
moonlight party of directly postwar young people— talking
s tr ange ly . The best 1 ine
:
".His white feet flicked in the grass like fishes."
Laughter again: "Like a lady laughing behind her fan
Laughing, mocking, and running away."
Mow I Am a Plant, a Yieed is a poem in which the writer identi-
fies herself with any object in nature upon which her glance

rests. This line "while the strange ships did pass" is further
evidence of the strange touch of triteness and constraint in
K.M. as a poet. There Is A Solemn jjfind Tonight is metrical,
short, rhymed, good:
*And every tiniest blade of grass
Shakes on the quiet ground.
She noticed these things quite as if she were a delicate in-
strument attuned to them. And she was.
Out in the Garden
,
a short irregular scrap of a poem, is
one of the best. It might be, read to a child, but it is scary,
mysterious: "Out in the windy, swinging dark
Someone is secretly putting in order,
Someone is creeping, creeping."
In Ruth Elvish Liant z 1 s bibliography we are given 5 references
to consult regarding K.LI. 's Fire Iight --2 letters, 1 Journal
entry. A letter to hurry: "Last night, under trie inspiration
of a fever attack, I wrote these verses. Keep them for me,
will you? I feel a longing to write poetry."
Another: The sound of the wind is very loud in this
house. The curtains fly--there are strange oointed shadows-
full of meaning— and a glittering light upon the mirrors. How
it is dark--and one feels so pale—and even one' s hands feel
pale --and now a wandering broken light is over everything. It
is so exciting— so tiring too--one is waiting for something to
happen.
"
j
.
The Journal: ^'Any children?' he said, taking his stetho-
scope as I struggled with my nightgown.
'No, no children.'
3-
3 . <i*—a.

But what would, he have said if I'd told him that until a few
days ago I had had a little child, aged 5 and 3 quarters, of
indeterminate sex? Some days it was a boy. P'or two years now
it had very often been a little girl. . . " The poem is very
short: "Playing in the fire and twilight together
My little son and I
,
Suddenly- -woefully- -I stoop to catch him.
'Try, Mother, try!*'
Old Nurse Silence lifts a silent finger.
'Hush! Cease your play!'
vVhat hapoened? What in that tiny moment
Flew away?"
Last of all comes The Wounded Bird (1919). In my copy of the
poems bought and read nearly 5 years ago I find scrawled in the
margin by my younger self: "This is the best one." It is the
story of her own tragedy. She was the bird who, flying through
the green wood in her Soring, was pierced by the fowler' s arrow
and was hurt and had to die.
"in the past, you know, you were always so flyaway. .
.
• • • •
waters--do not cover me!
1 would look long and long at those beautiful stars!
my wings --liff me--lifv me!
1 am not so dreadfully hurt "

Fragmentary Ve rse in Letters and Journal
While K»M« 1 s serious poems do not on the whole equal her
stories, she was natively a poet of sorts. her letters and
journal are full of perfectly charming bits of humorous verse
made up on the spur of the moment. It is well to gather to-
gether in one place the available ones. Here is the first, boril
upon reading Dorothy Wordsworth's Journal--" a calm, irresistibl*
well-being— almost mystic in character, and yet doubtless con-
nected with physical conditions. Writes Dorothy:
William (P. G. ) is very well,
And gravely blithe--you know his way—
Talking with woodruff and harebell
And idling all the summer day
As he can well afford to do.
(P. G. for that again. ) For who
Is more Divinely Entitled to?
He rises and breakfasts sharp at seven
Then pastes some fern-fronds in his book
Until his milk comes at eleven
With two fresh scones baked by the cook.
And then he paces in the sun
Until we dine at half-past one.
'God and the cook are very good,'
Laughs 7/illiam, relishing his food.
(Sometimes the tears rush in my eyes
How kind he Is, and oh, how wise! )
After, he sits and reads to me
Until at four we take our tea.
My dear, you hardly would believe
That William could so sigh and grieve
Over a simple childish tale
How 'Mary trod upon the Snail'
,
Or 'Little Ernie lost his pail'
And then perhaps a good half-mile
He walks to get an appetite
For supper, which we take at night
In the substantial country style.
3y nine he's in bed and fast asleep,
Hot snoring dears, but very deep,
Oh, very deep asleep indeed. .
.
And s o on ad lib. What a Pa man! "
3l
v
3*'
The next one:^ "A Victorian Idyll"
-
"Yesterday Matilda Idas on
In the Parlour by herself
Broke a Handsome China Basin
Placed upon the Mantelshelf. "
And these truly "Hard Lines"
"Verses Writ in a Foreign 3ed"
"Almighty Father of All and Lost Celestial Giver
Who has granted to us thy children a heart and lungs
and a liver;
If upon me should descend thy beautiful gift of tongues
Incline not thine Omnipotent ear to my remarks on lungs,
.
3-In a letter to Lurry:
"And this is not s boon
1 Tis as I should entreat you wear your gloves
Or feed on nourishing dishes, or keep you warm,
Or sue to you to do a peculiar profit
To your own oerson. .."
In a letter to her friend Anne Ls telle Rice:
"My darling Anne
After my Plan
For Hew Year's Day fell through,
I gave up hope
Of catching a rope
Which would land me down near you.
Since then I've been
(Pulse one -sixteen,
Temperature one -o- three)
Lying in bed
With a wandering head
And a weak, weak cup of tea.
Injections, chere
In my derriere
Driven into a muscular wad-
With a needle thick
As a walking stick--
How can one believe in God.'
Plus --pleurisy
And je vous dis
A head that went off on its own
Rode a circular race
That embraced every place
I ever shall know or have known.
I landed in Spain
-
Went to China by train
*
31.
And rounded Gape Horn in a gale,
Ate an ice in Hew York,
C a tig lit the boat for M a j our ke ,
And went up the Kile for a sail..."
I.
There are these clever limericks in her Journal:
"Tedious Brief Adventure of E. r.L "
A Doctor who came from Jamaica
Said: 'This time I'll mend her or break her.
I'll plug her with serum
And If she can't bear 'em
I'll call in the next undertaker.
His locum tenens, Doctor Byam,
Said: 'Right Oh old fellow, we'll try 'em,
For I'm an adept-
o
At pumping in strepto,
Since I was a surgeon in Siam.
The patient, who hailed from New Zealing,
Said: 'Pray don't consider my feeling,
Provided you' re cert&in
'Twill not go on hurtin'
,
I'll lie here and smile at the ceiling!'
These two very bloodthirsty men
Injected five million, then ten,
But found that the strepto
Had suddenly crept to
Her feet--and the worst happened then]
.any day you. may happen to meet
Her alone in the Hampstead High Street,
In a box on four wheels,
With a whistle that squeals
And her hands do the job of her feet."
Two fragments remain--*^'
"Oh why, why
Did the Lord make the Fly?
And when we die
Shall we find them spry
In eternity?"
J.
hnd this, which hurry says was in the middle of' the MS of
Her First B all .
"Be not afraid, the house is full of blankets,
Red ones and white ones, lovely beyond dreaming,
(
ft a-
Key-pattern, tfasselled, camel-hair and woolly,
Softer than sheep or the "bosom of a swan."
U1IC OLLLC TbD ? OLLiS
There is a slight service that may be done K. L* --namely
,
the "bringing together of such of her poems as have been printed
in papers and magazines but which, for some reason, were not
included among her collected poems. I shall quote in full all
of these poems that this part of my paper may serve as a refer-
ence book for anyone desiring to read the uncollected verses.
In a letter to her husband E» M» wrote: "I hope to see Anne
today, for last night after I came in I wrote four of those
'poems' for our book. I rediscovered the form and the style,
I think. They are not in verse nor in vers libre. I can't
do these things. They are in prose.
1. To a Butterfly
2. Foils
3. Le Regard
4. Paddlers
You would like them. They're very light. Like Heron feathers,
so to s ay . "
What has become of these I cannot ray. There is- a clue
nownere . Hut there exists a poem called The butterfly by K. M.
which may be identical with To a Butterfly . Here it is:
The Butterfly
"'Vhat a day to be born!
And what a place I /
Cried the flowers.
'Mais tu as de la chance, ma cherel"
Said the wild geranium,
./ho was very traveled.
••
The campions, the "bluebells,
The daisies and buttercups,
The bright little eye bright and the
white nettle flower,
And a thousand others,
All were there to greet her--
Growing so high--so high
(Right up to the sic/-, thought the butterfly)
On either side of a little lane.
'Only, my dear, breathed an old snail /.
Who was hugging the underside of a dark leaf,
'Don't attempt to cross over.
Keep to this side.
The other side is just the same as this
Eelieve me-- just the same flower s-- just the
same greenness.
Stay w lie re you are &nd have your little
flutter in Peace.
That was enough for the butterfly.
V/hat an ideal Never to go out into the open?
Never to venture forth?
To live, creeping up and down this side!
Her wings quivered with scorn.
'Really ,' said she, 'I am not a snail.'
And away she flew
But just at that moment a dirty-looking dog
Its mean tail between its legs,
Came loping dov/n the lane.
It just glanced aside at the butterfly-- did not
bite,
Just gave a feeble snap and ran farther,
But she was dead.
Little fleck of cerise and black
She lay in the dust.
Everybody was sorry except the Bracken,
Which never cares about anything, one way or
anothe r. n
Although the phrase "dirty-looking dog" is not for a poem, and
although it is not clear just why the words Peace and Bracken
are capitalized, there is something lovely about the whole poem
as there is something lovely in all her writings. One feels the
sun, and the heat of the little lane, and the thick sweet smftll
•
of the tall flowers, and one almost i_s_ the proud small butterfly
Another unc ollec ted poem is called: Winter Bird '
"My bird, my darling
Calling through the cold afternoon!
Those round bright notes,
Each one so perfect
Shaken from the other and yet
Hanging together in flashing clusters!
The pmall soft f lowers and the ripe fruit,
All are gathered.
It is the season now of nuts and berries
On the frozen grass."
All of K»& 's poems convey exactly the weather and the time of
the year.
• • • • •
It is strange that the poems k other and Sunset were not
included in the book for they are to be found in a great many
magazines.
1.1 other
"So that mysterious mother, faint with sleep,
And given in her arms her newborn son
And felt upon her bosom the cherished one
Breathe, and stiffen his tiny limbs and weep.
Her arms became as wings folding him over
Into that lovely oleasaunce, and her heart
Beat like a tiny bell: 'He is my lover,
He is ray son, and we shall never part--
Never, never, never, never-- But why?'
And she suddenly bowed her head and began to cry."
The construction of the first three lines and of the next-to-
last one is peculiar and vague. One notices also the twice-
repeated use of one of her favorite poem-words-- tiny; and of hei
love of a son; and of her turning once again to the bird simile.
The next poem contains beautiful words and lines. Once
more there is the use of light and shadow, of the sea, of birds
and wings. The opening oart is K. M. sitting on the shore be-
fore the water. The marrin g note i s the "knees" of the wftVfts.

*3.
Sunset
"A beam of light was shaken out of the sky
Onto the brimming tide and there it lay,
Palely tossing like a creature condemned to die
Who has loved the bright day.
'Ah, who are these that wing through the shadowy air?'
She cried, in agony. 'Are they coming for me?'
The big waves croon to he:': 'Hush nowl The re --new-- the r|i
There is nothing to see.
'
But her white arms lift to cover her shining head
And she presses close to the waves to make herself small.
On their listless knees the beam of light lies dead,
And the birds of shadow fall."
In the mood of Sorrowing Love is another love poem printed
as by Elizabeth Stanley It is called Secret Flowers
"is love a light for me? A steady light,
A lamp within whose pallid pool I dream
Over old love-books? Or is it a gleam,
h lantern coming towards me from afar
Down a dark mountain? Is my love a star?
Ah me'. So high above--so coldly bright!
The fire dances. Is my love a fire
Leaping down the twilight ruddy and bold?
Tay, I'd be frightened of him. I'm too cold
For quick and eager loving. There's a gold
Sheen on these flower petals as they fold
More truly mine, more like to my desire.
The flower petals fold. They are by the sun
Forgotten. In a shadowy wood they grow
Where the dark trees keep up a to-and-fro
Shadowy waving. V/ho will watch them shine
Y/hen I have dreamed a dream? Ah, darling mine!
Find them, gather them for me one by one."
3 .
Cld-Fashioned Vicow' s Song is about roses and rain and
sorrow. It is curious that K. M. in her poems uses expressions
like "heal my pain*, "crisp and curled" "flag unfurled" "brimming
sea"-- while in the stories the words are perfect.
As Ruth Elvish Mantz, K. NL 's bibliographer, fays; "The Old -
•PaRh-innpn Wirinw'g frnrg IS r"pi^1y >>gr^rrn ng the greates t
a)
•
unconsciously oerpetrated modern literary hoax through its nine
'first 1 printings." The genuine first printing was in the
Athenaeum for August 22, 1919 as by Elizabeth Stanley. Mr.
Murry said: "I had not the faintest recollection of its having
been published before. " Evidently it failed to impress him.
Id -Fas hi one d V/ido w' s Song
"She handed me a gay bouquet
Of roses pulled in the rain,
Delicate branches, frail and cold
Could roses he ai my pain?
She smiled: 'Ah, c'est un triste temps! 1
I laughed and answered 'Yes'
,
Pressing the roses in my palms.
How could the roses guess?
She sang, 'Madame est seule?' Her eye
Snapped like a rain-washed berry.
How could the solemn roses tell
Which of us was more merry?
She turned to go; she stopped to chat;
'Adieu'
,
at last she cried.
ille mercis pour ces jolies fleurs!'..
At that the roses died.
The petals drooped, the petals fell
The leaves hung crisp and curled,
And I stood holding my dead bouquet
In a dead world."

Ki.TlIh.RINE MANSFIELD SHAKESPEARE
From the time in 1915 when she wrote in a letter then I
woke up, switched on the light and began to read Venus and
A-
adonis until the time in 1922 when she said "I cherish embeddec
in Twelfth right a sprig of mignonette from the bush that ran
wild", Z*'lsL 's chief reading was William Shakespeare. Nor did
she read him "idly". Scarcely a month passes in which she does
not mention a play or a poem that she is studying. I shall
quote the most interesting comments ;mong these:
"if I hadn't got William Shakespeare, I should be in the ulti-
3-
mate cart, but he reads well to a touch of fever."
At a London hotel one evening she found in the library a
copy of j, artin Lden , but she could not read it. "No, a little
Shakespeare makes one's nose too fine for such a rank smeller
i
as Jack London.
"
Her first hemorrhage came as she was quoting Shake spe are--
1918; "l woke up early this morning and when I opened the
shutters the f 11 round sun was just risen. I began to repeat
that verse of Shakespeare's 'Lo, here the gentle lark weary of
rest?' and bounded back into bed. The bound made me cough-- I
spat—it tasted strange--and it was bright red blood."
But next day she was at Shakespeare again, undaunted,
nerrily quoting Lear's Fool: "'Twas her brother who in pure kind
less buttered his horse's hay" and telling hurry that finances
iidn't make buttering hay admirable just then. And after anothx
quotation she writes: "You can't beat that. I a dore the English
Language and that's a fact."

••
language and that's a fact."
She feels that the Romantic poets are looped by a "golden
loop" to Shakespeare's time. And so linked to Shakespeare's
day is she that she cannot think of jam without a proper
quotation/ And she says of herself laughing (yet not wholly
laughing): "Pity her--Alas--pour soul! Katherine's curst!
The Winter's Tale was one of her best beloved: "With my
meals I am drinking The ./inter's Tale It's again one of my
favorites. It's simply marvellous." She was ravished (her
word) by it. She studied Shakespeare, every word, "finding
what are inkles and caddises" and knowing the sheepshearing
scene completely and the rest of the pl^y "almost by heart".
•v-
Twelfth Tight she loved also. The Taming of the Snrew she
called "deadly" and not by "Bill".
And when Hurry sends her The Tempest:
"I do think the Tempest is the most radiant, delicate, exquisite
play-- Oh my divine Shakespeare] Oh most blessed geniusJ"
And v a little later: "By the way, I do love Sir Moby's saying to
Viola 'Come taste your legs, Sir. Put them in motion' when he
wanted her to leap and fly. I wish I had a little tiny boy to
say tha t to. "
7
in her Journal for 1921 K. IL has eight pages of notes on
Shakespearian plays--All' s "Veil That imds Well, hamlet, Romeo,
and Juliet, Twelfth Night, Anthony and Cleopatra. her critical
comment here is sharp and full of lovely humour. She picks a
very weighty sentence to quote: "'When you have spoken it, it
lies dead and T. arn t.hfi pr^VR nf -it.." Rhfi csnyc;. "Pn-t J Anuld
•t
write a thousand pages about hamlet." And of the had Scene:
"if one looks at it with a cold eye, it's really very poor. It
depends entirely for its effect upon wispy Ophelia. The card-
board King and Queen are of course only lookers-on. They
don't care e halfpenny. I think the queen is privately rather
surprised at a verse or two of her songs... And who can believe
that a solitary violet withered when that fussy old pomposity
died? And who can believe that Ophelia really loved him, and
wasn' t thankful to think how peaceful breakfast would be with-
out his preaching?"
She says: "The people whom we read as we read Shakespeare
are part of our daily lives ". That is, the Song of Songs or the
Death of Cleopatra have so become part of her that she will
never be as she was before she heard them. "One has willingly
given one's self to a-11 these things"....
In 1921 she writes "l have been reading Shakespeare as
usual. " She has re-read again A "."/inter's Tale and it aoes not
seem quite so fine to her. She hates "gentle Hermione". Meas -
ure for Measure is newer to her and pleases her immensely.
"i... reads aloud in the evenings and we make notes . There
are moments when our life is rather like a school for two. Even
./ingley, the cat, was enthusiastic: "lie is now quite settled
down, reads Shakespeare with us every night and marks the place
3.
in his copy with a dead fly."
Y
In a letter to Kurry in 1922 K. M. quotes a fragment which
she had the year before quoted in her Journal and on the theme
of which she desired to write a story:

"Like to a vagabond flag upon the stream
Goes to and back, lackeying the varying tide
To rot itself with motion.
"That is terrible and contains such a deep psychological truth..
the idea of returning and returning, never swept out to sea
finally... I understand that better than I care to. I mean--
lasJ
--I have roof of it in my own being."
She rereads The Tempest and it astonishes her. "'."/hen one
reads the same play again it is never the same play.
And in February of that last year: Wrote at my story,
read Shakespeare. Read Goethe, thought, prayed." It was as
if she did everything there is to do, that day.
it-

. . and the Other Poets
/
"Bat the more poetry one -reeds the more one longs to read.'
cried Katherine Msnsfield. And read on.
A.
The Oxford ,pook of English Verse was often beside her.
Sometimes It pleased her, especially by the earliest poems in
it. Put on the whole she was dismayed by it. "Except for
Shakespeare and Marvell and lust a handful of others it seems
to me to be a mass of falsity, i.iusicelly speaking hardly any-
one seems to even unde rsta nd what the middle of the note it."
But once, when a cousin picked up the book and said: "'There
are some quite pretty things here, dear, ''.ho are they by?"
K.fvi. pretended not to hear.
She was fond of Thomas Wyatt, mentioning particularly
"They flee from me who sometimes me did seek" and "Vis puellis
nuper idoneus" . "My strike.'" wrote K.M. of that, "it's a rare
3-
good 'un."
Her letters are full of bits and snatches of quotations as
they are suggested to her by things outside her window pane or
things inside her mind.
In 1921 Chaucer captivated her. nefore that year she men-
tioned him once only: "I was worrying madly over a nice name
for e cow in bed last night. I vented first to call it Chancer
then I thought Edmund Spenser and only after I had ranged up
and down for a long time did I remember that a. cow was feminine
But when she took him serionsly and -read him carefully it was
different. " .'-Ut the personality— the reality of the man.' How
-3'

his impatience, his plPasurp, the very tone rings 4 brough.
It's a deep delight to read. Chaucer and Karl owe 8 re my two at
i
present." She adds auickly that the two are not to he compared
She has .lust ^ead Hero and Lpander . "That's incredibly lovely,
hut how extremely amusing Chapman's f ini sh isi Taking that
magical poem and putting it into a bodice end sVirt." And
later she s p vs "I find that if I sticv to men like Chaucer and
Shakespeare and MirlSwe and e^en Tolstoi I i^epp much nearer v ba
I want to do than if I confuse things with reading a lot of
le sser men.
One other mention of the Canterbury pilgrim: "Have you
read his Troilus and C^g-ssid lately? It is simply perfect . I
have t passion for Chaucer .lust now."
The other early popts mentioned by hpr are "old Father
3 '
Abraham Cowley ( The Wish ) and ^homa s Randolph Khos^ Ode to one
HAnthonv Stafford delighted her.
ordsworth was one of her special ones. w But I understand
ordsworth and. his sister and Coleridge. They're fixed,
J
they're true, they're calm." Great Men Have seen Among Us was
the sonnet she agreed with. She and f:urry correspond about
c
*
poets: "Well, wpII ! Thp h^ap of dead on^s that we have thrown
over. th.it ah, the ones that remain.' All the trough poets.
T spp ordsworth, par pxpmple , so hone St and 1 i ving and purp .
"
Dorothy ordsvorth's Journal was somp thing she read often.
It comforted her, pprhaps, the ^rother and sister living so
1V
4

j$7
%
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cuietly p nd i"(=ing cuite well. "Oh they did have p erood life.'" 1 '
Shelley is mentioned in her letters five times. Four of
these comments come in 1918 a nd these four nil include refer-
ence to his poem The Question 0^ to the lovely phrp se from it,
"rornlirht coloured May". She ex^i+edly begs Murry to read the
poem: "Oh do >->epd it--this moment" pnd has Itemed it "by heprt.
"It is very exouisite, I think. Shelley pnd Keats I get more
Pnd more attached to."
The Question is p five stanza poem beginning:
"I dreamed that ps I v p nd e r»e d by the way
'.pre winter suddenly was changed to Spring"....
All spring flowers blossom, the poet maVes a nosegay of these
"visionary flowers'1 , holds it tightly, Joyfully;
"And then, elate and gay,
I hastened to the spot whence I had come,
That I might there present it J --Oh J to whom?"
J-
Of Kpats she writes four times. Once this, in her Journal
(I wonder why) J "Keats to ^anny 3r-pwne : ,m o be happy with you
seems such an impossibility.' It requires a luckier star than
mine.' It will never be . . .The world is tor brutal for me.'"
Another time, disappointed in the Keats Memorial volume:
"But there's p letter by Pleats in it--so full of power, gaiety,
'fun', that it mocks the v>orV ?s he_ would have mocked it.."
In a letter there is p Quotation of a poem by Emily r-onte
<| v^«.|« .I'll V i*,x3 fttfr-

"Forgive me if T 've shunned so long
Your gentle greeting, earth end fir..."
K.NL loved it because the writer is not "Err.ily disguised" hut
. the real Emily. K»M. says that one of the chief reasons for
one's dissatisfaction with modern poetry is our doubt whether
the man writing believes what he writes or no. "It is so tir-
ing, isn't it, never to leave the (.'p s^ed Ball --never never."
At one time Murry read Swinburne end Hardy aloud to her.
She preferred He rdy^-inf initely
.
Of Swinburne: "I suspect those green buds of sin end those grey
fruits of shame."
Of He^dy: "How excuisite, how marvellous some of those poems
ere.' They ere almost intolerably near to one."
Of the modern poets, Levrence, and ^e la Mere were her
very good friends. Her letters to Lewrence which would have
been important have never been published. Nor are there many
comments on him. She thought a tremendous deal of alter De
la Mare.. Sometimes she named him with Tohehov in her Journal.
3.
He was one "who shares my ioy in the silent word." The adjec-
tive she associates with him end his poems is "haunting". She
mentiones expressly two poems of his--one in his boc> The Veil
and Other Poems (K.;. . was at the time writing her own story
TeVing the Veil) beginning:
"Vhy has the rose faded and fallen
And these eyes have not seen..."
"It haunts me. ->ut it is a stpte of mind I '-'now so terribly

S3
well— that regret for what one has not seen and felt--for vvhat
has passed by unheeded. Life is only given one and then I
wg ste it
The other is the child 's poem The Three I'ullg -' ul ga rs .
She writes to r.hjrry: "Do fret it and read it to any infants you
^here remains T. S. 51iot. Her critical opinion of him in
1919 is that he is finding himself in his "analysis of carica-
ture "f In 1922 "I thinV Pruf rocV by far and away the most in-
teresting and the best modern poem."
Thus K.M. and the other poets.
Vnow
.
•

Analysis of Larly Stories
In A German Pension
In 1911 there 8 -ipetred this book, In a German Pen sion,
Katherine Mansfield's first. She was then twenty-tliree years
old. The stories had been written between 1909-11 and had
appeared in The I Tew Age . She was very young when she wrote
the pieces comprising the book- -and alone --and ill in Germany;
these things must be taken into consideration when one passes
judgment on her "cynicism". The book was quite successful but
the publisher became bankrupt and no royalties were forthcoming.
Sfturry says she was not terribly disappointed and became even
hostile to her first book. "it represented to her a phase of
youthful bitterness and crude cynicism which she desired to dis-
own forever. How alien to herself she considered it may be
judged from the fact that at the outbreak of the war with Germs
,vhen one or two publishers made her attractive offers for the
?ight of republishing it, she steadily refused, although she
Dadly needed money... but nothing would induce her to make 500
.bs. by republishing In a German Pension
,
partly because she
thought the book itself unworthy but even more as I remember,
>e cause she thought it unworthy of herself to take advantage of
he odium into which Germany had fallen."
In 1920 when Blis
g
appeared successfully she was urged to
Republish her first book. She wrote: "I cannot have The German
en si on reprinted under any circumstance . It is far too immaturity
nd I don't even acknowledge it today. l mean I don't hold by

it. I can't go foisting that kind of stuff on the public.
It's not good enough... It's positively juvenile and besides
that, it's not what I mean; it's a lie. Oh no, never!"
And later, when Mr. i.lurry told her she could not deliber-
ately disown, her own work, she seaicU "But I must write an intro
auction saying it is early, early work, or just that it was
written between certain years because you know, Betsy, it's
nothing to be proud of. If you didn' t advise me I should drop
it overboard. But of course I'll do the other thing and cer-
tainly it airs one's name. But why isn't it better? It
makes me simply hang my head. I'll have to forge ahead and ge
another one written, that's all."
But she died too soon, and it was not till 1926 that In a
German Pension without her introduction, was republished.
There are 13 stories. Nearly all deal with the aloof
little English girl recuperating at the German watering-place
and making dainty, sarcastic fun of the food, the baths, the
quantities of babies.
In Germans at Meat the guests at the hotel are at dinner,
the Germans talking of their health, their babies, and their
baths to the disgust of the fastidious E. who fails to prick
'em with her little daggers. Gems from it: "He tucked his
napkin into his collar and blew upon his soup as he spoke: 'No
at nine o'clock I make myself an English breakfast, but not muchj
Four slices of bread, two eggs, two slices of cold ham, one plate
of soup, two cups of tea,— that is nothing to you]' He assert
the fact so vehemently that. T h^d not t.he courage to refute it. .J?
^0
i • -y^j ^ k-q

Or this. The widow has been picking her teeth with her hair-
pin and replacing it in her pug she talks of babies: "'A frien
of mine had four at the seme time. Her husband was so ple&sed
he gave s supper party and had them placed on the table. 1 '1
The next story is called The Baron. "'Who Is he?' I said.
'And why does he sit always alone, with his back to us, too?'
'Ah! 1 whispered the Frau Oberregierungsrat , 'he is a Baron
...The members of the Pension are terribly proud of the little
man. He gives the place tone. Tie comes every year ! He alwayd
carries a little black bag and one knows nothing about him. One
rainy evening the English girl meets him at the post office and
he invites her to share his umbrella. She longs to know why
he carries the black bag. Voluntarily he tells her: "'I fear,'
he said, 'that my luggage will be damp. I invariably carry it
with me in this bag--one requires so little--for servants are
untrustworthy. '
He tells her he eats alone s o he may eat more. 'And what do yoi]
do all day?' 'I imbibe nourishment in my room. 1 '...
The guests are all friendly to the English girl that evening.
The 3aron, however, departs next day. ft
The Sister of the Baroness shows the Pension in ecstacie s
over the news of the intended arrival of the dumb daughter of
Earoness von Gall. The talk for days is of nothing but royaltyj
The little girl (an unattractive one with unwashed ears) and a
young lady who says she is the Baroness' sister come. All are
charmed. The young poet-boarder goes so far as to vrite 10

stanzas to the sister:
"Ah, will you to a convent fly,
So young, so fresh, so fair?
Spring like a doe upon the fields
And find your beauty there."
Even Catherine is inspired:
"They sway and languish dreamily
And we, close -pressed, are kissing there.."
"Close-pressed did not found at all fascinating. Savoured of
wardrobes. " But alas, the Baroness pays a surprise visit to
her child and the "sister" turns out to be the Baroness's dress-
maker's daughter.
Frau Fischer is a widow who comes to the Pension Liuller eadlh
July for a treat. There she flirts with the Herr Rat who is 61
This year when she arrives, Frau Fischer greets the Pension
owner and her 5 daughters who ft and on the steps. "'Bertha,'
turning to the youngest of the 5, 'how change dl What a bust!
Frau hart, larm I congratulate you." All the inmates of the
Pension are discussed. Finally, curious about the English
girl, the Frau comes to her room to "squeeze her dry like a
sponge"-- she admits it. The English girl pretends her husband
is a seacaptain and receives the widow' s sympathy: "'Handfuls
of babies, that is what you are really in need of,' mused Frau
Fischer.. 'Think of his delight find excitement when he saw you! '
She decides to "wreck her virgin conception and send him down
somewhere off Cape Horn." The ending is in the style of & M. 's
stories-to-be: "She squeezed my hand, but I did not squeeze
back. "
Next comes Frau Brechenmacher Attends a Y/edding. Frau_jn_d
i
Ilerr Brechenmacher (the oostman) married 10 years and parents o:
5, are off to a wedding at the Gasthaus. In the Festsaal the
Butcher's wife nudges her: 'My dear your skirt is open at the
back. V/e could not help laughing as you walked up the roomwitl
the white tape of your petticoat showing!" ..Theresa, the
bride, has her freeborn child along with her. The father was
a traveling salesman who disappeated , end Theresa is said to
hate the intended.
'ITice time she'll have with him,' Frau Rupp exclaimed. 'He
was lodging with me last summer and I had to get rid of him.
He never changed his clothes once in two months and when I spoke
to him of the smell in his room he told me he was sure it floateid
up from the shop.'" ... At home again, the Frau remembers her
own wedding-night. So does her husband- -he begins to joke, but
she stops nim. "'Always the same,' she said— 'All over the
world the same; but God in heaven—how stupid.'"
At the start of The Modern S oul the Ilerr Professor eats
cherries and talks to the English girl. He spits the s tones
into the flower-bed, proud of his feat. 'One daj the garden
bed will become an orchard grove and I shall allow you to pick
as much as you please.' Then the Godowskas--mother and
daughter- came from Vienna. Sonia, the daughter, is an actress
and a modern soul. Both Sonia and her mama speak very dispar-
agingly of England. That evening in the Aloft Sonia, the Profes
sor and others take part in a benefit concert for Catholic in-
fants. Sonia recites; the Professor praises her extravagantly,
f
calling her the flower in the heart of a li3.y. Sonia asks the
English girl to promenade with her after l,iarna retires. Her
mother, she says, is her tragedy. The English girl tactlessly
suggests Sonia marry the orofessor to her mama aid Sonia, out-
raged at the cruelty of the suggestion, faints. The professor
rushes to her and next day takes her on an excursi on.
At Lehmann'
s
is the story of youM} Sabrina, servant at
Lehmann 1 s Cafe. It is the busy season and Mrs. Lehmann is
going to have a baby, so Sabrina is kept running. A young man
comes in for a drink, shows her the oicture of a naked girl who
looks like her, asks her how she'd like to have her picture
taken so. Hr promises to come back next oay. He does and
catches hold of her hand into the bargain. 'Look here*, he
said roughly. 'Are you a child or are you playing at being one
But she is really a child. He places his hands on her breast
when she suddenly hears the screams of Mrs. Lehmann having her
baby. 'AchkJ. shrieked Sabrira, rushing from the room."
The Luft Bed is a short sketch describing a few of the
queer ducks at the bath. It opens and closes on the unifying
note of umbrellas. 'When I was admitted into the enclosure for
t e first time I saw my fellow bathers walking about very nearly
in the nakeds, it struck me that umbrellas gave a distinctly
Little Black Sambo touch." At the end: "The umbrellas are the
saving grace of the Luft Bad.. .Now f when I go, I take my hus-
band's storm gamp anc sit in a corner, hiding behind it."
Andreas Binzer in A Birthday is a sort pf ear lie r Reginald
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Pe&cock. 'I'm too sensitive for a man--that 1 s what's the mat te
»
with me. ' He is lazy, cross, inconsiderate. His wife is in
process of having a third baby. Andreas feels aggrieved and
"suffers" for her. He thinks his wife dying. Eut when the
doctor cries: "Well, she's hooked a boy this time," he glows
all over as if it were he who had done it all.
Almost a fairy tale and better than the blunter, broader
Gerrun s lories is The -C hi Id -7ho -W a s -Tire d . It is about a
little half-witted slavey child tired unto death of caring for
the Frau' s many, wet, crying babies. She creams of a little
white road with tall black trees. Eut they never let her
sleep. The baby cries, cries, and the I; rau is soon to have
another . And suddenly the little girl "had a beautiful mar-
vellous idea". "You'll not cry any more or wake up in the
night. Funny, little ugly baby." ;-.nd then gently sniling,
on tiptoe, she brought the pink bolster from the Frau' s bed and
covered the baby's face with it, pressed with all her might as
he struggled like a duck with its head off, wriggling."
There is beauty and great pity in this short tale. It
reminds of her later writing, especially At the Bay .
The pensioners are going on a picnic and Frau Kellermann
has invited The Advanced Lady . Elsa and Fritz, lovers, are
going. Herr Langen the bitter young man is going, and little
Karl Kellermann, and the English girl, and all the others. As
in each of the stories someone belittles the English as TL M.
belittles the Germans-- e.f% The Advanced Lady
f
speaking of the
4
English Wells of Thought, seys: "From what I have read I do not
think they are very deep wells." She is writing a novel on
the Liodern Woman. Women, she believes, should give to all,
should sacrifice themselves. And there you have the idea of
my book--that woman is nothing but a gift."
They stop at an Inn, eat sourmilk and bread and ride back in
the Landlord' s cart.
The
i
Swing of the Pendulum
,
and The 5la ze_ which follows,
need not have been written with a German setting. In this the?
are unlike the other stories in the book and are precursors of
her later stories.
Viola hasn' t the rent for the cruel landlady who brings
her a note from her lover, Casimir, who will came at 3 to spend
the afternoon with her. Viola is half-angry at him. She
washes her head in a basin and experiments with drowning her-
self in the basin, --when a stranger comes to the door seeking
a lady who doesn't live there. The man looks happy, wellfed,
dependable. he goes at once. Viola thinks of him-- thinks her
affair with Casimir all a mistake. Eut she won't go to Casimir.
Where should she go? 'There was Nowhere' ( cf ka Parker ) . She
puts on a white gown and goes to the door. The stranger is
still in the passage and wants to finish his cigarette in her
room. The room suddenly seems full of the scent of hyacinths.
Eut suddenly she thinks he looks silly and stupid; she
wants him to go. He offers her 200 marks to kiss her, but she
cries for him to clear out and when he tries to pull her to the
bed she bites his iiand and he flees. Uuw she wishes it were
i
5 o'clock and feels terribly well disposed toward Casimir.
A Blaze is the story of a triangle. Max and Victor are
good friends. Elsa, Victor's wife, has caused Max to fall in
love with her. Victor sends Lax to tell Lisa he won't be in
till later. She won't allow r,; ax to touch her; he really loves
her and calls her more ungenerous than a prostitute because she
gives him nothing. "Do you suppose that now you've finally
lighted your bonfire you are going to find it a peaceful and
pleasant thing--you are going to prevent the v/hole house from
burning?" She admits the truth of his argument. Jle asks,
"Well, what will happen now?" "I haven't the slightest idea.
I never have--I just let things occur..."
And when her husband comes she embraces him, says I.iax
bored her, and is entrancing in her white velvet gown. "God!
Vhat a woman you are! ' cries Victor. 'You make me so infer-
nally oroud, dearest that I... I tell you.'"
The trouble with the book is that in all but 5 stories--
Blaze
, The-Child-vVho-Was -Tired , The -Swing- of - ti ie -Pendulum- -
bhe author's personality intrudes itself, a bit too cocky and
rery young.
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If I had. but two little wings,
And were a little feathery bird,
To you I'd fly,my dear.
But thoughts like these are idle things,
And I stay here.
But in my sleep to you I fly:
I'm always with you in my sleep I
The world is all one 's ov/n.
Bat then one wakes, and where am I?
All, all alone.
Sleep stays not, though a monarch bids:
So I love to wake ere break of day;
For though my sleep be gone,
Yet while tis dark one shuts one'sllids,
And still dreams on.
SA^u^Xi j.'.ci. j.„-0jtt 03 .~jLiI.uvj.ia
Written in Germany 1728-9

The Little Girl and other St orie s (English edition called
Something Childish but
V ery ¥. atur al )
.
The Little Girl is a collection of 25 stories published in
1924, the year after K. M. ' s death. The collection contains a
number of very early pieces and two late ones. Murry says:
" Sixpence was excluded from The Garden Party and Other Stories
by Catherine Larsfield because she thought it 'sentimental':
Poison was excluded because I thought it was not wholly success-
ful. I have since changed my mind: it now seems to me a little
masteroiece. " In other words, the book is now comoosed of
nearly all the stories that were deemed not quite good enough to
go into the earlier volumes. But some of them are good. And
they show the beginnings of what became K. M. ' s own remarkable
style
.
The Tiredne ss of Rosabe l (1908) was written when she was 19
It is extremely well done. It is the story of a little milli-
iery-shop girl who comes home one rainy night, tired and draggle
to her dingy room and dreams herself in the place of the wealthy
foung lady on whom she waited that day. Rosabel' s desire for
Love is like Beryl's later -- or like any girl's. Only in the
concluding sentence, because of its philosoohy, do we become
aware of the writer' s extreme youth. "And because her heritage
vas that tragic optimism which is all too often the only inher-
itance of youth, still half asleep, she smiled with a little
:iervous tremor round her mouth."
The wonderful choice of descriptive detail, the ability to

tell the significance of very little things, the oower of making
fun of people kindly, and the touch of faery already belonged
to K. M.
How Pear l Button w as Kidnapped (1910) is also evidently
by a young one. Pearl Button has a lovely name. Katherine
Mansfield dealt lovingly with her oeople' s names, as writers
should. Pearl Button is a little girl who is delighted with
her kidnappers, two fat, soft, gaily dressed gipsies. Pearl is
pleased as punch to go barefoot, eat fruit, sleep on soft bosoms
and have no fuss at all. When the policemen come she hates
going back to civilization' s captivity. But Pearl is too
obviously wise for her years. She has not yet become Fezia.
The thought is very nice here, for example, but Pearl wouldn't
have said it:
'Haven't you got any Houses of Boxes she said. 'Don't you
all live in a row? Don' t the men go to offices? Aren'
t
there are nasty things?'"
A Journey to Bruges and A Truthful Adventure, both 1910,
are really descriptions of the journey and of her adventures
that of meeting unenthusiastically an old classmate-- at Bruges.
These two stories are unimoortant pave as they show her growing
mastery of satire and of noting the ironical things occurring.
All the people, glimpsed by her once but unforgotten, are
beautifully described. Young Katherine is still a bit fond of
stating philosophies in a slightly dogmatic way. Once she
conquers this her writing becomes what it later is. The storie

cc.
are a snapshot of what she had later to cone with-- hotels and
bedrooms and flight and hotels and hotels.
M ew Dresses (1910) has always seemed to me the one orinted
story of K. M. 's that fails. Why? It is hard to say. Per-
haps because there is an attempt at plot. The children, Helen
and Rose, are far less real than any of her other children.
Rose is the bossy Isabel type* Helen lacks charm. The boy-
baby is perhaps an earlier Eurnell boy and the grandma an
earlier but exceedingly ineffectual Mrs. Fairfield. As for
Mrs. Carsfield, she is a horrid mother. She likes her daughter
Rose but not Helen and this dislike is made manifest in every
way-- even to the omission of lace on Helen' s cuffs so that the
dresses may be told apart. Helen tears her new green cashmere
on the swing and fearfully hides it at the bottom of Dr. Mal-
colm' s satchel. The Doctor brings it to the grandmother while
the rest of the family is out, his sister having mended it to
save Helen a beating. The old woman is sorry he returned it,
for "Helen would have forgotten the whipping by tomorrow morn-
ing and I'd promised her a new doll..." So everyone is thwarted
I suppose that The Woman At the Store resulted from K. M. 's
trip in the Australian brush. It is a strange, rather terri-
ble thing for a girl to have written. It is exceedingly well
done-- and full of much horrid description.
The writer and two men--Jo and Jim-- are travelling on
horse through the bush. It is very hot and dry, the horse is
sick, the three travellers parched and wan. They make for a

store owned by a woman once young and fair but who now looks
like a half crazed scarecrow, still young; her child, six years
old with mangy, fleabitten dog for a playfellow, is a "mean
undersized brat with whitish hair and weak eyes." Like the
younger Kelvey she is named Else. The child spends her days
in art, drawing with a oencil stub on bits of butter paper.
The woman says her husband has gone away shearing. When every-}
one is in bed-- Jo with the woman, the little girl "Ter spite
ivlumma for shutting me up 'ere with you two" draws "the one she'c
shoot me if I did. Don't care!" She draws a picture of her
mother shooting her father and then burying him.
This story brought Ivlurry to K.M.
Ole Underwood (1912) is another grim and gruesome thing.
This and The /oman at the Store and Lillie are queer stories
to have been written by one whose later things are full of youn^j
girls and oeaceful children and flowers. The vigor of youth,
dos sibly . . .
Ole Underwood, mad, with a hammer beating in his breast
and in his head--beating more furiously because of a high wind--}
was a sailor once and killed a man for harming his woman. He
was imprisoned for 20 years. "Cracked!" says a man, spitting.
"'E's 'armless enough.'" There's a touch of Pat in him too
for "gold rings gleamed in his ears." As he roams a little
grey cat tread delicately to him and rubs against his sleeve.
He picks it up and when he reaches the sewer ooening at the
wharves tosses the kitten in. He comes to a ship, enters a
••
cabin where a man is sleeping with Ole's woman's picture
smiling down at the sleeping man. Ole is mad, all right. I
suppose he kills the man. Only- -30 ye ars ... would he have
remembered his woman so long?
The Little Girl has been called b/ a critic 1 the story of
her relations with her father 1 . I don't think so. I think
it is just a story. Kezia, all unknowing, tears up some of
Father' s papers to stuff a pincushion with for his birthday
surprise. He slaps her oalms with a ruler. ''What did Jesus
make Fathers for?' She sobs and only the Mansfield Granma can
comfort her. Queries: Is Alice the same Alice of At the Bay ?
Are the McDonalds an Irish version of the Samuel Josephs?
One day Mother is ill and Grandmother takes her to town.
Kezia has a nightmare and father takes her to his bed. In his
sleep he seems less formidable. And Kezia, who talks beauti-
fully but too philosophically, nor yet quite like a little girl
says: "My head's on your heart; I can hear it going. What a
big heart you've got, Father dear."
It is a very effective ending.
One critic asks: "But I just wondered if what she heard
was not at least in part the still accelerated beating of her
own frightened heart. And I wonder if the love and care which
she so generously credited to it were not also by pathetic
fallacy a mere reflection of her own feelings as they might
have been under similar circumstances."
Millie (1913) is a story of joy in the chase, glee in
J.
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capturing and hunting down. Millie saves and shelters the
hunted young man hut when the community is hot on his trail
she changes sides. "And at the sight of Harrison in the
distance and the three men hot after, a strange, mad joy
smothered everything else. She rushed into the road-- she
laughed and shrieked and danced in the dust, jigging the
lantern. "A-ahl Arter 'in, Sidi A-a-a-h (Ketch him, Willie.
Go it! Go itl A-ah Sidt Shoot 1 im down. Shoot 1 im! 1 "
Much later, in A Carried Man's Story , K. M. has the hero
voice this creed that explains Millie's act: "For there is--
I swear there is-- in the very best of us--s ome thing that leaps
up and cries "A-ah-hi" for joy at the thought of destroying".
Pension Seguin (1915) is like the Bruges stories a descrip-
tion of F. M. roomhuntir.g in a foreign country. She takes a
room at the Pension Seguin because it seems to her that a place
in which the mistress will take time to cover everything with
crocheted white mats like snowflakes must be quiet and restful.
But the place is iabel. It is full of oeople-- musicians
studying at the conservatory, singing and oractising all day,
Madame' s lively children, the mad baby... "Be is nervous. Only
think of iti He oasses the whole day banging his little head
against the floor and walls. The doctor cannot understand it
at all." The story is a little like K f a adventures in the
German Pension. She is right in theory—about the mats, that
is, they designate quiet. But it is not Madame Seguin who made
them. They are made by her friend Madame Fummer who has the
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pension on the first floor."
V iole t (1915), a tragic bit beginning with a quotation:
is the account of K' s first day at Pension Seguin. It is
rambling in style like a letter or familiar essay. K meets
her romantic English friend Violet Burton who longs to tell her
something. She has come to forget. K tries to turn Violet
from her confession, but no. Violet met Arthur at a dance
and let him kiss her; and he was engaged , so she ran away,
"is that all?" cries K. "What else could there be? What on
earth did you expect? How extraordinary you are--staring at
me like that
t
w And K thinks the sly fountain laughs at her,
not at innocent Violet.
we begin to see K's use of certain little things she clung
to-- the words simply, frightfully, the phrase "but it was no
use" and "extraordinary". There are little things like these
which she used over and over.
Bains Turcs (1915) is a German Pension sort of description
of a Turkish bath and one of K's exoeriences there. The frus-
trated dumpling of a German JIausfrau with a good husband and
four children "railing against the two fresh beauties who never
peeled potatoes nor chose the right eat." Pretending to desoise
them, the German woman really "stared after them, her sallow
f&ce all mouth and eyes, like the face of a hungry child before
a forbidden table." This is slightly overdramatized.
I met a young virgin
Who sadly did moan".

Something Childish but Very natural (1914) is the best
story in this book. It was inevitable that K. M. found and
adapted Coleridge's ooera. She was like the ooem. lier
stories are childish but natural. You may beat all aay
against the idea that her art is sophisticated and tricky and
cunning, and I will not agree with you. Tricks there are,
and cunning, and cleverness. But there is something simple
and native, something which no cleverness alone would achieve--
a feeling we obtain on reading her. Implication does it,
perhaps. The poem, curiously, contains even the bird-simile.
The story itself is the love of Henry, nearly e ighteen, for
"over sixteen" year old Ednt.. He meets her on a train, for
they are commuters, he to an office, she to business school.
She has marigold colored hair and "eyebrows like two gold
feathers". These are more of K. M. 's favorite figures of
description. They are used more than once. Henry and Edna,
too, are young philosophers, very serious. Henry loves Edna
but for a long time she does not allow him to touch her. They
meet Saturday afternoons in London and explore. "I'm sure I
don't feel very young," sighs Edna. "i feel twenty at least."
They find a darling cottage and one Saturday she is to meet hirr
to soend the weekend there. He falls asleep to be wakened by
a nice little girl in a pinafore who gives him a telegram.
And so Edna does not come, and darkness falls
The final scene is written very beautifully, especially
the part about the little girl.

An Indiscreet Journey (1915) is a wartime story, the
successful attempt of a woman to get through the lines to a
certain place. It Is an unusual picture of the life of
soldiers. Where she got it I do not know.
Spring Pictures (1915), four short pages long, is, like
her later Bank Holiday, entirely descriptive. She always
catches and conveys the season of the year exactly . The second
picture --the re are three--is of K. waiting, always waiting for
that letter. "Hope, you misery, you sentimental faded female I
Break your last string and have done with it." The letter
doe sn' t c one
.
Three tiny plays follow--Late at Night , Two two-oenny Ones
P ie ase , and The Black Cap--all 1917, all doubtless written in
quick succession. One gets these sudden passions for being a
novelist, a playwright, a poet--and at the time all forms but
the chosen one seem impossible. Virginia, in the first, is
Woman- and What-Man-Does- 1 o-JIer . The second is a game of
punctuation with the "6 little dots for counters. The third,
or i.ll-I llusion-lost-because-he-wears-a-cap , is longer. She
could do conversation of course, but the beauty of description,
of detail, of color, all this there is no room for.
A Suburban Fairy Tale (1917) skillful and charming, is a
bird-simile. Mr. and TJrs. B. (K.M. liked B for an initial, by
the way -- nearly every story has a B for a character) are a
plump and foodloving pair. "Alas', little B was not at all the
child that such parents had every right to expect. He was no
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fat little tot, no dumpling, no firm little oudding. He was
under a ized for his age with legs like macaroni, tiny claws,
soft, soft hair that felt like mouse fur and big wide open eyes
At breakfast one morning he longs to feed the sparrows chirping
on the frozen grass. But his parents continue to talk of food
and refuse to listen. So little B turns into a soarrow and
off he flies.
Of Carnation (a Queen's College memory) K. M. wrote: "I
want it to be 'delicate 1 -- just that." It is a breathlessly
hot day at school. The French class is in session. M. Hugo
is reading French poetry and the girls are overcome. Eve pops
a carnation down the front of Katie's blouse. That is really
all.
See-Saw is very artful. It is a series of contrasts of two
young babies playing house in a park's caved hollow and of two
old babies sitting on a park bench above. The little girl is
terribly a woman-- a little tyrant, and the boy obeys. She ask^
him all sorts of things and then cries: "I'll never be done if
you keep bothering me with these questions. " The old babies
talk of their stomachs and are vague.... Oh poor young babies
if that is what they have to grow to.
A critic says: ' "Sometime s Y.V. seems to slip herself and
tier reader in among a grouo of children taking on the spirit of
bheir thought without adapting the story to the mind of any
particular child. A happy circumstance of this is the play of
the two youngsters in See-Saw. Everything harmonizes so well

with their scale thst we seem to be one of them. ./e fit in
as the little lamo fitted the doll's house. The small boy and
girl seem to have a common mind, social mind as it were, and we
share it with them."
The theme of This Flower (1919) is K. M. 's favorite Shakes-
oerian quotation: "Out of this nettle danger, we oluck this
flower, safety." The story requires unusually meticulous
reading. Skip a word and all is lost.
The woman has a shady doctor to see her because she fears
she is bearing a child. He is to tell Roy, her husband or her
lover, that it is merely her heart, that she should go away for
a bit of a rest. Roy is told this. Kissing her he murmurs:
"if you knew how frightened I've been! I thought we were in
for it this time. I really did. nnd it would have been so—
fatal--so fatal."
The agony of that woman is not oleasant to think on.
Five little oages (1919) tell of the funeral cortege's
stopping at The , ir ong House . Old Mrs. Bean, all alone, opens
the door and is horribly shaker. But like Grandma Fairfield
she forgets death and whatever else she has been thinking of
and reminds Dollicas to remember the mace for supper's chicken.
Dollicas is like the servant Kate in the Daughters of the Late
C olonel . The story illustrates how fortunate it is that lit-
tle t flings have the power to fill the mind.
Sixpence (1921) is the tender but not as well done as her

other things of this date. It reminds one of Mew Dresses. The
ides of a child's going wild-Indian-mad-dog at an uncalled for
moment is excellent and amusing. But the writer seems tired,
seems to be forcing images and events.
Dicky's father whips him and never forgives himself.
The last story in the book is Poison , also 1921. It is
one of her beautiful ones-- light, shining glasses, exquisite
flowers, lovely women, love. The innocent young boy loves the
experienced woman who is waiting for a letter from another man.
Her ohilosoohy is thut each man ooisons the thing he loves best,
And the boy drinking his tea feels that it is poison. A
writer says Some of her best stories suggest movement, some-
thing that has happened before and will happen after-- e.g.
that extraordinary little masteroiece of intellectual drama
Poison.
"
She herself writes to her husband:
"The story is told by (evidently) a worldly rather cynical (not
wholly cynical) man against himself (but not altogether) when
he was so absurdly young. You know how young. by his idea of
what woman is... And here he has nut all his passion into this
Beatrice. It is promiscuous love, not understood as such by
him, perfectly understood as such by her... She exoects a
letter from someone calling her away. Fully expects it. That
accounts for her farewell and her declaration. And when it
doesn' t come her commonness oee^s out She gives herself
away.... he also regrets the self who would have been young

enough to have actually wanted to marry such a woman. But I
want it to "be light--tossed off--and yet through it--oh subtly,
the lament for youthful belief."
The book is a tremendous growth from the kind of writing
she did in In a German Per, a i on. Read chronologically it shows
her learning steadily what she was to present ripely in Bliss.

Bliss and Other Stories
Bliss is her book that delights me most. There are
fourteen stories, oublished in 1920; it is almost frightening
to think of the work that must have gone into these versatile
but it also gave her vitality, some purpose. Really to get at
the root of her "style" one must read and interpret her writings
.
That is as close as we can get. Her technique in shifting the
point of view is always that of the character under considera-
tion and in the long stories it glides from one member of the
family to another without upsetting us or the story even a
fraction. This is one of the most difficult things to do.
Pre iude
,
the shortened form of The j-.loe , was to be the
beginning of that unwritten Hew Zealand childhood novel dedi-
cated to Chummie. It begins with the moving into the country
of the Burnells and Fairfields. Linda has not yet borne "the
boy" but she will soon and she is always fatigued. Beryl,
pretty, posing, dramatic, unsatisfied sister of Linda, has not
yet found love. Isabel bosses her sisters, Lottie olods
chubbily along, Kezia laughs and wanders and creams. Stanley
fusses, Alice talks to herself in the kitchen, and the grand-
mother takes care of all. Every word is hand-picked like a
glowimj berry. This and At the Bay are a miracle of memory
and observation. Lid she remember these things all the time
or did they after a lapse of years and a voluntary summoning
and varied little "tossed off" things. The work exhausted her
point of view is one of her most original achievements. The
I
gradually unfold again before her?
In the garden there is an aloe. Linda loves it best of
all. Kezia, her daughter, asks her does it ever flower.
"'Yes, Kezia,' and Linda smiled down at her and half- shut
her eyes. 'Once every hundred years.'"
It seems symbolic somehow. I suppose in the part that
was never written it flowered on the day the boy was born...
"'And I am sure,' says Linda, 'I shall remember it long after
I have forgotten all the other things.'"
The Aloe (1916) is a longer, earlier, less perfect form of
Prelude and contains an account of Linda's nice father, of her
is
courting by ginger-haired Stanley, and a picture of her sister
Dora, wife of Jonathan (here called Richard. ) As Murry says;''
"a como arisen of The Aloe with Pre lude gives the critically
minded a unique opportunity for studying Katherine Mansfield'
s
methods of work." Each word has been scrutinized, polished,
perfected for the later story. And so much omitted! She was
lot s o in love with her handiwork that she keot it all.
In The Aloe in the scene where the grandma creeos into bed
Deside lezia, there is a bit from K. M. 's past that may be a clue
bo her constant use of +he bird figure.
It is the last thing at night.
"Kezia thrust her hand under the Grandma's arm. 'Who am I,
she whispered. This was an old established ritual to be gone
:hrough between them.
'You are my little brown bird.'"
I y m

In considering K. M. 's stories I shall, wherever possible,
give her own criticism of them. After all it was she who knew
what she was doing, what she intended.
"Leaning over the bridge I suddenly discovered that one of
those boats was exactly what I want ray novel to be. Mot big,
almost grotesque in shape, I mean perhaps he avy-- with people
rather aark and seen strangely. They move in the sharp light
and shadow; and I want bright, shin:/ lights in it, and the souncj
i
of water.
"
x-
„To her brother: I found the Aloe this morning. The Aloe is
right. The Aloe is lovely. It simply fascinated me and I
know that it is what you would wish me to write. And I know
now what the last chapter is. It is your birth--your coming in
autumn. You in your grandmother's arms under the tree, your
solemnity, your wonderful beauty. Your hands--your head--your
helplessness--lying on the earth and above all your tremendous
solemnity. That chapter will end the book. ..And you must mean
the world to Linda; and before ever you are born Kezia must play
with you--her little Bogey. Oh Bogey, I must hurry."
To her friend Dorothy Brett who asks her what form the story
is in, she replies that the form is more or less her own inven-
tion, "if the truth were known I have a perfect passion for
the island where I was born. Well, in the early morning there
\ always remember feeling that this little island was dipped bac
.nto the dark blue sea during the night only to rise again at
fleam of oay all hung with bright spangles and glittery drops...

I tried to catch that moment- -with something of its sparkle and
its flav or. tried to lift that mist from my oeoole, let them b<
seen and then to hide it again.
"
Je Ne Parle Pas Francais , called by critics "that diaboli-
cally clever character sketch of the little Frenchman", "that
mysterious achievement", "that strange harmony of poignancy,
sombre power and vivid beauty", "that implantation of genesic
instinct" is simply this:
Raoul Duquette is a Dlumo and oretty young French fellow in
whom, as a child, by bribing him with littlw sugar cakes to kiss
her, a colored laundress aroused and developed passion-- the
passion being certainly latent in him. Now, grown, he lives
by it. He doesn't work much and when he does it is on little
modern literary things. He has an English friend Dick, a
serious charming man (modeled on K' s friend Frederick Goodyear)
who was slavishly and inhibitedly (if we must use osychological
terms) devoted to an imperious mother-- the fragile ly commanding
you know. Dick loves a sweet girl, Mouse, brings her to France
without marriage, and on the night of their arrival there leaves
a note and rushes back to England so that his mother will never
know, will never be "hurt".
Poor Mouse, the ghastly fate of poor Mouse, stranded! She
cannot talk French either, except Je Ne Parle Pas". Raoul
rather loves Mouse but never goes back to see what is become of
her. He dreams of her often, especially this evening when he
sees Je ne parle pas scribbled on a bit of blotting-paper in the
cafe
.

It is exquisitely done and a good idea. Perhaps it came
to her in a rambling sort of way, not born whole. Tier later
stories, mixed with the ohilosophy in the first person, would
have been like this.
She was excited, "almost insane" while writing it. "it
has been more or less in my mind ever since first I felt
strangely about the French. But I hope you'll see... that
I'm not writing with a sting. I read the fair copy just now
and couldn't think where the devil I got the bloody thing from.
There is so much less taken from life than anyone would credit.
The African laundress I had a bone of, but only a bone "
hurry sent his delighted approval. But, oh dear, oh
dear," she wrote back. "You have lighted such a scandlel I
don' t want to exaggerate the importance of this story or to
harp upon it.. .But what I felt so seriously as I wrote it was
Ahl I am in a way grown up as a writer.."
"Please God I'll do much better—but 1 felt 'There, I can lay
down my pen now I've made that.'"
The publisher wanted her to cut out Darts of it'. But
she stuck to her guns: "No, I certainly won't agree to these
excisions if there were 500,000 copies in existence. They
can keep their old 40 lbs. and be hanged to them. Shall I
pick the eyes out of a story for 40 lbs?"
5 1 is s is full of beauty--Bertha' s radiance, the yellow
pears and the purole graoes and the blue bowl, and the silver
peartree . . and the baby. . and the moonlight--i t is all beauty.

Bertha is so happy it cannot last. Her dear friena entices
Bertha' s husbaid and the Bliss is shattered.
The supper-party is amusing-- the guests are all "modern"
in the modernity of 1920--their clothes their frightfully
"artistic" and "quaint" conversation-r-a little exaggerated for
the story's sake but very funny reading. The Norman Knights
fit into any modern comedy, Mrs. Knight has a monkey on the hem
of her coat and tells of asking some starer on the train:
"Haven't you ever seen a monkey before?" Isn't that the cream
of it all, her husband asks. "Oh yes/'lrs. ] night laughs,
"wasn't that too absolutely creamy?" "And a funnier thing
still was that now her cost was off she did look like a very
intelligent monkey.."
Collins says of it: "She was less concerned with the
little ironies and fine points of her characters and more with
great passions. Bliss shows the same method as do many of her
other stories, but reversed. Instead of hunting out the one
flower in a natch of weeds she oainted a young married woman'
s
Garden of Eden and then hunted dov/n the snake."
He says: "She had a good eye, a deft hand, an understand-
ing mind, a sense of humor and she loved her fellow-beings..."
"K. LI. knew so marvel ously where to stop." That is precisely
the point. iere it not a vandal stripping of blossoms in a
fruit orchard or nulling of nlums from a pudding, I should like
to list in a column with plenty of white breathing spa ce
between each one the final sentences of all her stories. It
would prove things. .
i. \
^ u-

Another critic: "The story begins by rousing the sense of
coziness so detr to the incurious and glozing temper of those
who need not consider anything they do not like..." Art aside
and truth aside, it would be very sweet to have a story end
with that sense of coziness, happily, with the comfort of not
probing.
it-
Shanks thinks the end too intensified oictorially. "Her
stories are themselves pictures. The observer outside the
window sees the groups of oersons within marvelously revealed to
him in a single glimpse... She generally ceases to be true to
herself when she attempts to 1 tell a story' in the accepted
sense of the word, to devise a plot and climax of action. That
was not her business and the attempt was almost invariably
unfavorable to her soecial gift,. • .At the end of the party she
discovers her friend is carrying on an intrigue with her husband
This element of unnecessary action appears all the more gross
because the real effect intended has been achieved before it and
without it. Bertha's Bliss, as we have already been adequately
bold, is incidental, torturing and precarious. It is wholly wit
Ln herself and is at the mercy of the real world outside of
which her bemused imagination has taken no account.
"
j •
Armstrong says the idea of the story, embodied in a tree
vhich, as in poetry stands for an emotion, is transmitted from
irriter to reader by means of the tree.
The Jind 3lows seven page s--morning, dusk--Kather ine an
i:ogey--the esolanade--the lights of the ship-- the wind. N othing
: i^r*3 . One n -t^^ fiaagAi L4a
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We find in a letter: "The wind still blows like a hurri-
cane here... If a window is opened the seas of the air rush in
and fill it. The great palm trees have snaoped like corks
and many a glittering plume trails in the dust. They say it
has never been known before. I have begun to like it."
The story shows how uncannily she chose the right words
to convey weather and moods.
Critics keep s oeaking* "The truth is in minutes rather
than years, in the emotion not of a day but of a second, in the
chill or warmth of a sudden mood, in the tunes played on the
mind by anything, by nothing at all. She knew the infinite
price of trifles. The .,ind iBlows in which nothing happens at
all and yet in which everything seems to happen.
..
gather s into
a few pages all the restless homesickness of man on his planet,
the unbearable ores sure of elements. Yet the whole story is
made of no more than little oieces of nothing, little gusts of
wind so that we no longer remember what really occurred in it."
3
Psychology was from the first my favorite Fatherine Mana-
ield story. The man and the woman, intelligent, intellectual,
thirty, are friends; they discuss things; they have been friends
a long time. It is a beautiful, impersonal relationship. But
bhey will admit nothing. "And the best of it was they were botlj.
5f them old enough to enjoy this adventure to the full without
my stuoid emotional c omolicati on. Passion would have ruined
everything: they quite saw that." Oh the impossibility of the
latonicl
f^] ostein
••
She is ever so hurt when he goes away. "An elderly virgiij
who loves her comes ringing the bell at that moment with an
offering of wilted violets. The young woman kisses her and
says, "Goodnight my friend, come again soon." And when she is
alone once more she has a "brilliant idea. She writes to him,
to her irrraersonal one, a long impersonal letter ending: "Good-
night, my friend. Come again soon."
I think we are to think the ending happy. But I am
afraid for her, men are so wary.
For some little time in her early youth KJ/Lwas a "super"
(an extra) in the moving pictures, so she knew this world.
Pictures is her storv of it. K. I.', did have a wide exoerience--
she saw and understood in her way and remembered a lot of people
and places.
In her Journal some five years before the writing of the story:
"Met a woman who'd been in the cinema with me --her pink roses in
her be It- -and hollow lovely eyes and battered hair. I shall
not forget her. V o , no. She was wonderful."
a.
„Armstrong cites the story as an examole of her economic
impressionism" which allows the reader, free from all distrac-
tions, free even from the presence of the writer, "to go through
a clear and vivid mental experience, impelled all along the
course by a series of mental revelations."
"in Picture
s
we are shown ooor iliss Loss at the end of her
:ether, having vainly climbed the stairs of agents and film
jompanies in search of a job, resting on a bench in the Square

Garden while the things round her and her own thoughts oass in
a stream through her head." So what is poor Hiss hda Moss,
rejected by Kig and Kadgit's, by Seit and Bithers, by the
Backwash Film Co. (K.M. having fun with names) to do but take
up with a gentleman? How the devil did Y.. M. know how to make
them all talk, these landladies and waitresses and servants and
gentlemen of the lower classes? And how their bodies looked
and their thoughts and ways? The final scene is sad and
superb: the downfall of refined Miss Moss.
"'That's a tempting bit o ribbon'.' said he.
Miss Moss blushed until a oulse at the top of her head that she
had never felt before pounded away.
'I always was one for pink,' said she.
The stout gentleman considered her, drumming with her fingers
on the table.
'I like 'em firm and well covered,' said he.
Miss Moss, to her surprise, gave a loud snigger.
Five minutes later the stout gentleman heaved himself up.
•'Well, am I goin' your way or are you comin' mine?' he asked.
'I'll come with you if it's all the same,' said Miss Moss. ^nd
she sailed after the little yacht out of the cafe."
I suppose the Man without a -Temperament is her picture of
lurry had Murry been able to stay with her on her isolated
searches for recovery. The wife is banished for two years to
seek life in a warm climate. But her husband is her life, too,
>nd he goes along. He dreams of. longs for his home, hi r fri enr
•#
but he must stay. lie is very tender toward his sick wife who
requires more care than a baby--yet all the oeoole think him
stolid, unfeeling. It must have hurt her very much to write
this story.
It is full of loveliness--and the very healthy Young
Married Couple are such a contrast ... and the little Kezia-
Lottie children stumoing with lifted dresses and no drawers
under in the wet pail.
"The sky is the colour of ,iade. There are a great many
stars: an enormous white moon hangs over the garden. Far awsy
lightning flutters— flutters like a wing, flutters like a brokei.
bird that tries to fly and sinks again and again struggles."
The story was at first called The Exile*
I
Collins says of Robert the husband, "in reality he has more
feeling than his critics. What he lacks is not feeling but
expression." Eut why should Robert express anything? What
need is there?
Reginald Peacock, music teacher, fussy husband ana lover
of pretty ladies, is of a different feather from the steadfast
Robert, the temneramen ties s man. It is like Reginald rather
than Robert that most of K. II, 's men are. Her men are childish
vain, strutting, cross, masterful, good enough at bottom for the
most part.' Her women are intelligent, lazy, dreamy, cultured,
cunning, sly.... If the man is the Robert kind he is usually
paired with an evil woman or one who drags him down. If the
woman is sensible and good, she is oaired with a Peacock.
I. (|. c^ssu^-,

Mi*a, Peacock does all the housework, runs everything, cares for
Reginald as if he were a child--but it is he who aoes the grumbl-
ing. To each of his lovely ouoils he is very gracious, saying
"Dear Lady, I should be only too charmed." He has dinner with
one, comes homo drunk, wakes his wife by hurling a boot into a
corner. Suddenly he decides to win her again, but to his
horror he can say nothing except: "Dear Lady, I should be so
charmed, so charmed."
!
Sun and Moon was a dream.
"I dreamed a short story last night, even dam to its name
which was Sun and Moon ! It was very light. I dreamed it all-
about children. I got uo at 6.50 and wrote a note on it becaulfr
I knew it would fade... It's so nice. I didn't dream that I
read it. Ho, I was in it, part of it, and it played around
invisible me. But the hero is not more than five I It was
awfully queer-- especially a olate of half-melted ice-cream."
The father rnd mother of Sun, who is a boy, and Moon, who
is a girl, give a beautiful rose-colored party. The color
scheme is red. Even the children are dressed in red and white
Russian costumes and allowed to look at the wonderful table.
There is an ice-pa lace--a little icecream house with a brown
door and a nut for a handle. This delights them especially.
(Query: Was K* M. subconsciously thinking of The Doll's house,
as yet unwritten, and was the nut the little lamp?) After
the party is over the children, who have fallen asleep on the
stairs, are brought down again. Sun is horrified at the mess-
€
the dirty dishes, upturned glasses, mashed ice-palace. Fairy
little l. ; oon, feminine, greedy and callous, wants to eat the
little nut. But sensitive, though sturdy, Sun sets up a wail
and his angry father packs the two off to bed.
Feuille D' Album has a precious ending. One laughs. One
must laugh.
Ian, the boy, neat and tidy in his Paris studio, loves aid
longs to meet an unknown girl whose window faces his. He plot
it all. She markets on Thursdays. One Thursday he follows
her, sees her buy an egg, and desperate lest she again elude
him, he also buys an egg.
"Finally she stopped on the landing and took a key out of
her purse. As she out it into the door he ran up and faced hei.
Blushing more crimson that ever, but looking at her severe-
ly, he said, almost angrily; 'Excuse me, Madamoise lie
,
you
dropped this
.
1
And he handed her an egg."
The essential characteristic of the hero of A Dill Pickle
is stinginess. Vera, the woman, remembers it when she sees him
again after six years; the flood of romantic memories almost
drowns her, she is almost taken in. He evokes memories. "But
of that evening she remembered a little pot of caviare. It
had cost seven and sixpence. He could not get over it. Think
of It—a tiny jar like that costing seven and sixpence.."
She knows he is mocking her and die walks away. "He sat
there thunderstruck, astounded beyond words... And then he asked

the waitress for his bill... ! but the cream has not been touched
he said. 'Please do not charge me for it. ,,!
• • • •
The Little Governess
,
another marigold-colored haired
heroine, is on her way to Germany for a position. (There is a
green glittering sky, echo of many green Mansfield skies). She
is completely innocent and trusting and is almost seduced by a
traveller whom she looked upon as a kind grandfather. To get
even with her for being haughty, the bellboy tells the women
who has hired the governess that she went off with a man. So
there she is, stranded in a foreign country, like Mouse, less
hurt but more innocent, and we are afraid of what will become
of he r
.
Revelation is the sad story of a woman concerned only
with herself and her lover. Suddenly she decides to give up
her life of a "tiny kitten in the swansdown basket," of eternal
lunches at Prince's at one- thirty of pampered recur ity ... no
,
all will be different. She drives to her hairdresser for a
stimulation of morale, but the hairdresser's baby has just died.
Thus the woman, Monica, in terror, is swept back to the old life
and drives to Prince' s. Artfully done'.
The Escape must be read with minute care. a husband and
his unbelievably fretful, yet very real wife, are travelling
abroad in the heat of a summer's day. She nags in a sing-songy
whine, scolding, scolding, never still. For example: "But
when she spoke her voice was quite weak and very, very calm.
'I want to ask you something. I want to beg something of

you, 1 she s&id. 'I've asked you hundreds end hundreds of
times before, but you've forgotten. But you can't know, no
human creature could know and be so cruel..." All this and
much more to ask him not to smoke...
And later she says: "'If I don't escape from you for a
minute I shall go mad.'"
The husband is the Robert kind.
Surely in most of these stories K. M. ' s art has reached
its full flower. She is not "plotted". No. But she has
thought of such a multitude of curious--of apparently never-
before-touched-by-literature situations, and yet situations
that seem to be the only ones there ere-- that it seems as if
she had covered everything that haopens. The people shame
us, they are so like us and so in their own minds confused.
But we do not hate them. Above all there is the increasing
use of flower and c olor--dazzling and sparkling, yellow, blue,
green.

The Garden Party and Other Stories
These are 15 stories, 1922.
K. Ivl. 's increased mastery over her oen is evident in many
of the stories. Wot that a number of those in Bliss are not
fully as good as those in The Garden Party . They are. But
those in the Garden Party show word selection almost impossible
t o impr ove up on
.
At the Bay ooens with a dawn. There is a white mist, a
milkwhite sea, a rising light. Every grass and flower is
colored for us by the light of day. Sheep run past, and a
sheep dog, and a shepherd. Florrie, the Burnel] c;t, comes out
and birds begin to sing.
Then the neople enter the story. The Bumells are at the
seaside for the summer. It is the year after Prelude. Linda'
boy has been born. Stanley, as much like a rooster as ever, i
childishly upset because Jonathan beats him into the sea. lie
snubs the dreamer Jonathan. "All I mean is,' said Stanley (in
swirr.' ling with very little to do that day)^ 'I've no time to--to
fool about. I want to get this over. I'm in a hurry. I've
work to do this morning, see?'"
Stanley's presence in the house males all the women nervou
The clearing of the air when he leaves for the office is a
perfect takeoff. "Oh the relief, the difference it made to
have the man out of the house. Their very voices were changed
as they called to one another. They sounded warm and loving
and as if they shared a secret." The grandmother tosses up the
boy and crie s • a-goos-ap;oos-agal and the litt le girls run out
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"like chickens let out of a coou", and even the servant girl
caught the infection and used the precious tankwater in a oer-
fectly reckless fashion.
Linda, against her own desires, begins to love the boy.
"The tears danced in her eyes. She breathed in a small whis-
per to the boy: "Hello, my funny.'
Then there is the perfect scene of Kezia and her grand-
mother talking about death. Fezia can't believe everyone must
die
.
"'7/hat if I just won't?'
Then, a little later: u,Grandmai' she said in a startled
voice
.
•What, my pet?'
' You' re not to die Say never. . say never.. say never...'
she gasoed between the kisses. And then she began very softly,
very lightly, to tickle her grandmother. They laugh and laugh.
"Both of them had forgotten what the 'never' was about."
Jonathan is a poet minus all ambition, and besides he has
two small sons to support so his desire to be clerking can never
be gratified.
"it seems to me just as imbecile, just as infernal to have
to go to the office on Monday as it always has done and always
will do. To soend all the best years of one's life sitting on
a stool from nine to five, scratching on somebody's ledger.
It's a queer use to make of one's., one and only life, isn't it?
Or do 1 fondly dream?"
•
Then there is Beryl, inexoerienced and innocent at heart.
At the Bay is the story of a day (or every day) from dawn till
dark.
"it's called At the Bay' and it's (I hope) full of sand and
seaweed, bathing dresses hanging over verandas, and sandshoes
on window sills and little pink sea convolvulus and rather
gritty sandwiches, and the tide coming in. And it smells (oh
I do hope it smells) a little bit fishy."
A
In another letter a continuation of Prelude ... I ' ve been at
it all last night. My precious children have sat in here play-1
ing cards. I've wandered about in all sorts of places, in and
out, I hope it's good. It's as good as I can do, and all my
heert and soul are in it--every single bit. Oh God I hope it
gives pleasure to some one . . . 1 1' s so strange to bring the dead tcj
life again. There's my grandmother back in her chair with
her oink knitting, there strides my uncle over the grass. I
feel as I write: You are not-iead, my darlings. All is remem-
bered. I bow down to you."
3.
And in her Journal: "it took me nearly a month to 'recover'
from At the Bay. I made at least '6 false starts. But 1 could
not get away from the sound of the sea and Beryl fanning her
hair at the window. These things would not die down . But now
I'm not at all sure about that story. It seems to me it is a
little 'wispy' -not what it might have been."
Collins calls the story distinctive in showing K. I:, 's way
of le&ving characters without killing or marrying them or giving
l
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them high adventure. Lais says that like Tchehov it has no
climax but is a slice of life implying everything, saying very
little. Armstrong says every word is vital. "She has the
rare gift of expressing what has never "been expressed but has
always existed in the depths of our minds so that we react
immediately and vigorously to the sensations an e suggests to us.
She knows so exactly what note to strike in order to make the
whole room of the mind ring."
While s he was writing The Garden Party K. M. said in a
letter to a friend: "Oh how I saw that awful party I //hat a
nightmare! I have a oerfect horror of such affairs. They are
always the same. One has to be encased in vanity like a beetle
to escaoe being hurt. Don't go to them. Eut what's the use
of saying that; there are times when one has to go."
Meg, Jose, Laura and their brother Laurie are helping their
aether prepare for the garden party t o be held that afternoon;
the opening part of the story is finest-- the part where Laura
walks out to talk to the workmen ana takes her bread and butter
with her--or where the girls eat a creampuff in the morning ,
['heir mother, Mrs. Sheridan, is very matte rof fact and adult --
to her the oarty is of greater import than the ooor young labor-
er killed by accidert in the lane. Laura, being very young,
wants to postpone the party because of this neighbor's death,
ier mother refuses to take her seriously and after the party is
over, sends her to the sad family with a basket of leftover party
ood. There Laura, feeling terribly an intruder, sees the dead
X w--**-^~ oar i<r,

man. She has never seen anyone dead. "There lay a young man
fast asleep--sleeping so soundly, so deeoly, that he was far,
far away from them both, oh s o remote, so oeaceful.. He was
dreaming. Never wake him again."
EmMt explains Laura's feeling it ' "The diversity of life and how
we try to fit in everything, Death included-- tha t is bewildering
for a person of Laura's age. She feels things ought to happen
differently. First one and then another. Eut life isn't like
that. We haven't the ordering of it. Laura says 'But all
those things must not hapoen at once.' And Life answers 'Why
not? How are they divided from each other? And they do all
happen, it is inevitable. And it seems to me there is beauty
in that inevitability."
4-
The reason she used the florid image for closing the party
was that it was natural for people had been viewing flowers all
the afternoon. "And the perfect afternoon slowly ripened,
slowly faded, slowly its oetals closed."
3
A critic says that Laura is like her crea tor--that she
stops everywhere to wonder at the beauty of things, seeing happi
less and beauty and the inexplicable marvel of life in the dead
|nan ' s face. But Laura is her creator and who should Laurie be
iut Chummie her brother? Another says that the spirit of
lealthy youth--or frivolous or idea lizing--flows from the oages
)f the story. "The author does not oreach. There is no strair
.ng for effect. "
Her friend Tomlinson says that the only time K. Iff. broke her
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reserve -;ith him was about The Garden Party when oeople on the
publication of the book called her "a mocker of human weakness.'
Tomlinson could tell her honestly that he knew it was not mere
cleverness or cruelty on her Dart. "She stood between this
world and the next and saw our disillusionment and disappoint-
ment at the end of a long clear perspective. . .She knew their
relative importance. Eut they were revealed by her with such
startling clarity that we are shocked by their cold unbeneficia]
description in diminutives. . . .F. II. knew its poignancy. The
Garden Party may be called her reconciliation with her fate."
The Daughters of the Late Colonel is her most famous and
outstanding story. Josenhine and Constantia are two middle-
aged, frightfully pathetic sisters who have soent their whole
life caring for their grumpy father, the Colonel. Now he is
dead. They are frightened of everything, and besides, it is
too late. No friends. No interests. They have had creams
of course--and not even quite dared to dream them. This has
been their life:
They are discussing their vigorous and faithful servant,
Kate. Josephine says: "'What we've got to decide now, however,
is whether we really do trust Fate or not.' Constantia leaned
back. Her flat little laugh flew from her lips. "isn't it
curious, Jug,' saio she, 'that just on this one subject I've
never been able to quite make uo my mind.'" Everything is con-
sidered, weighed, made an object of much politic thought.

But what, in the words of Mrs. Norman Knight, is just "too
absolutely creamy" is the visit of Cyril, their brother Bennie's
son. At tea the talk hinges on meringues. Cyril thoughtless-
ly says he doesn't remember whether his father is still fond of
meringues. But his aunts look so_ disappointed that Cyril puts
down his teacup. 'Wait a bit'. • he cried. 'Wait a bit, Aunt
Josephine, what am I thinking of?" and he remembers his father
loved meringues. At that his Aunts take him up t o grandfather.
The colonel is hard of hearing. Cyril is made to say over and
over that his father is rtill fond of meringues. Poor Cyril
blushes and stares and has to go through with it.
"Colonel Pinner heard that time, heard and brooded, looking
Dyril up and down. 'What an e sstrosrdinary thing'
,
said old
}randfather Pinner. 'What an e sstroardinary thing to come all
:his way here to tell me i •
And Cyril felt it was .
"
K. ML said: "I shall never forget lying on that wretched
.ittle sofa in Men tone writing that story. I couldn't stop.
wrote all day and on my way back to bed sat down on the stairs
and began scribbling the bit about meringues."
She says this story and part of Je Me Parle Pas are the only
ones that satisfy her at all. "But Heavens, what a journey ther5
is before one!" The strange form of the story was, she said, an
outcome of and an advance over the Prelude method, --and stronger,
too. ' The reviewers did not take to it at first. "They do hate
lie , these young men. The Saturday Review said my story was a
H-
, \\\\
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'dismal transcript of inefficiency.' What a bother! I suiopos 3
that, living alone as I do, I get all out of touch and what
She had a dread of dying before finishing each of her
stories, but this one especially.''
Cruel, sneering, crab, the astute readers called this per-
was a moment when I first hac ' the idea' when I saw the two sis-
ters as amusing ; but the moment 1 looked deeper... I bowed down
to the beautiful that was hidden in their lives and to discover
that was all my desire. All was meant, of course, to lead up
to that last paragraph when my two flowerless ones turned with
that tired gesture to the sun, 'oerhaps now...' And after that,
it seemed to me, they died as surely as father was dead."
Even Thomas Hardy told her to write more about those sisters.
3
nAs if there was any more to say."
Mais is one of those who think her cruel, accusing her of
loving the operating table and scalpel, and of 'laughing immod-
erately at the curious viscera she disembowels .
"
Collins sees the old sisters exactly. "Not only are they
dead emotionally but their habit of thought has become too set
to be readjusted to their new freedom. ... their funniness is
loveable." Armstrong praises her use of the essential, arrest-
ing quality in every thing--of the most significant detail, e.g.
Grandfather's hot sweetish room, Con's wincing at breaking her
neringue sell, her light blue tear.
seems to me lively is ghostly glee.
fe c t s t ory
.
ii It's almost terrifying to be mi sunder stood. There

It's remarkable how that story will bear rereading and re-
reading and rereading.
Of Mr. and Mrs. Dove she says in her Journal/' "I am not
altogether oleased with it. It's a little bit made up. It's
not inevitable. I mean to imoly that those tv/o may not be
happy together-- that that is the reason for which a young girl
marries. But have I done so? I don't think so... And I have
a sneaking notion that I have at the end used The Doves un-
warrantably ... I used them to round off something, didn't I? Is
that quite my game? No, it's not. It's not quite the kind
of truth I'm after."
This is true enough, and yet the story fascinates me.
Reggie, the son of a grim, tall, stout, masculine mother, is
about to return to his job in East Africa and t imidly proposes
to lovely little Anne, a pet and an only child. She giggles
at him. .. then calls him back because she pities him. She com-
pares him to the dove that keeos running after his lady dove
only making, her laugh and doing it over and over. And Reggie
is to be her Mr. Dove.
Reggie is a very nice boy. Anne, for all her cleverness,
is in her own mind vague. There is a false note, though, when
Anne says: "Even if I can't marry you, how can I know that
you're all that way away with only that awful mother to write to
She'd never have mentioned his mother, and had she, he'd have
lated her.
The Young Girl (like the Daughters of the Late Colonel
,
larriage a la Mode, the Doll's House, and The Fly) is a deservedly
>* —
—
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•
widely known bit of writing reorinted in many a collection and
Freshman composition anthoi 007/-, is a pic ture of the girl--typic|l.
here Is the girl of about six teen--he r budding beauty, her
starry delight in the world, her regalness, her detached, vauge
air, her boredom. And Hennie , the apologetic 'kid brother 1
,
awkward, self-conscious, ill-at-ease.
A peeo into her method of careful and deliberate mental
composition is here afforded us:
"As usual, I am in a foolish panic about it, B.You know
how I choo se my words; they can't be changed. And if you
don't like it, think it is wrong just as it is_ , I'd rather you
didn't orint it. "./ill you tell me. ..what you think of it?
Again (as usual) I burn to knowand there is Y. o One here. It was
one of my queer hallucinations. I wrote it straight off-- and
I've no copy. I hope you like my little boy. His name is
Hennie .
"
Everything seems to pain the young girl and she is apparent
ly above and oblivious to many things. It is the pose of the
very young. Her conduct at the tea shop*-.. She doesn't want
anything .
"But just as the waitress turned away she cried out care-
lessly: 'Oh you may as well bring me a chocolate, too.'"
The oastries are distasteful to her. l-T oI she is not hungry, she
really wants nothing. "But just as the boy swerved away she
held up her plate. 'Oh well, give me one , ' she said."
Absently, she eats four. And then she has a tangerine -
and ginger, too. When she talks she is very far away and realljfr
id
1 o cjr-
t
doesn't know quite what she is saying.
We leave her waiting? on the Casino steps in the warm summer
dusk. "Her dark coat fell ooen and her white throat--all her
soft young body in the blue dress--was like a flower that is
just emerging from its dark bud."
I
Someone writes of The Life of Ma Parker ; "A long history
of ulcers, consumption, soine trouble, emigrimati on, going wrong
and then little Lennie. The whole history of charwomen is
summed uo in her aopalling cry: 'What have 1 done? What have I
done?'
"
Her cry? Boethius' cry. The cry (and justified) of near-
ly every man end of every woman...
Ma Parker cleans up every Tuesday for the literary gentlema
(a character he is, too, saving his teaspoonful of cocoa and fee
ing that in so doing he has been a vigilant housekeeper). Ma
Parker's children have died of illness or sin. Lennie, her
Dlonde and delicate darling boy (for she Is another Mansfield
}randma) to whom not even "a nice shake up in the bus" would give
color or appetite never gets well. They write for fleshbuildin$
Lron yeast "but it was no use. nothing made little Lennie put
Lt on." He dies. It seems too much. But it is true; he
lies. And there is nowhere for his Gran to have her cry out.
K. M. describes the cold so that we feel it: "There was a
vind like ice. People went flitting by very fast; the men
valked like scissors; the women trod like cats."
For Ma Parker there is no hope in the world.

Marriage a la I.iode
,
though I have often heard it condemned,
seems to me an exray of what men and women really are. .i/illiam
too, poor sweet soul, adores his wife, Isabel, in a tender, sen-
timental way and ts made miserable. Isabel has gone artistic
and though she really loves William and pees her horrid self
rushing off with frienas who call melons "de-cap-itated heads"
and talk of their legs being "palest, palest mushroom color"
under water. We can feel Isabel's sense of discomfort and see
the violent red beat in her cheeks when she thinks honestly.
Katherine Mar. sfield "usually depicted sentimental men whose
long suits were fidelity or constancy, or men whose funaamental
large s were not harmonized to convention. Her women are, in the
main, fickle, designing, inconstant, shallow, truckling vain...
William keeps his romantic and sentimental view of life after-
progress and prosoerity come. Isabel doesn't. She is all
for progress and evoluti on--new house, new environment, new
friends--sybarites and hedonists in search of sensati on. . . . On
the way back to town William concocts a long letter, full of
protestations of unselfish love and willingness to stand aside.
"God forbid, my darling, that I should be a drag on your
happiness.
"
I s abe 1 reads the letter to her friends .
They grow hysterical. She runs off and hates herself but
is not strong enough to withstand them when they call her to go
bathing. "I'll--! 1 11 go with them and write to William later.
Some other time. Later. Not now. But .1 shall certainly
write .
"
/

The Voyage is a hew Zealand story / "When I wrote that
little story I felt that I was in that very boot, going down
those stairs, smelling the smell of the saloon. And when the
stewardess came in and said: '7/e're rather empty, we may pitch
a little' 1 can't believe that my sofa aid not oitch. And one
moment 1 had a little bun of silkwhite hair and a bonnet and
the next I was Fenella hugging the swan-neck umbrella. It "•..•as
so vivid.. It wasn't a memory of a real experience. It was a
possession . I might have remained the grandma forever if the
A>7
wind had changed that moment. That I think would have been a
little bit embarrassing for Midcleton Hurry."
Fenella' s mother dies and Grandma takes her home to live.
This one, of all K» M. 's grandmothers--has a living husband --
one jollier than she. This grandmother is a prim, precise,
economical body. She is astonished at boat sandwiches costing
tuppence each . ' When she is alone she never takes a cabin; even
bhe vnice banana" is saved for the stewardess. And the umbrell
Ls carefully guarded. And the motto she embroiders is just the
Dne she'd have chosen:
Lost I One Golden Hour
Set with Sixty Diamond hinutes.
Ko Reward is Offered
For It Is Gone Forever.
Mais calls Hiss Brill an unhealthy creation— too sentiment a]
md sickly. "The art is there, all right, but kiss Mansfield
iiust hove been ill when she wrote Miss B. It's not healthy to
dwell on the Hiss Brills so lovingly as she does."
Miss Brill is an old lonely thing with no joys in life but
••
her furpiece , a slice of honeycake, and a gooa sit in the Pub-
lic Gardens of a Sunday, watching walkers and lovers like
people in a play. when a boy and girl make fun of her and
titter that "it's her fcu-fur which is so funny. It's exactly
like a fried whiting" she goes dully home in a sunless world
and hears the furpiece crying.
People liked the story and wrote to K. M. of their pleasure
She was willing to accept criticism/ "Yes, I agree with you,
the insulting references to Miss Brill would have been better
in trench. i-.lso there's a printer's error chere for cherie.
'Ma petite chere' sounds ridiculous." The American version
retains the error.
To her brotherinlaw Richard Murry she explained clearly
her precise technique. "it's a very queer thing how craft
comes into writing. I mean down to details. Par exemple--
In Miss Brill I chose not only the length of every sentence,
but even the sound of every sentence. I chose the rise and
fall of every paragraph to fit, but to fit her on that day at
that very moment. After I'd written it I read it aloud--
numbers of times-- just as one would play over a musical com-
pos! t ion-- trying to get it nearer and nearer the expression of
Miss Brill until it fitted her.
X-
Unlike Mais, Collins sees a whimsical oathos in the sketch
an illustration of L. I... ' s ability to show the hidden speck of
beauty under an uncomor omising exterior. "There are many old
ladies in the book end the loving skill with which she has
t•
reoroduced for the reader the charm she was able to see in
them is indicative not only of her art but of her essential
whole s oraenes s . "
Her First 3all again shows us the Sheridan s of The Garden
Partv and introduces their little country cousin Leila whom
Si_
they are taking to her first ball. She is gentle and 18.
Leila tumbles from pinnscles of joy to pits of grief, tumbles
and rises higher. "She depicted transformation of mental
states--the result of impulse or sugge st ion- -much as a presti-
digitator hsndles his Aaron's rod. This is oarticularly seen
in Leila. The reader shares her joyous mental state full of
vistas of hooe and love and joy. Then a fat man who has been
going to parties for '60 years, dances with her and pictures her
future follies, strifes, struggles and selfishness at 40. At
once she realizes her doll is stuffed with sawdust, and cries,
and wants to go home, but a young man comes along, oances with
her again, and behold the filling isn't sawdust but radium."
The bit about her depiction of raoidly changing mental states
is very sound criticism. Her young girls especially are
mentally fickle to a mood.
The Singing Lesson is another swift change of mood. From
the wintry gloom of the jilted Miss Meadows who makes her
frightened class lament mournfully: "Fleetly, ah fleetly, Music 1
gay me a sure
sses away from the listening
ear.
It whisks us to the jubilant Miss Meadows flying on "the wings
of hope, of love, of joy." and making the class shout: ".,e come
t*
•
here toaay with flowers o' erladen" because Easi 1 changes his
mind and decides to marry her after all. What a school pic-
ture it is--the sugary Science Ml stress, the little girl who
brings the note fussily, Mary Beazley the spoiled pet, and Head
mistress Hyatt who cannot be kind when she learns the telegram
contains good news.
iet Mais calls the story devitalized. "Oh these spin-
sters and school mistresses and their passionate ache at" he
sighs, longing for Somerset Maugham' s fullblooded heroes. Ther^
is something in this, of course. But how could she portray
the effect of little things if she drew characters unable to be
bothered by them? Her characters had to be what they were.
I think I am inclined to agree with Mais when he says of
The Stranger; "There was the reunion of Janey and her elderly
husband after her long voyage when she tells him of the strangerj
who died "of heart" in her arms the night before. "They would
never be alone together again." Surely this is where Miss
Mansfield topples over on the further side. This is the hectic
flush. She is seeing things awry. She is better when she is
merely describing." I think the trouble with the story is the
age of the characters. Were it a young couple the event might
hurt them and make them uncomfortable. But not people with
grown married daughters. They would be a little surer of one
another than that. Janey is the sensible wife, Rober t the
sens ible hus ?and.
K. M. writes of this New Zealand story that she had to write it.

"what a queer business writing is. I don't know. I don't
believe other people are ever as foolishly excited as I am
while I'm working. I've been this man, been this woman. I've
stood for hours on the Auckland Wharf. I've been a seagull
hovering at the stern and a hotel porter whistling through his
teeth. It isn't as though one si ts and watches the spectacle. 1
]
.
/-
She writes Slurry a letter on the ounctuation of this story re-
marking that her use of dashes was intentional in an attempt to
abolish the over-abused 5 dots.
Armstrong has some stute remarks on The Stranger and her
art in general saying that she does not copy nature indiscrimi-
nately but oroduces a definite reaction in the reader care-
fully arranging the details--by omitting and selecting. "She
gives us only the crystallised deposit of a saturated solution
of experience. All inessentials are thrown away; as soon as tlr
appropriate effect has been secured she breaks off sometimes in
the middle of a sentence." For example Hammond goes aboard to
take his wife home;
"John dear," and then "I want to introduce you to--"
Finally they did escane and she led the way to her stateroom.
Armstrong says she describes her characters either by mak-
ing them talk or think in their own characteristic language or
by describing them in it, e.g., Hammond looking for Janey at
the wharf "And then suddenly between two great clumsy idiots."
As Armstrong says, it is Hammond who thinks them idiots.
That was whi t I meant earlier when I stressed her way of gliding

into a ooint of view.
Bank Holiday is a warm bright description of the crowd,
the sun, golliwogs, bslloons, icecream, chewing gum, roses,
feathers, .
.
im Ide al Family is not one of her best stories. Old Mr.
Weave has no one to stand by him but Charles his manservant.
His ideal family (everyone tells him it is one) --his handsome
son, his fat wife, his oeevish girls, --are oreoccuoied with
their own trifles. Like Babbitt he has a sort of dream, a
girl with a little face, pale.
She knows it is not quite successful: "it seems to me
better than The Doves but still it's not gooa enough. I worked
at it hard enough, God knows, and yet I didn't get the deepest
truth out of the idea even once. What i_s this feeling? I
feel again that this kind of knowledge is too easy for me, it's
even a kind of trickery."
Mais, soeaking esoecially of Mr. Weaves, "the forgotten
father", says that all K. M. 's characters think back, never for-
ward, "a sure sign of their lack of health." But I repeat what
I wrote elsewhere --how can a writing oerson know whtt it is to
look forward, to live in the impossible future?
The Lady' s Maid , the final story in the book, is the solil-
oquy of the maid who has long tended and dearly cherished her
tyrannical, delicate old mistress to the awful extent of giving
up her young man for her old lady's sake'. Oh the old lady never
asked her to stay-- she merely cheerfully, bravely dropped her
lanky and picked it up over and over and said: "I shall have tr>

fit-
#
#
begin to practise"-- merely that. After that how could Ellen
go? A life of service...
This book contains the culmination of the writing of
Katherine Mansfield in The Daughters of the Late Colonel, with
The Young Girl, Marriage a la Mode, The Garden Party and At the
Bay, running good seconds. These are strong enough to balance
the other stories all of which contain exquisite passages but 1
some of which there is a definite fall below the highest Mans-
field standard.
I
'//
The Doves' Nest ana Other Stories
The Doves' Nest
,
published in the year of her death, 1923,
stories which she wrote in the same time as, or after, those
and 15 unfinished ones. Yet the unfinished ones tell as com-
plete a story as the others, all except Da phne
, j lone sty , Su-
sannah , and Second Violin . ;Ve see clearly that the framework
of each story with the opening sentence and the closing one was
written out mentally before she touched pen to paper.
In her Journal for October 27, 1921 is a plan for her new
book. The notes in this olan were significant to her alone and
keot the crowding images from drifting beyond her memory. For
example, the note on Weak Heart which she began but left un-
finished yet clear: "Roddie on his bike in the evening, with
his hands in his pockets doing marvels by that dark tree at the
corner of May Street." Or, for The Doll' s House which she aid
finish. "The little lamp. I seen it. And then they were
silent.
"
Among these notes are three which she never began to write
at all: Our I.Iaude, Aunt Anne, and Lives Like Log? of Driftwood ,
furiously, in The i-.loe is a poem from a never-portrayed boy,
! lobin, to Beryl:
contains "all the complete stories and several fragments of
published in The Garden Party . That is, six complete stories
Lives Like Logs of Driftwood
Tossed on a watery main
Other logs encounter
Drift, touch, oart again.

And fo it is with our lives
On life's tempestuous sea.
We meet, we greet, we sever
Drifting eternally. .
.
This symbol bothered her.
Lurry says she stooped writing, late in July 1922 not be-
cause of ohysical frailty, but deliberately, because she wanted
to change her attitude toward life before she wrote on. "Lord,
make me crystal clear for thy light to shine through."
She feels that she has failed, somehow, that she has idled
her time away. On November 15, 1921, she writes (and who has
not felt that same helplessness, the conscience-stricken inertia
that will not be overcome?): "Wasting time! The old cry-- the
first and last cry. Why do ye tarry? Ah, why indeed? My
deepest desire is to be a writer, to have 'a body of work' done-
--and there the work is, there the stories wait for me, grow
tired, wilt, fade, because I will not come. When first they
knock, how eager and fresh they arel And 1 hear and acknowledge
them and still 1 go on sitting at the winaow, playing with the
sail of wool. What is to be done?" And then she resolves,
the efforts . .
.
The Doll] s House --"a dark, oily soinach green, picked out
vith bright ye llow. .. actually a tiny porch, too, oainted yellow
rith big lumps of congealed paint hanging along the e age . " . . .
-s given to the Burnell children by a frieno. A "perfect, oer-
:'ect little house". And what Kezia, the most sensitive of the
;hree little girls, adores is the tiny exquisite lamo of amber
nside on the dolls' diningroom table.

At their Karori school, Isabel, the eldest, is boss and
chooses each day two friends who may come ana see the treasure.
But the line is drawn at the Kelveys whose mother is a washer-
woman and whose father a gaolbird; they are outside the pale.
Lil, the clumsy elder one, and Else, "a tiny wishbone of a chile
with cropped hair and enormous solemn eyes--a little white owl"
who clings to her sister's skirts and never smiles, both long to
see the doll's house; and Else, hearing Kezia nraise the lamp,
longs more than ever...
One afternoon when the family is entertaining company,
Kezia runs away and shows the astonished Kelveys the beautiful
toy. Aunt Eeryl coldly (because she has had an unsatisfactory
letter from her friend Will) sends 'em packing. But it doesn't
matter. Our Else "smiled her rare smile. 'I seen the little
lamp' she saic softly.
Then both were silent once more."
It is a charming and simple story. A critic named Eddy
treats it symbolically: "The way K. M. looked into the. house of
life-- the whole house front swung back and she looked, like
these charming children of hers, into diningroom, livingroom,
the kitchen and two bedrooms. But she saw even better than
Kezia or the two Kelveys, the little lamp. So, many writers
peer through the slit of a door into the mean little hall and
see only the hatstand and the two umbrellas. . .K. M. somehow,
sven when she saw no more than that, glimpsed the little lamp
shining somewhere beyond the dreary hall."
Hnnftyrnnnn f.ftlls nf C;a nr>g-P> wl-|n wr,pt. R -hr> im^r^S^ With hi S

suave worldliness and of meek Fanny, his bride, who adore? him.
They are honeymooning on the Riviera. The waiter asks: "'You
will not ' ave toast? to start with? /e 'ave very nice toasts.
•No,' said George shortly, 'you don't want toast, do you
Fanny?'" He is a man of the world.
Queer music begins to play and a thin-voiced singer moans
a Spanish song. George, Fanny, the other eaters all fall to
thinking.
"Had she and George the right to be so happy? V/asi ' t it
cruel?
"
George, whose thoughts have been on swimming, suddenly
feels tender toward "His Fanny, leaning forward, breathing so
gently." They go back to their hotel.
h Cuo of Tea is a very feminine story. Rosemary Fell is
*7oman. She has everything, scads of money, lovely clothes, an
enviable young husband, all the pampering in the world and any
toys she desires... but when Philip her husband says that the
pauper girl who asked her for a cup of tea and whom she has
taken home to care for is pretty, Rosemary . give s the girl money
and lets her go.
"And really the effect of that slight meal was marvelous,
/hen the tea4:able was carried away a new being, a light frail
creature with tangled hair, dark lips, deep lighted eyes, lay
sack in the big chair in a kind of sweet languor, looking at the
ulaze
.
'But, said Philip slowly, 'She's so astonishingly pretty..'

IIS-
Later that evening Rosemary, Dressing her head against her
husband's bosom, will be comforted by only one thing.
'Philio,' she whispered, 1 em I pretty ?
'
The whole story olays to the time of a winter rain.
K. ML "By the way, I wonder why things that happen in the rain
seem always more wonderful. Do you feel that? There' s such
/
a freshness about them, something so unexoected and vivid."
There is about A Cud of Tea an air of luxuriousness
,
lovely
home, ornaments, richness, food, that creeos increasingly into
her later stories--the comfort of ohysical things.
Shanks things it was wrong for her to write this "plotted"
story. He says: "it Is remarkably well done. K. M. had talent
to burn and occasionally as here she burnt it to no great pur-
pose." Eut I cannot see that it is plotted. It is built upon
a device of a oassing incident (here prettiness) and all her
stories are built in the same way.
The scene of T aking ...the,. VieXX was remembered New Zealand
3-
„
convent. It took me about 3 hours to write, finally. But I
lad been thinking over the decor and so on for weeks--nay,
norths, I believe. I can't say how thankful I am to have been
Dorn in New Zealand and to know Wellington as I do, and to have
It to range about in. Writing about the convent seems so
:iatural. I suppose I have not been in the grounds more than
wice. But it is one of the olaces that remains as vivid as
ftver .
"
Like the heroine of S ome th lrig C hi 1 d 1 s
h
the heroine is very
•if
young, pretty, and named Ectoa. Jimmy is the "boy she is en-
gaged to--has been since perambulator cays. But last nig ht
she fell hopelessly in love with an actor and there is nothing
to do but become a nun. She sit? in the garden of the Convent
of the Sacred Heart and visualizes her life. She will be Sister
Angela, will have her hair cut off, will cie of a fever con-
tracted while doing a deed of mercy. To her grave will come
Jimmy with a crene on his hatband and snow white hair.
Edna is wretched. V/hat of the little boy they planned to
have, what of that little boy's baby sister? "She realized
that now at last for the first time in her life--she had never
imagined any feeling like it before--she knew v/hat it was to be
in love --but- -in- -love'. "
The story portrays youth but not quite as well as in The Young
Girl .
T he F ly on the other hand is an achievement. "Her last
published story in the Nation and Athenaeum is The Fly, 2500
words and says more than most 100,000 word novels." I.'lurry
says it would have been easy for her to soften that truth she
had to tell in The Fly . The hard part was finding coir age to
tell the whole truth. ".Vhat the effort of her loyalty to her
truth imposed upon her may be imagined by those who have read
4
: he g ly . The killing of that fly was torture to her, unrelent-
ing torture." This may well be believed. She told Gerhardi:
'I hated writing it."
Much, much earlier, in 1918, referring to herrelf and her
x. *— - a. <- ,
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illness, she wrote laughingly of a fly. And this simile may
h&ve come back to her: "And God looked upon the fly fallen
into the jug of milk and saw that it was good. And the small-
est Cherubim and Seraphim of all, who delight in misfortune,
struck their silver harps and shrilled: 'How is the fly fallen,
fallen. ' " h
Littell says the story is unsentimental, unsoaring, yet
understanding of its subject withall, and that through this de-
sire for under s tending "she attained knowledge of some of those
secrets about human beings which lie beyong judgment. "
Collins says of this in his book: "She was a s immune to
bitterness, to ooison, to weakness as a disembodied soirit woulc
be to disease. She was like pure white glass reflecting ^re-
lentlessly the p art of life that was held before her but never
coloring it with her own personality. Her reflection was im-
oartial .
"
The boss's young son was killed in the war six years be-
fore the story and the boss was killed really--or so he believes
by the shock. For the boy was such a promising one, the kind
desired by every father...
An old tottering pensioned-off clerk comes and tells the
boss his daughters visited Reggie's grave on their trip through
Belgium. The old man goes and the boss is stricken. He looks
at Reggie's ohotograph but it seems unreal, something of long
ago. The boss sees a fly fallen into his inkpot and plays with
it, squirting ink at it from his fountain pen, watching it
i>7
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struggle bravely and then die. A "grinding feeling of wretch-
edness" seizes him.
"He fell to wondering what it was he had been thinking aboiflt
before. What was it?... For the life of him he could not re-
member. "
Oh grief, grief, so terrible to be borne and yet more terri
ble because at last forgotten.
Her last finished story, which I do not like, possibly be-
cause I dislike reading sad tales of birds in cages) is the
C anary . She writes to Dorothy Brett: "I think my story for you
will be called Canaries. The large cage opposite had fascina-
ted me completely. I think and think about them- -their feel-
ings, their o reams . . . Words cannot express the beauty of that
high shrill song rising out of the very stones. It seems one
cannot escape Beauty. It is everywhere."
As usual she feels as if she were the char acter^ 'in her
story. To her father: "l have just finished a story with a
canary for the hero, and almost feel 1 have lived in a cage and
pecked a piece of chickweed myself."
The woman in the story has nothing in her life but the bird
and the bird dies. The theme, the tragedy, is the very same as
that in the Fly: "My heart felt hollow. ..I shall get over it.
One can get over anything in time." And then, "All the same,
without being morbid, and giving way to--to memories and so on,
I must confess that there does seem to me something sad in life.
One wants to laugh hysterically at that.
lit'

A Married Man] s Story is long, unfinished, in the auto-
biographical manner of Je ne Parle . It Is full of philosophy,
weather, striking psychological touches. Everyone believes tha|
her later stories would have been in the manner of this one.
Shanks'' calls it an important experiment, and warns us against
taking for granted that because her best finished work dealt
with her New Zealand childhood that "it would be unwise for her
to attempt a work of larger scope." He says that with health
and time she would have done something larger and even finer.
In a review of the book when it first appe ared Eddy thinks
this story "quite the finest thing she has ever done", a story
which is "a man's soul made manifest". Of the fragments he
feels as I do: "it doesn't seem to matter that they aren't fin-
ished. In one sense of the word they are . It doesn't in the
least spoil A Married Man' s Story , that abrupt closing..."
The married man loves his wife no longer. He did, once.
Their child seems strange to him. "Every time when I come into
the hall and see the Derambulator I catch myself thinking: "Hm,
someone has brought a baby' ..."
The theme seems to be: How long shall we continue to live
Like this? The mystery of why people don't leave one another
Is "They are bound." And there is "the hopelessness of trying
to escape. " True, of course, and another basis for a tragic
story.
The acute manner of revealing a person's mental Drocesses
Is astounding. For example, the wife asks the husband (for she

is not pretty) does he think physical beauty is very important.
And before answering he wonders: "I don' t like to think how
often she had rehearsed that question."
Then the story goes back to his childhood. (Note the part about
the little dead sparrow and the pressure of birds on K. M. 's mind)
and an attempt to explain the nan' s later life from that child-
hood as Raoul tries to exolain his life in Je Kg Parle .
The man' s childhood was life with an invalid mother and a
wicked bald father in a ghoulish druggist' s shop.
Lddy, the fir ft reviewer of it, found that The Loves' Flesb
left him disturbed and unsatisfied. "it is as though one had
bad a very illuminating glimpse of life ana then the whole house
front swings to again."
[es , but she never finished it. She never had time at all and
Lt was not to be a series of episodes of her childhood like Pre-
Lude tnat could be cut off anywhere. To this her letters testi
:y: I am in the middle of a very long story written in the same
?tyle--horrible expression-- as The Daughters of the Late Colo -
nel . I enjoy writing it so much that even after I am asleep I
~_o on. The scene is the south of Fraice, early spring. There
_s a real love story in it, and rain birds, frogs, a thunder-
?torm, pink spotted Chinese dragons. But it's mysterious, too.
.low is it possible to be here in this remote, deserted hotel and
it the same time to be leaning out of the window of the Villa
hartin looking at the rain thrumming so gently on the leaves and
smelling the night-scented stock with [.Lilly. "
The reason the story is so long getting under way is that i
-
was to be long. The mother, the widowed Mrs. Fawcett, is a
Mary Pickford sort of little heroine, brave, easily flustered.
Her husband's soirit hovers near. Milly is the young daughter,
Mr. Prodger the sleek American visitor, Miss anderson a lady
companion like Nurse Andrews in The Daughters of the Late Colo -
nel. But the prize of the story is the maidservant, Marie.
Lunch is to her a glorious opportunity for making Tombs. Each
centerpiece of flowers is somebody's Tomb- one a day. And the
people are oleesed with the flowers, never suspecting...
I wish very much K. M. had got as far as the storm. There
are no storms in her stories.
Six Years After is a war story aboard ship. The son has
been dead six years. His old father ana mother are on deck
and it is cold and grey, and rain is falling into the sea. Here
it is the mother who remembers:
"Far more of ten- -at all times-- in all olaces--like now,
for instance--she never settled down, she was never off her
guard for a moment but she heard him."
That is it, that is the thing, one must never be off one's
guard. How would the story have ended? Not like The Fly .
The story is not about a man.
There is a passage in the story that is exactly like her
poem to her brother. The dead boy talks to his mother in her
nind: "I dreamed I was in a wood --somewhere far away from every
body--and I was lying down and a great blackberry vine gr^w over
ne. And I called and called to you--and you wouldn't come-- you
r
wouldn't come so I had to lie there forever."
• • • •
There is not enough of Daphne to give a clear idea of what it
would have been. In Father and the Girls the three tall thin
ones--father
,
Emily, Edith-- are like the 3 in the Daughters of
the Late Colonel . Would this have been an inferior sequel?
All Serene reminds me of Bliss -- Mona is too happy: "But joy,
joy, breathless and exalting thrilled in her voice; on the word
'pain' her lips oarted in such a happy, dreadfully unsympathetic}
smile that she felt quite ashamed" (compare this to one of the
Sheridan s playing the piano in The Garden Party). A Bad Idea
is the story of a wife and husband with everything wrong betweer
them, like A Married Man's Story , or Escape . Funny how, when
one sees but the skeleton fragments, her stories fall into
classes in her own original files.
Lino means as much to his wistful little master in A Man
an< Hi:-' Dog as the canary meant to the lady. Such a Sweet Old
L_£idy_ might be the mistress of the Lady ' s L ai d or she might be
one of the Grandmas grown lie lpless and older. Susannah is
about children and a circus and about a very spoiled Stanley
sort of a father.
It is a pity Honesty was never finished* It would have
been worth chuckling over. It is the story of two friends
living toge ther- -dominant Rupert with his phrase "psychological
awareness" and trodden- on Archie who hates scrambled eggs but
eats them every morning feeling Rupert expects him to.
Second Violin contains a wonderful picture of the cold, of
-»
feeling cold, of being unwarned by cups and cups of tea. Mr.
and Mre. Williams is a story of two young lovers:
"You're a G" and he pointed his razor at her-- he was
shaving-- "and I'm a G. Two G' s. Gee-Gee. See? Oh, Gwendo-j
len saw immediately— it was really most witty --quite brilliant
Gerald is always making up jokes like that.
• • •
It is the laSb two stories in the book, Weak Heart and
Widowed, although they contain all their facts and effective
sentences, that I regret most of all she had to leave unfinished
Weak Heart was in her mind for years. A preliminary sketch of
iti
"The daughter of the watchsmith. Her piano-playing. Her
weak heart, queer face, queer voice, awful clothes. The violets
in their garden. Her little mother and father. The scene at
the baths. . .Edie has a brother Siegfried, 17. You never know
whether he has begun to shave or not. He and Edie walk arm in
arm... Her Sunday hat, trimmed beyond w ords. Oh that tree at the
corner of hay Street! I forgot it till this moment. It was
dark and hung over the street like a great shadow. The father
was fair and youthful to look at. lie was a clockmaker. "
This very valuable note shows how the story grew in her
mind. Her scenes were not invented. Did she remember Edie of
the weak heart or was that heart her own? The Gengels are
German. ( K. ML had a friend Edith Bendall. Could the name have
come from that?) In 4 pages we have them all, their house, thei
dreams, their flowers. Poor Roddie at the funeral makes one's
1*3

hands turn cold. The fourteen year old boy has not known death
before
:
"Edie! called Roddie. 'Edie old girl! " And he gave a
strange low squawk and stared across at Edie's piano.
But cold, solemn, as if frozen, heavily the piano stared
back at Roddie. Then it answered, but on its own behalf, on
behalf of the house and the violet patch, the garden, the velvet
tree at the corner of ;.Iay Street, and all that was delightful:
'There is nobody here of that name, young man!"
Shanks says of Wl dowed : So satirfying are these sketches
of a woman in different poses one doesn't care how they'd have
continued. Her story does not greatly matter. There the
woman is."
Geraldine, the young widow, has been married again-- it is
the morning after and the two are carrying it off well. "How
pleasant it was to feel that rough man's tweed again." Just
thirteen months ago, she re.nembe rs
,
' Jimmie
,
her first husband,
had gone out riding and they had brought him home again but she
lad been absolutely incredulous: "For there was nothing to be
3een of Jimmie; the sheet was oulled right over.."
There the book ends. There end the short stories of
Catherine Mansfield. Save for a few scattered ones in magazine
they are all of her writings that were saved....
Tender and mockinr, she comes nearest of any write I know
bo giving us some of our world as it ic. Did the writing of
bhese stories obliterate for the time they took her own agony?
3r did they hurt her by emphasizing oain? Or cid she build therl

from her own torture? The courage required to write in suffer
ing— mental or physical--, and she had both in plenty-- is
enormous. She found it and made these things.

Katherine Mansfield as a Literary Critic
We may talk sagely about K. Iff. 1 s being something childish
and natural--but the woman had brains * Her withering book
reviews for the Athenaeum from April, 1919, to December 1920,
and collected in 1950 as a book, Hovels and Novelists , are
glorious, to read. Exhileratinfi They are full of life. (Yes
;
life in book-reviews. Different, you think, from the negligent
and hasty criticism, invariably favorable lest the publishers
lose sales and the magazines lose advertisers, in our fashion-
able magazines today.)
y ov e 1 s and rove lists will be better known, some day. Each
review is a stinging essay, humorous and intelligent, in which
her ideas on literature are stated. If there are irony and
sarcasm here it is not for cruelty's sake. It is because K. M.
wanted better novels and these written by persons qualified to
write them.
Authors of note whose works are here reviewed include
Stella Benson, Catherine Carswell, Joseph C onr ad, Louis Couperus
Dostoevsky, Galsworthy, 1L Rider Haggard, Knut Hamsun, Joseph
Hergesheimer, Maurice Hewlett, Stephen Hudson, Ibanez, Sheila
Kaye-Smith, Kuprin, Jack London, Larie Selloc Lowndes, E, V.
Lucas, Rose Lac^ulay, Somerset Laughar,;, George Moore, Dorothy
Richardson, Anne Douglas Sedgewick, Gertrude Stein, G. 5. Stern,
rrank Swinnerton, EL ML Tomlinson, Sigrid Undset, Hugh V,'alpole
,
/. Sackville-Y/est , Edith 'Vhartor;, Virginia V/oolf; also many much
lesser ones.

Hurry ? s note tells us that through editorial necessities
her criticisms of JL G. V/ells, Arnold Eennett, and D. IL Law-
rence had to he omitted from the collection.
The initial review contains an editorial on the writing of
novels: "Very often, after reading a modern novel, the question
suggests itself: Why was it written?. .. Indeed, there is no
answer.
"
What is the remedy? People need food every day, uninter-
esting food like bread or buns. Should, novels be turned out
by writers who know they are producing mediocre products? Or
should they cover their inkwells , break their nibs and leave all
to the really capable or the really aspiring? She says:
"it is terrifying to think of the number of novels that
are written and announced and published and to be had of all
libraries and reviewed end bought and borrowed and read and
left in hotel lounges and omnibuses and railway carriages and
desk chairs. Is it possible to believe that each one of them
was once the darling offspring of some proud author--his cher-
ished hope in whom he lives his second richer life?... Reading,
for the great majority, for the reading public, is not a passion
but a pastime and writing, for the vast numbers of modern
authors, is a pastime and not a passion."
Ana so the rather unsparing manner in which she picks flaws
bnd mocks at them, the joyous and devastating way in which she
selects passages for quotation are all in the cause of stimulat-
ing more careful and truer writing.
r
In speaking of a minor and tasteless novel she makes a
bakeshop analogy: "it is one of the enormous piles of novels...
'Are they fresh?' 'Yes, baked today, Madame'. But they are
just the same as those that were baked yesterday and the day
before— and the day before that. So much flour, a sprinkle of
currents, a smear of sugar on top. kelancholy, melancholy
thought of all those people steadily muching
,
asking for anothe^
and carrying perhaps a third one home with them in case they
should wake up in the night and feel--not hungry, exactly,--
but just a little empty.
"
Yet she tries to encourage the young writers to do better.
She points out their f;:tal flaws that they may mend, provided
they have the energy.
K» M. was at war with the artists who paint the marvellous
and fearfully colored wrappers for books in the railway stands.
nA word as to the wrapper. It is of a young lady in a white
dress with very flowing hair. Behind her is the Egyptian night
before a pack of gibbering apes. But the illustrator has drawn
French poodles."... And she i s at war with the blaring bellow-
ing publishers and their exaggerated blurbs: "But we stand
amazed before her publisher' s announcement; however much support
she may need it is surely unfair to announce her with so extra-
ordinary flourish of trumpets without."
The reviews were written half a decade after the war.
Patriotic, noble, bloodthirsty novelists were making much of the

combat. The v/ar crept into at least every second novel that
reached the reviewer's hands.
K. VL hated the futility of war. Her sorrow and contempt
are clear from the tone in which she mentions battle:
"Shall we ever find our way out of this Hideous Exhibition? ".. Or
"Hurrah for august 19141 He is saved. Off he goes to be hon-
orably killed. Off he goes to the greatest of all garden par-
ties—and this time there is no doubt that he is enjoying him-
self. War has its black side, but the lessons-- the lessons
it teaches a man!" Or: "Then the war came with its larger
opportunities which he straightway embraces".. "lie and his
colleagues welcomed wholeheartedly the Supreme Diversion." And
finally this, full of scorn: "l.ir. Gilbert Frankau has called
his novel a romance of married life. But why not of war--
dreadful, bloody, glorious, stinking, frightful magnificent war?
...According to Mr, Frankau they died a man's death and little
children today look with wistful eyes upon their father's sword
:nay be taught to hope.
And FT. M. has bones to pick with other people: with writers
whose novels are "confessions", with young raw men who flaunt
their"notebooks" , with the "sweetly pretty" writer in such demanf
at public libraries, with the cataloguer of the feelings of new
boys at public school. She moans: "We know, we dreadfully know
it all." Nor does she approve of over stressing the sex-complex
"What we do not know about it is not for want of telling." And
of the great majority: "We Lurn over page after page wondering
-mmhly why thi s unknown he or ?he should g o through the labor of

writing £.11 this down."
K. ML says of women writers that they take a curious naive
pleasure in writing for writings* sake-- "half wonder, half joy
to find that they can put these lovely tender-colored words
together." But she calls it a dangerous delight that often
carries them away, arid often results in a confused piece of
writing. She says women seem to cry out with rapture at the
talent that is theirs, to play with it. "But a talent is not
a kind of glorified toy." In the treatment of two particular
women, however, both very talented, she is gentle. One is
Elizabeth, her cousin; the other is Virginia vVoolf , her friend.
Mrs, Woolf, especially in Kew Gardens
,
begins to see where other^
leave off. K. Iv'u is pleased by her sense of leisure, of still-
ness, of loveliness. And of Elizabeth she says that her value
as a writer lies in that "she is conscious of her own particular
vision and she wants no other".
A few of the writers reviewed deserve mention by name
because of what she said about them. It is always interesting
to read interpretations of Gertrude Stein. K» Li. calls her
writing syncopation or ragtimes7. Her prayer-- answered, I think
- is "Heaven forbid Miss Stein should become a fashion."
I want to quote a bit from her comments on Walpole' s The
2a;otives» to show how she picked telling excerpts from a story.
"The hall, we are told, smelt of 'damp and geraniums'; on
nother occasion of 'damp biscuits and wet umbrellas' on another
of 'cracknel biscuits and lamp oil 1 « INBb t did it smell of?"

/•3/
Thus she doe? it and curiously we have a wild desire to
read all these unimportant novels to see for ourselves the
wrr or s in them
.
R. 0. Prowse was a novelist dying as K. 1.1. was dying of
tuberculosis. His book seemed very real to her bje cause it was
a revelation (and well she knew!) "Of how one is alone in one's
agony." She quotes a cry from his heroine that was Prowse' s owr
cry and I". M. 1 s.
"I want so intensely to live."
The cry, I suppose, of doomed people. But-- of the others, tool
• • •
In her review of a very unfortunate novel, called Pink
Rose s Katherine Mansfield is in most jubilant spirits. The
rollicking criticism illustrates how aptly—IT unmercifully—
she picked the excerpt for quotation; the hero sees a strange
girl sitting fifteen yards away; the chairs were fifteen yards
apart; he follows her, and when she stops, stops too, fifteen
yards behind her.
"it is surely evident from this remarkable opening, with its
ever so simple refrain" writes the critic, "that our expert
performer (Gilbert Cannan) is grown ambitious of attracting the
sympathies of a larger simpler audience than was his formerly."
Cannon goes on: "How charming to be in sympathy with another
human being fifteen yards away ..." "He was wronging his friends
to be made happy by such a little thing as the scent and sweet-
ness of a nosegay of fresh roses." "How far away?" Y. II. quer-
ies. "Come we all know it by this time. How ladies and

gentlemen, please, once more, and all together, 'Fifteen yards
away. 1
• • • •
In one review K. M, has two paragraphs under the heading:
"How do you write your novels?... would they have us believe tha
their books spring, fully bound, out of their heads or that they
are visited by angels?" She says that that which gives life
and unity to a work of art is --emotion. Emotion is essential.
(Everything the writer sees must be saturated in the emotional
quality felt by him.
The book of criticism is one to read when one wants to be
delighted-- when one wants to "forget". It is a book th; t per-
nits no intrusion of foreign matters or people during the read-
ing. K. Ik is a trifle horrid in it in exposing all these
flaws— in making them laughable; but she is working for the
pause of fine writing; this is oart of her crusade.
The book is truly unique. It is. It might be called the
Lndic tmen t of the modern novel.
• • • •
'it must be wonderful to write novels, "says somebody. "it must
?e the most wonderful feeling..."

Foreign Influence s ,
I think K. M. was not influenced very much by anybody. She
wrote in a manner that was new in the English language, in a
manner for which the times were very ripe --for she was of her
own generation, of those writing during and directly after the
Great War. I think that Id M. does not stand apart but that
her short "fragmentary", exquisite pictures belong in the
period of free verse and new forms thi t began in 1921; and many
of her contemporaries attempted what she accomplished, only with
them the fragments didn' t turn out to be exquisite. And hers
did. They are unequalled still and perhaps she is destined to
remain alono "in her field."-- we would not want an overflow.
Every month or so the advance booklists tell of new people who
write "with the delicacy of Tchehov and K. li. " , but we have only
to read the new ones and smile.
Now }..!.. was very well-read in Russian and French litera-
ture, and fairly well-read in German* She knew all these
languages sufficiently to enable her to translate foreign works
and undoubtedly the Russian stories showed her something: for it
is only the Russians and K. M. that have-- God knows how-- com-
plete insight into the whole world, and slight mockery for it,
and much love. They haven't per s onal insight-- they don't know
how to lead their own lives any more than anyone else does-- but
they are absolutely omniscient (a convincing, implied omniscienc|)
about their created pe ople . And they are correctly all-seeing,
for it seems to us that what they say is so. Yet the mere stud r
of other work s wmilri n^ v^T* have giv^n K H . nn nr lljjliIui
\3

power of creating and seeing. The power was something: inate
in her, and it Is a good thing that she became a writer.
But so frequent are the references to foreign- -I am
restricting myself to Gennan, French find Russian writers
(omitting even Ibsen, Grimm, and Anderson, whom she loved) in
her Letters and Journal that it is as well to list, and comment
and compare. And the thousands of irksome little articles
calling her a second Tchehov must be looked at. Tchehov she
loved. The other authors she mentions casually, generally
because she happens to be reading them. It all proves--
nothing. But it is rather interesting to comment upon.
13

Katherine Mansfield was ill for a long time in Germany
when she was a young girl. And during her convalescence she
wrote her first series of "sketches", - In a German Pension .
In this her love for the land was not great but this may be due
in great part to the dissatisfaction of early youth with every-
thing, to her unhappiness and lone liness--all of these elements
msy have caused her to hate her environment and the people.
Germany's influence upon her, then, was direct, rather than
indirect and bookish.
Of German authors she seems to mention none but Goethe.
as early as February, 1914, we find in her J oumal ;
"i am going to read Goethe. Except for a few poems I know
nothing of his well. I shall read Poetry and Truth immediately
That sends us scurrying to Truth and P oetry from My Life
for "clues" ard "resemblances". Right away, in Volume I, we
find something— not an "influence", to be sure, but a reminder
that clicks -- namely the love of Goethe for his only sjs ter,
very reminiscent of &1& ' s deep love for her only brother, '
Chummie, who died. Bogie and Laurie of R. M. [a brother and
sister stories like The Wind Blows or The Garden Party -- do
we not see the relationship on reading this in Goethe?
"I was again drawn toward home and tha t by a magnet which
attracted me strangely at ell times; it was my sister. Only
one year younger than I, she had lived all my life with me, as
far as I could remember, and was thus bound to me by the closes
ties.... And, as, in our first years, our plays and lessons, our
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growth and education were precisely the Same for both of us,
so that we might have been taken for twins, so this familiarity
or mutual confidence remained during the whole development of
our physical and moral powers. The interest of youth, the
amazement at the awakening of several impulses-- all these
brother and sister shared and endured hand in hand. . .As I lost
this beloved incomprehensible being but too early, I felt in-
ducement enough to picture her excellence to myself and so
there arose within me the conception of a poetic whole in which
it might have been possible to exhibit her individuality...."
After Chumraie died in the war at twenty -one, TC. M. ' s whole
purpose in life was to write a book of their childhood together
in Hew Zealand.
Other things in Truth and Poetry remind us of K. M. In he
Journal she says of her college days that her attention wan-
dered in class. She sat there and built for herself the lives
of her professors and "gathered and gathered and hid away"...
Thus it was only at rare intervals that something flashed throu
all this busyness, some thing about Spender's Faery Queen or
Keats' Isabella..."
And Goethe: "At first I attended my lectures assiduously
and faithfully but the philosophy would not enlighten me at all.
Then a doughnut shop near his college attracted him and his
classmates, made then late for class "often delayed us so long
our notes became disordered and the conclusion of them towards
Spring melted away together with the snow and was lost... Often

at the beginning of a lecture I seized upon a thought which I
kept to, but this was lost in what followed and fell entirely
out of the train of ideas that were being set forth." We are
again and again reminded of K. M. Goethe: "by persistent study of
Shakespeare's works I had so expanded my mind." She did that,
too. Goethe sgain: "lie laughed at me and asked what was the
use of this eternal writing and rewriting."... K» ML was as care-
ful a writer. Some time s-- of ten
,
indeed,-- she wrote a short
story right down--Sun and ivoon
,
e.g., saying that if one had
thought the story out, all that remained was the writing.
Goethe, too, says that he, in the middle of the night,
"without taking time to adjust a sheet of paper that happened
to be lying obliquely, wrote down the poem from beginning to
end without moving from the spot.." Only K» M. sounds less
somnambular. Goethe again: "After so long and ample secret
preparation, I wrote V/erther in 21 weeks without putting before-
nand on paper the plan of the whole or the treatment of any part*
I had written this little work almost without knowing it, like a
nightwalker. . . "
Like K. M. who objected to the young writers who weren' t any
good as writers but who were immensely proud of themselves,
}oethe objected to the misuse of the word genius: "When anybody
same into the world without exactly knowing why or whither, he
vas called a sprig of genius. . .young men
,
lively and often truly
gifted, lost themselves in the limitless; older men of under-
standing, perhaps wanting in talent and in soul, found a most
/S?

malicious pleasure in ludicrously showing up their manifold
miscarriages before the eyes of the public."
A final remark from Truth and Poetry : "The greater part of
the public is more influenced by the material than by the mode
of treatment." This was true, certainly, when K. IS. wrote, and
it was why her "recognition" came late. But the condition
exists in a lesser degree today-- perhaps the increasing years
give a ratio of diminishing Philistines.
In K. VL 's letters we find: "English people are, I think,
superior German (10 years' hard labour for that remark). But
it's true. They are the German ideal. I was reading Goethe
on the subject the other day. He had a tremendous admiration
for them."
He had: "English literature, especially its poetry (has)
great beauties, accompanied by an earnest melancholy which it
imparts to everyone who studies it."
In her letters of February, March, and April 1922, K. M.
speaks of Goethe' s C onv e r s a t i on s wi th E c ke rmann i "it being a
cold night lately, John and I lay in one bed, each with an
immense Tomb of E ekermann ' s C onv e r s at i on s wi th G oe the perched
on our several chests. And when my side of the bed began to
shake up and down, J: 'What in God's name are you laughing at? 1
I: 'Goethe is so very, very funny 1 "
3ut it hadn't struck John."
Ifter all, it was the picture of herself and John in bed, and
so serious, that impressed K» M. rather than the contents of Goet he
,

though she sincerely liked these. Certainly her pictorial
mind was of greater value to her as a writer than Goethe was.
It was because she was so alive.
All along we must keep Tchehov in mind , because to K. M.
Tchehov was a living friend. V/e find in Tchehov' s letters:
M
I recently referred to Goethe and Eckermann' s Conserva-
tions in my big novel-- 1 wrote continuously and clumsily and
above all-- without a plan. V/e 11, it does not matter."
The only other German writer referred to mere than once
in her Journal is T'ietzsche.
Feb. 1, 1915: "I read the lonely rietzsche; but I felt a bit
ashamed of my feelings for this man in the past. lie is, if
you like, 'human, all too human! Read until late. I felt
wretched simply beyond words. Life was like sawdust and sand.
Seven years later we find this proof that she thought
about Nietzsche Oct. 15, 1922: "Nietzsche's birthday."
Hut probably the entry was made because l ietzsche's birth-
day came the day after her own.
The lack of mention of other German writers is not the
slightest indication that she did not read them. Unless we
are stodgily and commendably methodical do we annotate or men-
tion in letters every book we are reading? Generally we men-
tion 'em only: 1. is idle comment or for lack of anything
else to say.
2. Seriously, because we have made the
writer important to us.

FRiJJCE
K. M. lived a good many of her few winters in France. Driver
there to escape the hateful English winters, and nearly always
ill, she both loved and hated France, the French, their litera-
ture. There is a good deal of comment in her Letters and
Journal , If anyone had any French influence on her it must
have been Colette or Proust. But even that influence would be
extremely difficult to discern.
S. P. B» Liais/i$ S ome I.iodern Authors , is one of the few
critics who refrains from an exclusively Tchehovian comparison
and uses a French one, (artists, not writers): "There are still
people who cavil at stories which do not contain two murders, a
divorce, three incredible long arms of coincidence, a journey
from China to Peru. They should take a strong dose of Tchehov.
They like every picture to tell a story. Miss Mansfield pre-
fers every story to tell a picture. The ordinary man's brain
is so addled he does not willingly pay homage to some tiling new,
even when it's good. It takes hirn half a lifetime to see Ruben
or Rembrandt. It isn't likely that lie will appreciate Manet,
Monet | Picasso or Gaugin." Certainly BUM* would have preferred
this comparison with a modem painter or two to a comparison
with modern French novelists. She did not like them .
In a letter of 1918 he speaks of Le P ' tit which she thinks
very well done. She approves of the way in which it is written
of the method :
"I think it's got one fault, or perhaps I am too ready to be
offended by this. I think the physical part of Le P' tit's

feeling for Lama is unnecessarily accentuated. I think if I'd
written it I wouldn't have put it in at all... not on his side.
On hers, yes. But never once on his... I could have left it
more mysterious..." She continues, speaking of llausicaa:
"if he weren't a Frenchman he's "be a most interesting chap."
Eut the English and Shakespeare, as she says, were What she
clung to. "But I do find the French language, style, attack,
point of view, hard to stomach at present. I't all too tainte
It all seems to me to lead to dishonesty.-- Dishonesty Made
Easy- -made superbly easy. "The French cliches seem to her
charming but weedy--choking out all else-- in the literary
garden. "No, I get up hungry from the French language. I
have too great an* appetite for the real thing to be put off wit
pretty little kickshaws and I am offended intellectually that
1 ces gens' think they can take me in.
/•
By 1922 she felt she had learned to understand the French.
Partially responsible for this new wisdom is a maidservant in
Men tone. "She was pure P'rench, highly civilized, nervous,
eager, and she would have understood anything on earth you
wished to explain to her, in the artistic sense." She comes
to believe that the French are alive
,
wholly lacking English
indifference. She liked the French people , not their litera-
ture. Or, not all of it.
There were books she loved:
X .
"A large shabby Tome--Tis sot : Litberature Fr ancaise -- rare meat.,
very excellent amusement. I shall guard this in my room."

"I was reading La Fontaine's Fable s in bed early... They are fea
fully nice, too nice for words... La Fontaine must have been an
admirable man.. very distrait, very amorous. He didn't even
know his own children. He forgot their faces and passed them
by in the street. I don't exoect they cared."
And books she hated:
"But when, in despair, I took up the French book, I nearly
sauteed from the fenetre with rage. It's like an endless
gallery of French salon furniture sicklied over with bed cano-
pies, candelabra, and porcelain cupids all bow and bottom."
Hugo reminds her of a white bull taking a railway ticket to
Parnassus. Eaudelaire she cannot see. Diderot is stuffy and
snuffy. Balzac is the incarnation of the French belief that
life is founded upon money. They, having read two books by
c
Octave L'irbeau:
"l see dreadfully and finally:
1. That the French are a filthy people.
2. That their corruption Is so puante --! ' 11 not go
near 'em again.
No, the English couldn' t stoop to this. They aren' t human;
they are in good old English parlance—monkeys . I must start
working again. They decide me. Something must be put up
against this."
She was always alert for new ideas in criticism. In a
book by Duhamel she finds an idea that she calls an eye opener-
name ly, the idea that writers should surrender something of
their personality. "That started a terrific excitement bubblirjlg
in me. It's true of all artists, isn't it? It gives me anothe r
7- L-* A) ./v XT', /c) l°\

critical point of view
,
about an artist and quite a new one."
Her knowledge of French literature must have been intimate
for very often there is the casual mention of an author as if
he we re a 1 iv ing f r ie n d . "She tells me of her marvelous bar-
gains as I sip the milk. She is the kind of cook Anatole
France might have had." Or: "The essential moi, as Daudet
would say, is in Paris sitting in a small darkened room.*1 Or:
"i came to a green plot with the back view of the head and
shoulders of a pa-man rising out of an enormous urn--d , une
forme de carotte. I sped to see his face and found that it
was a statue of Verlaine. What extraordinary irony! The head
seemed to me to be very lovely in its way, bashed in but digni-
fied as 1 always imagine Verlaine." Or again, when her doctor
was a very young man: "The baby doctor is coming in again today.
He made me feel like an old wri tingwoman-- a sort of old George
Sand tossed up by the tide last night."
Yet there is scarcely a shred of French influence in her
stories beyond the external influence of French scenery--cafe s--|
people --as in Je T.e Parle Pas Franc ais or Feuille a' Album
,
which are the fruits of her terrible French winters.
The French writers so f&r discussed ;-.re the ones she men-
tions but slightly. There are others who were more important
to her. She read Jules La Forgue , who was one of the "geniuses
she did not like. "'Vhy these young men lean and lean on the
decomposing vapours of Jules LaForge is inexplicable."
And she readily saw the difference between Maupassant and
Tchehov ana how each was typical of his own rao.ft and t.b; t. ghs

preferred Russia-- perhaps because she had never been there :--
"not Tchehov at all, not deep enough or good enough. No,
4
kaupassant is for France." Yet later, in speaking of France
and kaupassant: "But oh, they know how to live I And there is
always the feeling that Art has its place--is accepted by every
body, by the rubbish man as well as by all others as something
important, necessary, to be proud of that's what makes living
in France such a rest."
Stendhal, Colette, and Proust are the three French writers
important to her.
After reading book after book by the "young men" of France-
the "Lollipops" she found Stendhal a wonderful relief. "After-
wards I began to read Stendhal's Rouge et Noir. You can't
imagine how severe and noble it seemed to me'. But what I feel
most deeply is how tragic a great work of art appears. All
these young nez-aventicistes have their place and their meaning
in this world; but I seem to see Stendhal with his ugle face
and pot belly and his little pig's legs, confined within a
solitary tower, writing a book and gazing through the window-
chink at a few lonely stars." Ten days later: "l have adopted
Stendhal. Every night I read him now and f ir s t t hing in the
morning. "
Not for nothing does K» M. call Red and ilack a noble work
of art. It isn't lie r kind of art--it is more r omanti c--but its
precious quiet bubbles of humor make it an excellent book of its
type; and &..JJL rarely went astray as a critic. In only one plac
are we remi r.df>ri nf ony story nf F- l\. ' a - J 1 "11 i ±hrA—1 i ttle—tutor

compares life to a fly: "An ephemeral fly is born at nine
o'clock in the morning in one of the long clays of summer to die
at five o'clock in the afternoon. How should it under stand
the night?" K. L. 's g ly did not understand its life, either.
By 1914 end 1915 Y.. I- was charmed by Colette/' Why?
Possibly because both K. M. and Colette like to treat of young
girls--seeing through them as if they were of crystal, treating
them tenderly and a little mockingly. Colette is far more
physical than Y. M. --perhaps a French privilege and demand-- and
her stories are "sweeter" and more amusing. Colette is not, I
think, likely to live. And L. M. is, because she is a real
writer.
7,'ith her unfailing critical judgment she esteemed Colette
just enough. "I've reread L' entrave . I suppose Colette is
the only woman in France who does just this. I don't care a
fig at present for anyone 1 know except her. But the book to
a
be written is still unwritten."
Colette's novels, unfortunately are very difficult to pro-
cure at lending, libraries, especially in translation. I was
able to obtain only 3:
A Young Lady of Paris 1931
Mi t sou 1950
The Gentle Libertine 1931
It seems to me that whereas K. M» has not been influenced by
Colette, Colette must have read, and in her later works been
influenced by r. L.
k Young Lady of Paris is Claudine, 17 year old country

maid from I.Iontigny who comes to Paris with her father, a
studious naturalist, completely absorbed in his research on
snails. There have, in literature, been hundreds of descrip-
tions of girls looking into mirrors. But when Claudine in-
spects herself we are somehow reminded of Beryl. (E.M. is
incomparably superior in every word). Here is some of Beryl
( The Aloe )
:
''She jumped up and half consciously, half unconsciously, she
drifted over to the looking-glass. There stood a slim girl
dressed in white... She had a heartshaped face, wide at the
brows, with a pointed chin--but not too pointed-- her eyes,
her eyes were perhaps her best feature; such a strange, un-
common color, too, greeny blue with little gold spots in them.
Her mouth was rather l*.rge--too large? No, not really. Her
underlip protruded a little. She had a way of sucking it in
that somebody else had told her was awfully fascinating.
Her nose was the least satisfactory feature. Not that it
was really ugly... she pinched it with her thumb and second fin-
ger and made a little face.
Lovely long hair. And such masses of it. It was the
color of fresh fallen leaves, brown and red, with a glint of
yellow. Almost It seemed to have a life of its own, it was so
warm and there was such a ripple in it."
And here is Claudine:
"I'm looking at myself in the mirror now. Oh, ye si (stupid
translation— oh ye s i ) little sharp chin, you're nice, but pleas*
,
%
please don't exaggerate your ooint. Hazel eyes, you keep on
being hazel and I can' t blame you. But don' t sink under ray
eyebrows so modestly. Iviouth, you're still mine but you're so
pale that I have to rub my thin white lips with petals from the
geraniums. . . and you, my poor little earsl You're white and
anemic and I try to hide you under ray curls. I look at you
now and then on the sly and pinch you to make you pink. But
it's my hair that's the worst of all-- they cut it off now, aws^
from my ears, my lovely red brown hair has gone.."
Except for the glimps of Florrie at the beginning of At th<
Bay, all of K. Li. ! s cats are confined to her life and not to her
stories. Oh she loved then well enough--V;ingley was her true
friend. But Colette's stories swarm with cats. Fanchette is
Claudine's. Panchette is a white female that bears kittens all
over the place.
In K. IvL and after her in Colette and in no other place in
literature have I ever come upon a picture of a c at in labor.
Again E. 1.. 's was a really true cat and Colette's a cat in a
story. After reading F.. IvI. I do not care for the other. The
two descriptions of kitten-birth illustrate the difference be-
tween K. IL and Colette-- the exquisitenes s of the Englishwoman
the broader humour and delight in the physical of the lady of
France.
Although in her earliest stories (In a German Pension) E. IvL
seemed fascinated by childbirth, her later wo ks do not revel ir
the physical aspect of sex. Colette does--ii an amusing way .
•
It was probably good for IT. M. to read Colette when she (K.M. )
was young. The problem fascinated her then as it does most
people in their teens. But for all her reserve her stories
are anything but icy.
Marcel: "lie had rather a lot of blond hair, parted on the
right; blue eyes like a little English girl and no more
moustache than I had. His cheeks were pink, his voice soft,
and he had a way of talking with his he ad a little to one side
and his eyes on the floor. He was good enough to est... He
glided with graceful and well-balanced steos to the mirror to
fix his tie
,
looking for all the world like a fashion plate.
Then he turned back with a very special movement of the hip.
No, he was too beautiful. .. the bright light made his translu-
cent skin velvety like the inside of a morning glory."
K. M. 's Raoul describes himself: "I am little ana light with an
olive skin, blue eyes and long lashes, black silky hair cut
short, tiny square teeth that show when I smile. My hands are
supple and small. A woman in a bake shop once said to me: 'You
have uie hands for making little pasties'. I confess without
my clothes I am rather charming. Plump, almost like a girl,
with smooth shoulders, and I wear a thingold bracelet above my
left elbow. " Yet look at the difference in those descriptions
Everything about Llarcel is put into words; but the other tells
infinitely more. I am convinced that Colette, before she
wrote Young Lady of Paris , knew K. M. 's things well.
And a final comparison. After Claudine moves to Paris sh<

writes to Claire her friend in Montigny: "So I wrote Claire a
dull affectionate letter--A Young Girl's Letter to .tier Friend
Telling of Her Arrival in Paris. Then I got up to write a
letter to Luce. After sealing the letter I realize that the
poor thing would get nothing out of it."
After Beryl moves to the country with her family, she, too,
writes to i.an, the friend she left behind her. "in a way, of
course, it was all perfectly true, but in another way it was al
the greatest rubbish and she didn't believe a word of it. No,
that wasn't true. She felt sll those things but she didn't
really feel them like thtt. . . It was her other self who had
written that letter. It only bored, disgusted her real self.
'Flippant tna silly' said her real self. Yet she knew she'd
always write that kind of twaddle to ITan Pyrn. In fact, it was
a very mild example of the kind of letter she generally wrote."
This element in Colette, though harmless enough, is a
little too--well, slapstick: "A nice looking man followed me...
passed me and with great unconcern gave me a pinch on the behint].
K. M. could not have done quite that, nor any of the Eng-
lish. It is said of Colette that she is the "first novelist
writing about women to rank love not as a romantic necessity
but as a physical necessity..."
Life, though, isn't wholly breasts and nakedness and,
as in kit s ou , "the splendid silhouette-- the shadow of a naked
rider v/ith narrow hips and broad shoulders bending over his
invisible steed." Y* U. didn't put the invisible steed into

words and after all she wrote about life, too.
In the Gentle Libe rtine i'inne lias "legs like a page.
Marvels!" I ctn never hear that word without seeing Roddie
"doing marvels" at the corner of Tarana and May Streets in K. M*
Weak Heart ; while Minne' s deceit of her husband is a little
like K, Mi 1 s story The Blaze.
In the London I.'ercury for January 1926, Ldward Shanks
writes of K. M. ' s planned novel: "One can hardly suppose it
would have been what one generally understands by a novel. I
imagine it as resembling more than anything else in the world
Proust's A La Recherche du Temps Perdu , e book without any
bounds save those set by itself or the effort of a patient
genius to narrate In literature the whole of a live or of one
period of a life."
Perhaps it would, but certainly The Aloe and Prelude and
At the 3ay are not Proustian. K. 1.;. recollects, she is always
seeing the past and passively longing to go back to it because
it was-- or seems to have been-- so much happier than the present
But all writers who are rc al writers must write about the past,
for their imaginations are rarely as good and true as is their
knowledge of the past. The future is romantic,- it will not
be written about satisfactorily until a romantic era canes
again--all in good time --and an interest in plot and adventure --
now (fortunately) lost--wlll be reestablished. What Shanks says
of a K» M> novel--that it would not attempt to conform to conven-
tional frjaaaflji n f r Tm--^ ^ ^^^'n 11/
1
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Proust had marvelously perfect recall. He apparently
remembered every day of his life in complete detail as if he
had written it all down as it happened. Y. M. 's was remarkable
recall, too, but of a different, more normal kind--flashe s
,
scenes, certain days and episode s--and a dreamier recall than
Proust's. It seems to me that as I read Swann' s V,: ay (the firs
part of A La Recherche du Temps Perdu ) the atmosphere-- the
vapour-
-
what 1 see --is frost-tinged blue as of autumn and crack
ling leaves by the wayside; while in K. H. 's long stories the
haze --the aura if you will--is also faint blue but warm and
foggy and misty as of an early summer's day, and sometimes sil-
ver and gold. In stories where there is abundant scenic descrijj
tion this color-sense evidently comes from the color-adjectives
of the writer. The only K» M. touches in Proust are the sudden
appearance and startled eyes of Gilberts Swann (of K. M. 's little
girl with big eyes and a dripping waterlily) and the killing of
the chicken in K. M. , the duck. ) That beheaded duck must have
made a terrific impression on the small Katherine. He appears
in her college days story About P at as well as in Prelude ;
"Pat grabbed the duck by the legs, laid it flat across the stumpj
and almost at the same moment down came the little tomahawk and
the duck's head flew off the stump. Up the blood spurted on the
white feathers and over his head. 'Watch it!' shouted Pat. He
put down the body and it began to waddle --with only a long spurt
of blood where the head had been. It began to pa d away without
a sound towards the steeo bank that led to the s tream. . .That was

the crowning wonder. . .
"
And the chicken- slaughter impressed almos t as deeply the
little boy Proust: "i went down into the kitchen. Franco ise
had fallen into arrears. When I went in, I saw her in the bac
kitchen which opened onto the court-yard, in process of killing
a chicken; by its desperate and quite natural resistance, which
Francoise, beside herself wi th rage as she attempted to slit
its throat beneath the ear, accompanied with shrill cries of
'Filthy creaturel Filthy creaturel '
"
And what does K» M. say of Proust? In her letters we have it:
"I have been pretending to read Proust for years but this
autumn U. and I both took the plunge. I certainly think he is
by far the most interesting living writer. He is fascinating.
It is a comfort to have someone whom one can so immensely admire
.the exquisite rapture one feels in, for instance, that11
oassage which ends in a chanter where Proust describes the flowe
2
Lng apple trees in the soring rain."
It is a curious fact that any passage of T. M. 1 s quoted, is
Ln itself charming to read. It is not so with other writers.
^
RUSSIA
When we come to the end of any of the greatest Russian
short stories, or to the end of every work of E.M. , we invari-
ably find that simultaneously our eyes smart and our lips
twitch with a tiny smile. Their greatest similarity lies in
their fulness of implication. They make us feel rather than
think and then think to determine what it is we feel. Neither
"the Russians" nor K.M. use plot in the accepted sense. Lvery-
one else seems to be growing away from plot now- -but how many
have done so successfully? We have heard over and over that
K.M. and the Russians give 'is "fragments of life" and "slices
of definite reality". This is essentially true. But K.M. 1 s
stories are English in their atmosphere --they could not have
been written by the non-English; nor by men. In K.M. 's stories
tea is drunk and fruitcake and ices eaten; in the Russians it
is kvass and sour black bread. K.M. has the faculty for sound-
ing exac tly the right tone. This was innate in her and in a
few of "the Russians"--! believe in this diminishing order:
Tchehov, Dostoevsky, Kuprin. Turgenev , it seems to me, doesn't
quite make a go of it. K.M. excelled them all in absolute and
utter lack of superfluity .
Introduction to the Journal by John Li dale ton Murry:
"There is a certain resemblance between Katherine Mansfield'
s
stories and those of Anton Tchehov. But this resemblance is
often exaggerated by critics who seem to believe that Katherine
Mansfield learned her art from Tchehov. That is a singularly

superficial view of the relation, which was one of kindred tem-
peraments. In fact, K.M.'s technique is very different from
Tchehov' s. She admired and understood Tchehov' s work as few
English writers have done; she had a deep personal affection
for the man whom, of course, she never knew--3ut her method was
wholly her own and her development would have been precisely
the same had Tchehov never existed."
Out of his many and diversified ones, this is probably the
most worthwhile statement Ivlr. Murry ever made. It is nearly
all true. Her development could not have been exactly the same
because Tchehov was so important to her.
The tilings we know and love become part of our development
and K«M. knew Tchehov. He is responsible for many of her re-
solves and aims and for some of her courage.
The critics, either because they believe it, or because
they rely upon one another' s judgment, all say the same thing.
A few--the more acute ones --re cognize that there is a difference
between Tchehov and K.M. I believe this difference can in large
part be accounted for ny nationality.
Martin Armstrong says: Of K.M.'s stories, however, we can
say that the best of them are of a type unique in English lit-
erature. To find her antecedent we must go to Russia and
Tchehov. She -^viously studied Tchehov devoutly, but the me-
thod she derived from him she made entirely her own, for she
was a fine enough artist to be a disciple with impunity." She
wasr. | t a "disciple"!
V
iJoseph C ollins , the critic, believes this too. "The easi-
est way of estimating any unknown element is to compare it to
something already known and K.M. has been called the Tchehov of
English fiction. Such a comparison may be useful in an approach
to her work. In truth, however, while her position in English
fiction may be compared with that of the illustrious Russian,
she is in no sense an imitator or disciple of him or of anyone
else. her art is her own."
He observes keenly: K.M. 1 s art resembles that of the great
Russian physician-novelist in that she preaches no sermon,
points no moral, expounds no philosophy. although there is no
available exposition of her theories, her work is evidence that
her conception of art is to depict the problematic as it is pre-
sented to her and leave the interpretation to the reader's own
philosophy.
"
K.M. loved Russia, its people, its language. She loved
Russian strength. She believed the English could never have
survived the physical horrors that the Russian intellectuals
went through.
I shall now consider the Russian authors mentioned by her.
They will be treated in climactic order.
First, Bunin. The Gentleman from San rrancisco was the one
story that impressed her greatly. Here are her important com-
ments: "Bunin has an immense talent. That is certain. j-.ll the
same- - there ' s a limitation in this story so it seems to me.
There is something inflexible, separate in him which he exults
3
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in. But he ought not to exult in it. It is a pity it is there
He just stops short of being a great writer "because of it. Ten-
derness- is a dangerous word to use, but I dare use it to you.
He lacks tenderness --and in s"oite of everything, tenderness
there mus t be . "
And her oointed little picture of the man: "i met Bunin in
Paris, and because he had known Tchehov I wanted to talk to him.
Bat alas, Bunin s aid: 1 Tchehov? i.h-ah-oui, j'ai connu Tchehov.
Mais il y a long temps, long temps.' f.nd then a pause, and
then, graciously, '11 a ecrit des belles choses. ' And that was
the end of Tchehov. 'Vous avez vu mon dernier...'"
Tchehov mentiones Bunin, too, highly praising two of his
stories, Pines and Charnosium.
Eunin didn 1 t influence E.M. at all. He wasn 1 t great enough
Anyway, it was too late. Six months after that last letter a-
bout him she died.
She was not, I believe, very impressed by Gorky as an art-
ist. Her perfectly justified self assurance of 1914 was sub-
dued in later mention of him, though it needn' t have been.
"Oh if only I could make a celebration and do a bit of writing.
I long and long to write, and the words just won't come. It's
a queer business. Yet, when I read people like Gorky, for in-
stance, I realize how streets ahead of tbem I be..."
"One begins to feel,. like Gorky feels, that it's one's
duty to what remains of civilization to care for those things,
and that writers who do not are traitors. But it's horrible.
It's like jumping into a tr-e-.nr.~\ e>. pnfc.
•
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•Gorky 1 s Lower Depths touches upon truth, the problem whicfc
was of such vast interest to 11.11. Gorky looks at it from a
social rather than literary viewpoint, however. Of course
Gorky need not have been stating his own view.
And Tchehov on Gorky: "Gorky in mysticism is a real tal-
ent, his brushes and colors are real, but somehow he is unre-
strained and a daredevilish talent. I don't like eveiything
he writes, but he has written things which I like very much and
I have no doubt that Gorky is of the stuff of which artists are
made. He is the genuine thing. A fine man, wise, thinking,
and deep; but he carries much unnecessary ballast--e. g. , his
provincialism.
"
• • • •
•
Quite disapoointed in my first reading of Turgenev, I can
agree with Katherine Mansfield: "l simply cannot believe that
there was a time when I cared about Turgenev. Such a poseur!
Such a hypocrite! It's true he's wonderfully talented, but I
So .1 .
keep thinking what a good cinema play On the Lve would make.
The others are merely references to him in letters.
Ldward Garnett holds Turgenev in higher esteem: "Turgenev" :
characters reveal themselves by most ordinary details of every-
day life. The novel' s significance is built up simply out of
these de tails. .. shows a commonplace figure and brings a sense
of mystery of existence."
Turgenev does not seem to me to do this at all. He uses
heightened and very dramatic incidents, very different from the
everyday life in At the Bay. His Lear of the Steopes, consid-

by Garnett a masterpiece of inevitability (I) reminds me of no-
thing so much as Samson pulling down the pillar s--everyday life
indeedl Garnett believes Turgenev a wonderful portrayer of
women--" superior to most of his rivals". But .r.cia and Sophia
and Varvara are sticks with different colors of hair and eyes.
K.M. could not have learned much from Turgenev. The only major
resemblance is that most of Turgenev' s suitors desert their
ladies-- simply walk away after proposing or they never declare
themselves at all. Yakov Pasinkov or the friend of i.ndrei Kol-
osov, e.g. Cf. Raoul: "Of course you know what to expect. You
anticipate fully what I am going to write. It couldn't be
otherwise. I never vent near the place again."
Turgenev' s Diary of a Superfluous 1. an is inferior to P.M. '
k Married Han's Story , because the Superfluous Man has no sense
of humor at all. Nearly all of K.LI. ' s central figures have,
because of her own abundance of that sense.
So much for Turgenev.
• • • •
The venerable and patriarchal Tolstoi was beloved of K.M.
and relegated by her to a place next below Shake speare and
Goethe. Tolstoi of all modern writers seems to her to have
X-
continuity .
in October, 1918, we find this in a letter: "i have read
War and Peace again-- and then War and Peace again, and then I
feel inclined to positively sing to it: 'If You Were The Only
Book in The World
I
n
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jfend see Tchehov: "I wake every night and read War and
Peace . I read it with curiosity and naive wonder of one who
has not read it before. It is astonishingly good. But I dis-
like the passages in which Napoleon appears, when at once there
are strained explanations and a number of details in order to
prove that he was stupider than he actually was. Everything
done and said be Pierre, Prince Andreyev, or Kicky Rostow--all
that is good and sensible, natural and moving, but everything
Kapoleon thinks and says is unnatural, not sensible, inflated
and insignificant.
"
He says also (and K.M. later points out how Tolstoi "in-
fluenced" him) that he never loved anyone as he loved Tolstoi.
"While Tolstoi is in literature it is easy and pleasant to be
writer; even to be aware that one has done nothing and is doing
nothing is not so terrible , since L'olstoi does enougn for all."
With her delight in fairy tales attested to by the quite
natural references to Grimm and Anderson, and by her own A Fairy
Storv, and various poems, K.M. probably liked the didactic Tol-
stoi as he appears in his fable, M aster and I.Ian , as well as
Tolstoi, the novelist.
Tolstoi, as well as Tchehov and Bostoevsky and Kuprin,
could draw children beautifully. It is perhaps more surprising
that these men could do so than that K.M. could. But perhaps
Slavic tenderness accounts for it in theffi while femininity and
tenderness account for it in her cooler self. Tolstoi's Natachs
Hostow, "the lovely and seductive child beloved by all, smitten

with many," is intriguing. In Volume I of Wgr c.nd Peace the
schoolroom scene is almost K.I.i. like in character. Vera, the
elder sister, comes in and bothers the four children, cruelly
tee« -sing them a"bout being in love:
"Everyone has his own, and we leave you and 3erg in peace,
said Hatacha hotly. (They nickname Vera Li adame de Genlis be-
cause she has not heart. ) "There you have done what you want-
ed, cried Nicholas. "You have upset us all with your nonsense.
Now let us be off. We will go into the schoolroom." And they
all four made their escape like a covy of frightened birds,
"it is you, on the contrary who have been talking nonsense,"
exclaimed Vera, while outside the four voices sang merrily in
chorus: "Ladame de Genlis, I.iadame de Genlis."
• • • •
Kuprin' s delightful stories oleased K. M. so well that she
named her beloved Japanese doll for one of his characters.
"Ribni was a Japanese doll belonging to K«M. , so named after
Captain Ribnikoff , the Japanese spy who is the hero of Kuprin'
s
remarkable story of that title." And since, for about three
years (1917-1920) her doll was a source of amusement to her,
Kuprin was in her mind at least indirectly, for Ribni*'was her
"son"--the Cat Jingley, the other child, I suppose.
The references to Rib are very, very frequent. For ex-
ample, "Shall Rib wear his new dress or the old one his father
loves?" Or, "Rib says, ' Parent-chik, 1 shall be there to meet,
on the stopoing of the chariot, the august Emergence. 1 He says
he is going to write a book now called Fan Tales."
*
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Like K»lff* j I.uprin often wrote of chi lahood memories, as
in A Slgy Soul . Just as the servant Pat stood forth a heroic
figure from 1 .M« 1 s past, so Nuprin' s servant, Yasha, became
written down, but Pat was a blithe Irishman and' Task© a melan-
choly Slav who hanged himself for no good reason, Pat likes
the girls and proposes to every new Burnell servant; Yasha-
-
"girls looked admiringly at him but not one of them, running
like a quail across the yard, would have dared to give him a
playful punch in the side or even an inviting smile. There was
too much haughtiness in him t-nd icy contempt of the fair sex."
Pat amuses the little Burnells and shows them wonders. But
Yasha, preferring to kill himself, goes up to the little girl
in the nursery with a "Goodbye, Missy** "Goodbye, Yasha," an-
swered the little one, not looking up from her doll.
Euprin more than IE. Mi turns to the spectacular and arrest-
ing (reminding one of 0. Henry). Yet, there are places— for
example, Colonel Voiznitsin meets his childhood love, now faded
and middlea^ed, end both of the Si remember: "'No, I don't remem-
ber anything, nasty horrid boy, 1 said the lady smiling gently..
He bent down once more to kiss her hand and site kissed him ten-
derly on his white haired brow. They looked at once another and
their eyes were wet with tears; they smiled gently, sadly, ten-
derly. "
Kuprin's The V; hi te Poodle
,
an utterly charming and sad
story (as dog stories are always sad) is perhaps one of his few
that is artistry. The spoiled boy crying, "I wa-ant him. .. give

him to me... I want him, the dog I tell you" . . . Viie description
of the sight-- the dark "bushes and silver sea and the roadway,
and the little panting boy fc.nd the dancing dog. 4.rto is not
the wistful or humble kind of K.M- 1 a story: he is more of a
philosopher but then he is a Russian dog.
Hamlet, the story of Kostansky, an actor who has grown old
taken to drink and is losing his public, is a bit like the ex-
concert singer and cinema s^ar, Ada Moss in Pic tur e
s
. Kostansky
pushes the money away and says irritably: "I have finished. I
have finished with it all." And Miss Moss, a falling woman,
says to the s'.out gentleman "I'll come with you if it's all the
same ..."
The grave little girl in Fuorin %td The Elephant is a per-
fectly real little girl who should play with the Burnells and
the Trout s and little 5. and the rest. Her illness is indif-
ference to life. Her one desire is an elephant and on seeing
one and having it brought to her house for suoper, she recovers
She and Tommy, the elephant, dream of one another at night; and
next morning "the little girl smiled shyly and said: 'Tell Tomm^
that I'm quite well now.'"
Tempt ing Pr ov idenc e is the story of a perfectly happy civil
engineer who, coming home after five years' service far away,
and receiving telegrams all along the way from his loving wife
and little daughter, falls -under the train as he alights and
is killed before their staring eyes. "God knows what might
have awaited them later. Disenchantment? Weariness? Boredom?

Perhaps hate?" It is a trifle like IC.I.i. ' s Widowed . But K.M.
does not imply that it is better so.
Kuprin writes rapidly, carelessly, slapdash--it is evident
K.K. is a meticulous writer. Stephen Graham, the translator,
prsises Kuprin' s "humor, sentiment, pathos, and delightful en-
tertaining verbosity" --calls him nearer to the present moment
than Tchehov, and says his attitude is: "Oh how incomprehensible
for us, how mysterious, how strange, are the simplest happening] I
of life. . . "
Tchehov mentions Dostoevsky but slightly in passing: II T
have bought Dostoevsky in your shop and am reading him now.
Good, but too long and indirect. Many pretenses." It is clear-]
ly evident to anyone upon even a first reading that Tchehov is
a better writer than Dostoevsky.
Dostoevsky (especially in the short stories, with which,
rather than the novels, I am here concerned) sprawls into form-
lessness and sometimes into longwindedness ; and his short stor-
ies are comic rather than tragic--thus not the accepted "high-
est" art. But they make us laugh for sheer ridiculousness of
situation. .Vhen I read Dostoevcky' s stories like Unc le j s Dream
of A Hovel in i'ine Letters or The C rocodile , or any of the
others, I am sharply reminded of how, when I was a child, my
older relatives sat about the diningroom table of an evening
cracking nuts and listening gleefully to similar longwinded,
humorous Jewish stories while one of the company slowly read a-
loud; the stories seemed to need to sprawl.

••
K.M. was fonder of her "Dosty" than most critics are; not
blindly fond of him, for she saw in the stories the man who
wrote them, and it was the man she admired. She knew his works
well enough to be able to refer to any character in them off-
hand.
5oth she and Tcliehov mention Crime and Punishment* It is
most likely that Z.ii. read every book Tchehov commented upon.
She admired the character of the man Bosty. V/hy do I feel
like this about Dostoevsky- -my Dost oevsky--no one else's--a
being who loved, in spite of everything, LIFE, even while he
knew the dark, dark places..."
"How long was Dostoevsky in prison? Four years, wasn't it'
.and he came out and did his finest work after. If only one
could rid oneself of this feeling of finality; if there were a
continuity; that is what is intolerable." "Yes, but who is
living, then, living as we mean life? Dostoevsky, Tchehov, and
Tolstoi, and Hardy. I can't think of anybody else."
Besides her critical review of Dostoevsky' K.M. has in her
Journal for March, 1916, nearly 4 pages of Hotes on Los toe v sky-
dealing with The Idiot and The Possessed. She says of Nastasya:
"'That change in her when she appears in Verbersberg--i s not at
all impossible. With such women it seems to be a kind of in-
stinct (Maata was just the same. She simply knew those things
from nowhere. ) . "
I mention this because it contains one of K.L. 's rare ref-
erences to Maata her intended novel. And then "There grows up
rrv. «im

as one reads a kind of malady, a balked fascination which almos ;
succeeds in blotting out those first and really marvellous 1 im-
pressions' of his. What was D. really aiming at?"
And about The Idiot: "How did Dostoevsky know apout that
extraordinary vindictive feeling that relish for little laugh-
ter that comes over women in oain? It is a very secret thing,
but it is profound, profound. They don't want to spare the one
whom they love."
In the last few months of her life, exactly three months
/
before the dty she died, K.M. read Dosty' s letters and their
humdrumness disappointed her. But she believed in Dostoevsky
all the same. "Yet this was a noble, suffering striving soul,
a real hero among men—wasn't he? I mean from his books...
I
do not think these deep divisions in people are necessary or
vital. Perhaps it is cowardice in me."
Perhaps the key to her fondness for Dostoevsky is the com-
plete lack in him of the hardne ss she hated in others. His
people are wonderfully tender. For example, the benefactor of
the Honest Thief cannot bear to turn the poor old drunken man
away. "Those riding breeches— it was--sort of—I who took
them..." It is almost too much for us.
His stories are much more clotted than K.M.'s, generally
absurd impossible plots that maked wonderful reading. In The
Uncle ' s Dream e.g., the old fuddled feebleminded fellow is
made to propose to young Zina because her mother wants her to
marry for money, but the nephew tells his Uncle the proposal

was a dream, and the ooor old man can never distinguish reality
from dreams. A goodly proportion of Dostoevsky' s stories is
picture--at least in translation. a Tovel in Nine Letters is
one of these.
There are some stories that strike just the right touch at
the end. These are Ivlansfieldian because her endings are prac-
tically perfect.
In An Unpleasant Predic ament Shatov, the civil councillor,
goes to the poor clerk's wedding. Shatov makes everyone un-
comfortable, sickens, has to sleep in the pink bridal bed while
the bride and groom sleep on chairs which come apart. .and the
end- -the councillor hi. s been severe and no one has taunted him
about his unfortunate visit. "Suddenly a vivid blush over-
spread his face. 'I did break down, 1 he said to himself and
sank helplessly into his chair." Remotely the story reminds us
of The Garden Party because of the patronizing air of Shatov
and of Laura' s mother. And Another Man' s Y/ife or The Husband
Under the Bed is like Feuille d' Album in its ending that rouses
a short shout of laughter. The husband has smothered another
lady's dog to keep it from betraying his presence under her bed.
He comes home. "v/hat as his amazement, horror, and alarm, when;
with his handkerchief, fell out of his oocket the corpse of
A-mishka. Ivan Andreyitch had not noticed that when he had been
forced to creep out from under the bed in an excess of despair
and unreasoning terror he had stuffed Amishka into his pocket
with the faraway idea of burying the corpse, concealing the evi-r
dence of his crime and avoiding the punishment he deserved.
•f
m
'What's this?' cried his spouse. 'A nasty dead dog! Goodness!
Where has it come from? What have you been up to? 7/here have
you been? Tell me at once where you have been?' 'My love,'
answered Ivan, almost as dead as Amishka, 'my love'...."
Like K.M. and like Luprin, Dostoevsky still remembered a
childhood servant of the family--The Peasant llarey . It was his
reason for loving peasants. "I remembered the soft masterly
smile of the poor serf, the way he signed me with the cross and
shook his head-- ' There
,
you have had a fright, little one'..."
The Crocodile, an "extraordinary incident" of a Russian
Jonah who lived in a crocodile is the sort of thing K.M. never
attempted. It is introduced by "Ohe Lambert! Ou est Lambert?"
and K.M. uses this in her review of Dosty substituting for Lam-
bert his name.
The Pre art of the Ridiculous I.Ian ends with a paragraph
which, if D. believed it, may be ore of the reasons K.M. loved
the man he was: "The chief thing is to love others like your-
self—that's the great thing, that is everything, nothing else
is w^nted—you will find out at once how to arrange it all.
And yet it is an old truth which has been told a billion times-n
but it has not formed part of our lives."

Katherine Mansfield'* Journal ;
"i.ch, ^chehov, why are. you dead? Why can't I talk to you in a
big, darkish room, at late evening where the light is gre^n
from the waving leaves outside. I'd like to write a series of
I
heavens --that would be one."
"Dr. Sorapure. He was a good man. ..very simple, kindly doctor,
was pure of heart as Tchehov was pure of heart. To live--to
live--that is all. And to leave life as Tchehov left it, and
Tolstoi.
"
'Queer! he two oeople left are Tchehov dead--and unheedy in-
different Dr. Sorapure. They are the two good men I have known.
"What shall I do to express my thanks? I want to adopt a
Russian baby, call him ^.nton and bring him up as mine with Ko-
teliansky for a Godfather and Madame Tchehov for a Godmother.
3-
Such is my dream.
"I suppose it is the effect of isolation that I can truly say
I think of de la 1,1 are, Tchehov, Eoteliansky
,
Tomlinson, Or age,
every day. They are part of my life..."
That is what she thought of him. She studied Tchehov,
understood him and learned from him— he was her friend. She die
not imitate him- -she learned from him as all of us learn from
those who have come before us in our work. She recognized the
difference between absorbing and copying . Here is what she saic
to a young writer who had sent her his MS to criticize: I
imagine your great admiration for Tchehov has liberated you,
but you have absorbed more of him than you are aware of, and
he's got in the way of your individual expression for the time

being. It's very queer. Passages read like a translati orA
It's as though you were in his shadow and the result is you are
a little blurred, a bit vague... when you do get free of Tchehov
plus all you have learnt of him, you ought to write awfully
good stories.... To return to your Russianization for a moment
It seems to me that when Russians think, they go through a
different process from what we do. As far as we can gather tfcef
arrive at a feeling by a process of... spiritual recapitulation
I don't think we do. What I imagine is we have less words but
they are more vital; we need less. So, though one can accept
this recapitulating process from Russian writers, it sounds
strange coming from your pen. . .When one writes like that in
English, it's as though the ne rve of the feeling were gone."
"Perhaps you will agree that we all, as writers, to a
certain extent, absorb each other when we love. . . Anatole France
would say we eat each other, but perhaps nourish is the better
word. For instance, Tchehov' s talent was nourished by Tolstoi
Death of Ivan Ilyitch . It is possible he never would have
written as he did if he had not read that story. There is a
deep division between the work he did before he read that and
after... All I felt about your stories was that you had not yet,
i
finally, made free with It and turned it to your own account."
The first written mention of Tchehov by her is in her
Journal in the summer of 1917: "Tchehov makes me feel that this
longing to write stories of such uneven length is quite justi-
fied. Tchehov is quite right about women..." It would be
very interesting to know when F.M. first discovered Tchehov.

After college, I think, for her way of writing then was the
other way. I think it was between 18 and. 21 that she:
1. Grew up
2. Discovered the Russian writers.
She had to review Tchehov once, and to translate some of his
letters. She found writing about Tchehov very difficult for
fear that she would not do him justice. This is a natural
thing for us when we write about those we love and revere. But
perhaps we cannot help doing justice in what we say simply
because we love and revere them. The things K. UL said about
Tchehov are beautiful indeed.
Often she agreed with him:
" Tche nov s a id over and over again, he protested, he begged,
that he had no problem. In fact, you know, he thought it was
his weakness as an artist. It worried him, but he always said
the same. Mo problem. And when you come to think of it, what
was Chaucer's problem, or Shakespeare's? The "problem" is the
invention of the 19th centure; the artist takes a long look at
x-
life. He says softly: "So this is what life is, is it? And
hr proceeds to express that. All the rest he leaves. Tolstoi
even had no problem. What he had was a propaganda and he is a
great artist in spite of it." She agrees, also, with Tchehov'
saying that the true writer does not so much solve the question
3.
as to put the question.
But she differed from him and she was not afraid to say
so: "Tchehov made a mistake in thinking that if he had had
more time he would have written more fully, described the rain
*
and the midwife and the doctor having tea. The truth is one can
get only so much into a story. There is always a sacrifice. One
has to leave out what one knows and longs to use. Why? I
haven't any idea, but here it is. It's always a kind of race
/
to get in as much as one can before it di sappe ars.
"
This is a direct reference to Tchehov' s story The Birthday
Party and to his remarks in a letter to a friend: "You say that
the hero of my EL P. is a character worth unfolding. Lord, I
am not a senseless beast. I understand that I know quite well
that I carve my heroes and spoil them, that good material is
being wasted. ..I tell you straight I would gladly sit on the
5. P. for six months. I love to take my time and see no attrac-
tion in quickfire publi cation- -I am bound to finish it 5th of
Oct. final date. 1
Tchehov also says about his story The Birthday Party :
"Olga D. never stops lying but it must not be disguised that to
tell lies causes her pain.".. "The conversation with the preg-
nant woman has some Tolstoian resemblance. I see that now.
But the conversation has no significance. I wedged it in only
that the abortion should not seem abrupt. I am a doctor and so
as not to disgrace myself, I must, in my short stories, give a
motive for the medical cases."
K. M. writes a refutation of this theory in a letter to
William Gerhardi. "Game tt seems greatly impressed by the impor-
tance of T's scientific training as a doctor, not the indire ct
importance (I could understand that) but the direct . He quotes
as a proof The Party and the letter in which he says: t'The
X 9-

ladies say I am quite right in all my symptoms when I describe
the confinement.' But in spite of the letter that story didn'
1
need a doctor to write it. There's not a thing any sensitive
writer could not have discovered without a medical degree. The
truth of that 'importance' is far more subtle." She goes on
to say that Tchehov is not widely understood, that he must be
looked at as a whole and not from different angles; that he was
tormented by the feeling that he never did as well as he might
have done, and by the lack of time for writing--and for living.
She says: "I suppose all writers, little and big, feel this,
but T. more than most. But I must not write about him, I
could go on and on..."
This .Villiam Gerhardi, a close personal friend of K. ML
,
wrote in 1923 a book called Anton Tchehov full of a number of
pointed critical remarks on A. T» that are applicable to K. L»
But there is room for only the most significant one of these:
"Much of the appeal of Tchehov, it must be confessed, is irrevo-
cably lost in translation. Some gestures of speech, some poses
idiosyncracies , are so absolutely inseparable from the Russian
language and custom and atmosphere that you cannot render them
in any other tongue. But that Tchehov' s method need not be con
fined to his country cannot be doubted. Any writer— given the
requisite talent--could practise it in any country, any language
with results that would open the reading public's eye. But, so
far, it seems that only Katherine Mansfield was alive to the
intrinsic value of Tchehov' s method of using psychology for

artistic ends. They have shown us that subtlety cm be ex-
pressed easily and directly."
K* M* 's wonder at A. T. grew and grew: "J. read Tchehov alou[l
I had ret.d one of the stories myself and it seemed t o me nothin
But read aloud it was a masterpiece. How was biiatt"
Some day, if I can pigeonhole a listener, I shall see. But
people refuse to listen—they won't be read aloud to--they do
not know F. I . !
There is a host of casual references showing how familiar-
ly she referred to T ! s works and how he was become part of her
life." I can't tell you how I love Russian. When I he^r it
spoken it makes me think of course always of Tchehov. I love
this speech.
In my notes I find fragmentary jottings:
Reminders of Kilt in A. T. : Illness-hemorrhage
Hot© ls--f ore ign
Doctors
Foods
Stories, letters, ideas
Intended novels
"Do I not from the beginning to end protest against falsehood?"
(her creed, too).
"That's what I meant to say."
"i clasp your hand."
The last two are remarks that appear in letters both by
A* T> and K» M. The other remarks are graphic enough aid it is
needless to elaborate upon them. They tell the story and in
both cases the story was a short one.
In reading Tchehov we are often reminded of "$+ M. , not
3.
a.

because they talked alike, but because the two had absolute
pitch in life. For instance in The nightmare , Eunin' s good
intentions to help the poor priest and his poverty stricken
parish: "But I'll help them. ..I must help them..." He knows
he needs luxuries. "This remembrance filled him with over-
whelming shame before his inner self, before the inner truth.
So had begun and ended a sincere effort t o be of public ser-
vice on the part of a well-intentioned but unreflecting and
overcomf ortable person." Compare Isobel' s good intentions re-
garding her husband in l.'arriage a la Lode . I 1M go
with them and write to William later. Some other time. Later
Not now. Eut I shall certainly write."
Or Tchehov' s children and &KL 's. Eight ye&r old 1'atya
in The Sis hop "'Good gracious, you've got a green beard,' said
Eatya suddenly, and she laughed." Compare Prelude "The dining
room window had a square of colored glass at each corner. Cne
was blue and one was yellow. Kezia bent down to have one more
look at a blue lawn and blue arum lilies growing at the gate,
and then at a yellow lawn with yellow lilies and a yellow fence.
As she looked, a little Chinese Lottie came out onto the lawn."
And the Bishop' s poor mother is another Ma Parker of the world.
Eadyezdha in The Duel is a kind of uninnocent Beryl,
especially in the bathing scene (see At the Eay). "Free from
her clothes, 11. felt a desire to fly 9nd it seemed to her that
if she were to wave her hands she would fly upward. When she
was undressed she noticed that Olga looked scornfully at her
white bnriy."

At the Bay: "'Mercy on us,' said Mrs, Harry l.ember, 'what a
little beauty you are. 1 'Don't,' said Beryl softly; bat draw-
ing off one stocking and then the other she felt a little beaut|f.
And Laevsky' s comment at the end of the Duel: "Yes, no one
knows the real truth, though Laevsky, looking wearily at the
dark restless sea... The boat goes on and on. ..So it is in life
in the search for truth men make two steps forward and one step
back. Suffering, mistakes, and weariness of life thrust them
back but the thirst for truth and stableness will drive them on
and on. And who knows? Perhaps they will reach the real
truth a t last.
"
Discussing further stories of A» % , Eatherine Mansfield
says 'that some of the stories in The jiorse Stealers rather
shock her because in then Tchehov was not fully aware that only
the difficult tiling is worth doing. Of The Steppe she speaks
differently: "I have reread the Steppe. What can one say?
It is simply one of the great storite s of the world-- a kind of
Iliad or Odyssey. I think I will learn this journey by heart--
one says of things, they are immortal. One feels about this
story not that It become s immortal—it always was. It has no
beginning nor end. Tchehov just touched one point with his pen
(. .) and then another point; enclose d something which had,
as it were, been there forever."
Tchehov himself speaks of it, saying that the subject is
a good one, but that being unaccustomed to writing long things
he makes each page as compact as a short story. "in the result
one gets not a picture in which all the elements like stars_Jji_
\if-
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the sky merge into one whole, but a conspectus, a dry record
of impre s s i on . "
The "record of impression" is anything but dry for readers
As a whole the S'eppe reminds us more of K. M* 1 s Prelude— the
moving day story-- than of any other. The Steppe, too, is the
story of a journey.
The Steppe is about one hundred and forty pages long--
much longer than Prelude and not as completely devoid of all
excess. At ' he beginning Father Christopher and Kazmitchov,
on their way to sell wool, take Yegorushka, the nephew aid a
widow' s son, across 'The Steppe to school.
"The rapid motion through the air blew out his red shirt
like a balloon on his back and made her new hat, with a pea-
cock's feather on it, like a coachman's, keep slipping onto the
back of his head. He felt himself an intensely unfortunate
person and had an inclination to cry." This is a little like
the journey of Kezia and Lottie on the ptoreman' s wagon. And
during the course of the journeys all of the children grow
sleepy... In both stories the children are vividly attracted by
things along the way.
The Lloisevitdqte s are certainly similar to the Samuel
Josephs. "instead of the promised bear Yegorushka saw a big
fat Jewess with her hair hanging loose, in a red flannel hat
with black sprigs in it;... before he had time to look round
(she) put to his lips a slice of bread smeared with honey.
'Eat it, dearie, eat it! ' she said. 'You are here vd thout your
mama and no one t o l ook after you. Eal 11 up! Yegorushka

did eat it up, though after the goodies and poppie cakes he had
every day at home, he did not think very much of the honey whiclr
was mixed with wax and "bees' wings. He ate while I.oisey I.Ioise-
vitch and the Jewess looked on and sighed." And while more
cakes are forced on Yegor, one after another little curly head
with bright black eyes pops out from under the greasy quilt on
the big bed.
There wasn't any bear; well, there weren't any strawberries^
either. ( The Prelude or The Aloe ) "Kezia followed, making a
face at Mrs. Samuel Josephs' placket which was undone as usual,
with two long pink corset laces hanging out of it. . .The Samuel
Josephs were not a family. They were a swarm. The moment you
entered the house they hopped up and jumped out at you from
under the tables, through the stair rails, behind the doors, be-
hind the coats in the passage. Impossible to count them; im-
possible to distinguish between them..."
They are all sitting on benches before a table and are eat-
ing bread and dripping. Stanley, "a big one", politely asks
Tezia will she have strawberries and cream or bread and dripping.
•"' Strawberries and cream, please,' she raid.
'Ah-h-h! How they all laughed and beat the table with
their teaspoonsl Wasn't that a takeinl Wasn't itl v/asn ' t it
now! Didn't he fox her! Good olC Stan!
'Ma! She thought it was real!'
Even Mrs • Samuel Josephs, pouring out the milk and water,
smiled indulgently. It was a merry tea."
•\
The description of the Steppe by night t.nd by day is like
the descriptive At the Bay passages. There is no storm in TLTL
like that storm on the steppe. And in Yegor's new home is
another charming child: "The little girl moved her lips, looked
as if she were going to cry and answered softly: 'Atka'. This
meant Katka. "
And what Yegor feels at the end: "With bitter tears greete<j
the unknown life tftbt was beginning for him now. ..What would
that life be like? is a question that is implied not only by
K»i/L 's Fenella, but by all her oeople at the end of every story
Three Years also reminds us of The Burne lis. First there
is the scene of Yulia lying on the grass and talking of her
baby--like cool Linda who suddenly begins to love her little
boy. And Lida, the younger of the two little motherless girls
is a regular little Lottie Burnell. "Lida stood with a pale
and sleepy face gazing severely at her mothe r. "--Chubby
,
serious, sturdy like Lottie--only the Burnells are happy chil-
dren. The Russian father is like Stanley Burnell, too. And
the lesson!
"Lida stood with the same severe face, gazed durably at the table
She moved her lips without speaking and the elder girl Sasha
looked into her faee frowning. 'You know it very well only you
mustn't be nervous,' said Laptev. 'Come, what were Adam's sons
called?'
'Abel and Canel,' Lida whispered.
'Cain and Abel,' Laptev corrected her. A big tear rolled
1 Km: T^- v tK\a-^—

down Lids' s cheek and dropped on the book. Sasha looked down-
ward and turned red and r.he too was on the point of' tears."
Lida is like Lottie playing cards and forgetting she is a
donkey and should say Hee -haw ; "'Oh, Lottie, you are a silly;
said the proud rooster. Lottie looked at both of them, her
lip quivered. 'I don't want to play,' she whispered. The
others glanced at one another like conspirators.
"I've forgotten what I am," said the donkey woefully."
The Exile , e story of Siberia and the awful life there of
a young Tartar who has just come there and left his beautiful
young wife behind, ends with the sound, at night, of the Tartar
crying--" like the barking of a dog." That Tartar is like hiss
Brill, but which of the two lives was sadder I canr. ot say.
K.LI. ' s are the better endings. A.T. occasionally writes a_
little bevond the end.
K.M. believed the translations from the Russian very poor
because of a superimposed "flatness" they bring. But even in
translation Tchehov seemed to her marvelous. "I do think a
story like In Exile or hiss ing is frankly incomparable."
The House with the Mezzanine reminded me at the end of Je Ne
? ar le Pas F r anc a1 s
e
--yes, it's a ridiculous comparison and per-
haps a distortion for the purpose of creating resemblances.
The younger sister with the white face and big eyes and her
babyname-hissyuss--it sounds like house, doesn't it? But the
startling part is the end:
"I have already begun to forget about the House with the
Mezzanine, and only now and then, when I am working or reading.
*
suddenly--without rhyme or reason--I remember the green light
in the window or the sound of my own footsteps as I walked
through the fields that night, when I was in love, rubbing my
hands to keeo them warm. And even more rarely, when I am s'ad
and lonely, I begin already to recollect and it seems to me
that I, too, am being remembered and waited for and that we
shall mee t . .
.
M i s syus s , w he re a re y ou ? "
In the middle of Je Tie Parle Pa s Francaise; "Mouse!
Mouse] Where are you? Are you near? Is that you leaning
from your high window and stretching out your arms for the
wing? of the shutters?. . .Where are you? Which way must I
run? And every moment I stand there hesitating you are far-
ther away again. house! Mouse!"
It was not intentional, of course. After all, what is
there to write about save scraps of bliss and death and sad
love ?
Finally, The Darling.
This unique and real story of Olenka who is radiant with
love and who never talks of anything but what interests her
lovers- -who has no idea of her own--is one of Tcliehov' s most
remarkable oieces of writing. Olenka has three husbands and
later a boarding boy, Sasha, aged 10. Her first husband is a
theatre manager and Olga repeats his remarks on the theatrical
world; the second is a timber merchant, and Olga talks of
nothing but freight; the third man, a veterinary surgeon, is

displeased when Olenka begins to discuss illnesses. "But
Valaditchka , what am I to talk about?" .. .After he is trans-
ferred to Siberia she simply vegetates. She had no opinions
of any sort. She wanted a love that would absorb her whole
being, her whole soul and reason--that would give her ideas
and an object in life and would warm her blood." The vet-
erinary' s wife boards her 10 year old Sasha with Olenka and
in this small blue -eyed chubby dimpled child, with the gay
laugh, and schoolboy prattle, Olga finds a sufficient love.
She talks of teachers, lessons, saying just what Sasha has
said. Her great terror is lest Sasha 1 s mother send for him.
At the beginning of the story, when Olenka is young and
brimming over with the happiness of her first love, "Lady
visitors would not refrain from seizing her hand in the middle
of conversation, exclaiming in a gush of delight: 'You darling!
And once more, at the end, when she is full of love for
Sasha, "People meeting her looked at her with pleasure. 'Good
morning, Olga Semyonovna, darling. How are you, darling?'"
E IL inquires: "By the way, isn' t Tolstoi' s little essay
on The Darling a small masterpiece of stupidity?"
The small masterpiece of stupidity is worth looking at
because it is so moral in its indignation: "The author evident-
ly means to mock at the pitiful creature--as he judges her with
his intellect but not with his heart... but the soul of the Dar-
ling with her faculty of devoting herself and her whole being
to anyone she loves, is not absurd but marvellous and holy...
t hpiipyp +vio+
^ nth or faa MJt mAaflq a^oagJa aat ^

heart, a vague image of a new woman. .. in writing The Darling
I
he wanted to show what woman ought not to be."
'\Vhat makes the s tory so excellent is that the effect was
unintentional. (Good heavensJ ) Tolstoi goes on to tell how,
when he learned to bicycle, he knocked down a lady whom he was
trying to avoid hitting. "I did the very opposite of what I
wanted to do, because I concentrated my attention upon her.
The same thing happened to Tchehov, but in the inverse sense.
He wanted to knock The Darling down and concentrating upon her
the close attention of the poet, he raised her up."
Tolstoi didn't understand the Darling and so he gave what
was to him the noblest interpretation of it.
It is fitting to insert here Tchehov 1 s not fully justified
remark about woman: "Sbe is a good doctor, a good lawyer, etc.,
but in the sphere of creative activity she is a goose. The
perfect organism creates and woman as yet has not created any -
thing. George Sand is neither a Nietzsche nor a Shakespeare.
She is not a Thinker!
"
What a masculine tiling to say I
During her last months, immediately before her stay at the
Guirdjeff Institute, Ifr-H, read little. But the books she asked
for were Tchehov and Tchehov only* She thought of him al 1 the
time--he was as real or perhaps realer to her than John Middle-
ton hurry. She died early in January, 1923.
Here is the substance of those last writings: "As for
Tchehov being • me d- -why should he be? Can't you rooe Tchehov
1n? T o.-AY). Htft s mnnh nearer to me than he used to be.

"i do hope you won't forget to send me that Tchehov. I look
forward to it v e ry much. Can one get hold of Tolstoi's
aiarie s. . . ?
"Do the Jiardest thing on earth for you. Act for yourself. Face
j.
the truth." True, Tchehov didn't. Yes, but Tchehov died..
And let us be honest. ow much do we know of Tchehov from his
letters? Was that all? Of course not. Don' t you suppose
he had a whole longing life of which there is hardly a word?
Then read the final letters. lie has given up hope. If you
de- sentimentalize those final letters, they are terrible. Ther^
is no more Tchehov. Illness has swallowed him."
3.
"Oh, the little Tchehov book has come."
"ivbout being like Tchehov, and his letters. Don't forget
he died at 45. Knd he spent how much of his life chasing about
in a desperate search after health? And if one reads 'intui-
tively' those last letters are terrible. V/hat is left for him?
.... Read the last. All hope is over for him. Letters are
deceptive, at any rate. It's true he had occasional happy
moments. But for the last eight years he knew no security at
all. We know he felt that his stories were not half what they
might have been. It doesn't take much imagination to picture
him on his deathbed thinking: 'I have never had a real chance.
H
Some tiling has been all wrong. '"
In December we find mention of a philosophy book that had
newly been translated into English--Youspensky' s Tertium Organum
or the Third Canon of thought— a book about the fourth dimension
Tt whs, no rioubt , one of fctot thin£ f fl i a wanted to rei.d in tho
J. \j^_J^ l°\^ c\2-
3. ^U^-- e>^v^ v^* -3--.
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short time left to her. She did not like the book.
"Perhaps 1 am not in the mood for books. I am not at present,
though I know that in the future I shall want to write them more
than anything else in the world. But different books. .. The
general trend of literature seems to me quite without any valije
whatever." 1
And near the very end of her last letter, on December 31,
1922, she speaks of a play to be given at the Institute (Tchehov
mentions theatres in his last letter, too)-- she says: "I hope
Tchehov' s wife will be there."
And that shows where her thoughts lay. It was a blessing
for her that she had the idea of Tchehov to love.
But in the end, when we "sum her up", we find that thougi.
she learned her lessons from her German and French teachers
(mostly what not to do) and was the best English s tudent ever at
the feet of the Russians--her realest knowledge was peculiar to
herself alone; and though people have learned and are learning
from her, they will never be able to "do a K, ¥l " because they
are not Katherine I.ansfield.
•

SUMMARY OP ACCOMPLISHMENT
" and all
That night have been and now can never be."
And now that we have made many words of K.M. , what was it,
really, that she achieved?
Well, in the first place there was herself--a lovely face,
a sene intellect, and a very subtle personality are boons to
the world.
Then, though she put it first, or rather co-equal (for she
maintained it is impossible to make a separation between the
author's life and his work)-- her work, her three bookfuls of
stories and her few oages of verse. (The Letters and Journal
are lovely, of course, but we ere not supposed to think of them
as products of labor for publication).
She invented, as it were, with the aid of ideas obt&ined
from reading Tchehov and his countrymen, a "formless" form, a
simple, hand-made, exquisite style, a way of presenting people
from their own viewpoint. But it all remained unpatented and
20 succeeding writer comes near her.
For all the simplicity and refinement of her stories they
are for none but the mature mind. Children cannot grasp the
significance of her implied endings; her conclusions are always
Implications. I have had young kinswomen of seventeen or eight-
sen to whom I or (rarely) their schoolteachers recommended a
story by K.M # ask: "But what does it mean at the end?" Or, "V/as
bhe man making fun of the woman in Dill Pickle ? He was, wasn't

he?" And I have had many a contemporary of mine (aet. 21i|)
shake his head or hers and say: "!Yell if y ou know what she's
driving at. ..."
The only way fc o know what she is driving at Is to read slow
ly and to read every word--and to think a while. So many writer
can be skimmed in a wink like a bottle of blue milk with a very
thin layer of cream.
Katherine Mansfield was always alive and if she hated any-
thing it was the indifferent, the futile ly resigned. Growth
was what she strove for, purified growth. She condemned the
works of idlers, the books by those with nothing to say. Cox
say8: "On her never came the dry-rot she detested in people wit>
whom she would have liked friendship. 11 She believed in friend-
ship.
But whatever it was she did, whatever she did achieve, it
did not satisfy her. She brushed it all aside. She wanted to
become better and to write be tter--differently. her plans for
her future were beginning to ripen when she died. At the Guird-
jeff Institute where she last sought the impossible healing she
spoke of her hopes to Orage. Orage was the first editor in
England to accept, when she was 21, her work and to publish it
in his magazine. He reports thatK.H. was forming a creative
principle that would pervade her work. Her new aim was to be:
"To make the commonplace virtues as attractive as ordinarily
the vices are made. To present the good as the witty, the ad-
venturous, the romantic, the gay, the alluring; and the evil as
the platitudinous, the dull, the conventional, the solemn, the
••
unattrac tive
.
But we may be sure it would not have been in a preachy way.
She told Orage: "I've been a selective camera with a crea-
tive principle. And. like everything unconscious, the result
has been evil." j-.nd so she was undergoing a change of attitude
"Life would undergo a change of appearance because we ourselves
had undergone a change in attitude..."
And therefore she could never write again what she had writ-
ten: M Th© old details now make another pattern; and this per-
ception of a new pattern is what I call a creative attitude to-
ward life .
"
All Tier life she had divided everything into "the loveliness
of the world" and "the corruption of the world". Her duty as a
writer was to help drive away the evil and make the beauty
known. And to this task one v/as to submerge oneself. This she
called the "defeat of the personal".
But in these rather bitter days one's demon whispers with a
jocose and gleaming eye: "The defeat of the personal, eh? ks
if that doctrine needed spreading. Where is the person, pray.,
who lives* that' s undefeated?"

SUMMARY 0^ THB8IS
Katharine T'ansfiplc f-1888-»19SS) her! dark hair and dark eyes
and she wrote wonderfully -veil. Ska was small, slender, ^ale,
and v eautiful. Everyone who knew her rererfers her unusual,
enipratic, intellipent eyes. She was renote and al oof-alr.os t
unear 1 hly
.
T
'.
T
'.'s life was short an 3 although she had thrice her share
of misery she love:1! to live. Because in her twenties she con-
tracted a fatal illness she often cor^8red herself to a wounded
bird;. Her two -favorite ouotations were: "A little bird was
8sked: Way are your sonps so short? Ani ho renlied: j have
many sonps to sinp and I should like to sinp t her all." And:
"But I tell you, ry T ord Fool, out of this nettle, danper, we
pluck this flower, safety."
Kathleen Beaucharp vai Vorn in wellinpton, TTew Zealand;
she had three sisters and one younger brother; the latter,
Leslie "eron, was very dear to her and w hen he was V ill ed in the
war at 81, '' ," r . resolved to write, in memory of hi r , the story
of their childhood together in TTew Zealand. This she v egan in
The Aloe, Prelude, and At The Bay. Tn t her the characters are
actually her -parents, sisters, prandrother, uncle, aunts, cousin^,
neiphhors. Althouph she had chafed at Colonial life while in
TTew Zealand, the islan~ constantly Vecar.e -error to her ^or she
never returned to it after her twentieth year.
/it h. two of her sisters she attended Queen's College in
london. There she hepan to write, studied cello T^eeause of hrr
love for a younp cellist, Arnold Trowell, an^ read dernly. At

IP she returner1 to TTew Zealand. One year was enough. TTot ever
a trip through the TTew Zealand hush satisfied her. Her father
pave her an allowance and nermittecl her to return to Upland.
She wrote incessantly hut found no ru vlishers. Reouper*
a ting in liavaria after an illness she wrote the sketches later
compiled as Tn a Oerran Pension . One ^an-e^inc editor, Orape,
repen to accept her stories. J. M. rnrry, attracted by one of
her stories, asked to meet her. fchey fell in love and r.arried.
D. H. Lawrence became one of their hest friends and with hin
they published several shortlived nagasines.
The rest of her life was s-nent in writing and in shuttling
beck and forth between London and the Riviera in search of the
hea"! inp sun. she longed for inward -purification, for truth in
her life and her works. Tn the last year of her life she en-
tered the GUirdjeff institute to achieve a truer inward purity.
She died here at 54. she left a ressape in her Journal sayinp:
"All is well."
• • • •
The pen er8l characteristics of her work are: wonderful
rerory for reopl e and Traces; lifelike dialogue; beautiful and
fovverlike description: love of nature; extraordinary sensitive
ness; tender rockery; ahi n ity to attain the roint of view of
each character; rarvelous child-portrayal; selection of detail;
and all lack of superfluity. "Out of the hard raw earth she
wi s cutting- her srall noli shed precious stones."
The I etters and Journal
,
puhlished by her husband a^ter
her death, s hov; a lovely thinking Veing v/hose every written

word Veers the e tamp of her individuality, "either J ourtip I nor
I ett er
s
is too intimate to have Veen rublished. TTever r>oes she
gossip, or betray confidence, or relate intimate relationships,
f'er observations are drawn from experience. Eo ascertain for
ourselves that she --rote beautifully whatever she "/rote, we nay
pick blindfolded any sentence fror. any of her works and find it
well worth readirp.
1'he -oe^s of " .M . , dedicated to Elizabeth, her cousin,
contain sore touch at least of the exouisite specialness that
is in all her writings, rat actually T '. TT . wos a far v^tter
prose writer than -poet. Yet ros t critics say her affinity is
with the Knglish poets rather than with the English T*r-0€-od4-fHrs
.
she wrote -poetry at in trrvals --for several weeks or days --and
then none for years, rindinp it difficult to publish her
verses she wrote under the name of Elizabeth Stanley or else
pretended to be translat inp Russian verse by a ran named Porie
Petrovsky. Pew renetrated her dispuise.
The earliest of the collected poems are the Child Torses,
1907, 2£ short simple poems mostly about children, pardens
,
fairy tales. vhey are pood enouph to have been written by a
schoolgirl, ^he second proup of poers is much bet ter. I'any
are about her prandra end her little brother. By this time
she had for the rost psrt abandoned rhyme. I' he wounded bird
motif is increasingly in evidence. T ove hagin a to enter in.
All her verses are full of the words "lauphter" and "tears" in
iuxtanos i ti on . some of her poems are almost short stories in
completeness, she loved flowers, trees, the sea, the wind.

A jarrinp note of trite v.orns creeps into many of the poem*;
this is strange when we consider how perfect is her word choice
in rrose. some of the "flippant" nieces like Countrywomen ere
delightful. Voices of the Air , a nuiet neturo poem, is I'urry's
favorite, The final poem, ghg gogndej Bird
,
1919, is the story
of her own tragedy. She was the bird who, flyinpr through the
greenwood in her spring, was pierced by the fowler's arrow and
was hurt and ha 3 to die.
While serious noers do not on the whole eoual her
stories, she was natively a noet of sorts. ^er T et ter
s
and
Journal are full of charming Mts of humorous verse made up on
the er>ur of the moment. H'or example, she suoke iokingly of her
illness: "The patient, who hailed from TTew Sealing
Said: 'Pray don't consider my feeling.
Provided you're certain
'Twill not ro on hurtin :
I'll lie here and smile at the ceiling.'"
Her uncollected verses, riven in full in the thesis nroner are:
T he Butterfly
,
Winter Bird
, T'other , Sunset , sacred ^lowers , and
Old fashioned /idow's song .
From the tine in 1915 when she wrote: "'J hen I woke up,
switched on the light, and began to read Venus and Adonis " un-
til the tine in 1988 when she said "I cherish embedded in
Twelfth TTight a snrig of the mignonette that ran wilA*, K»M. 'a
chief reading was /illiam shakesneare. "or did she rear him
"idly", scarcely a month pes set in which she does not mention
a play or poem, that she is studying, she loved especially
Twelfth "'ight
,
The Ten/res t
,
and The .V in tor's Tale . Her journal
contains eight nages of pharr critical comment on Shakespearian

-rlays. Shakespeare became vert of her life, she cries: "Oh
my divine Shakespeare: Oh most Messed e-enius.™
The other -poets she liked —and her letters are full of
snatches of ouotat ions —are r.arvell, ttyatt, uhaueer, uowley,
and the romantic poets. The Oxford Book of English Verse was
often besi&e her hut much of it seemed to her a mass of falsity
i^rom 1921 on uhaueer intrigued her with his -personality and
reality. vordsworth was one of her s-pecial ones. His quiet
calm life comforted her. She loved Shelley's sad spring poem.
The Ques t ion , and quoted it often. Of the modern poets her
pood friend was "/alter de la rare. "But the more noetry one
reads, the more one longs to read I " cried K. ftMn And read on.
Her first hook of stories, In a German .Pension , arvreared
in 1911 -hen K.M. was £3 years old. "it represented to her a
nhase of youthful bitterness and crude cynicism which she de-
sired to disown forever! It v/as out of -print shortly 8fter its
publication because the publisher went bankrupt. K.M. never
allowed it to be reprinted while she jived. It contains IS
stories, nearly all dealing with the 8loof little English girl
recuperating in the German watering place and making sarcastic
fun of the food, the baths, the quantities of babies. Almost
a fairy tale and better than the blunter German s lories is that
of the half-witted slavey, The-C hi Id -17 ho - iVa s -Tired . The Blaze
is a precursor of her later psychological stories. The trouble
with the hook is that the author's personality intrudes itself,
a ki t t oo cocky and very young.
The "it tie Girl , a collection of stories ruKlished the

year after Tr .r.'s death, is eompoaefl of the stories keened not
ouite good enouph to po into the earlier volumes. Put some of
then are pood and they show the Vepinninps of what became K*M. '
OWn remarkable style. The wonderful choice of descriptive de-
tail, the ability to tell the significance of very little
things, the nov/er of making fun of -neonle kindly, already be-
longed to her. Young V. is still a Ht fond of stating Phil-
osophies in a dogmatic way. Once she conouers this her writing
becomes what it later is. The stories are a snapshot of what
she had to cope w ith--flight and hotels and hotels. Some of
the pieces are grim and gruesome. As she prew older she wrote,
instead, of young girls, children, and flowers. Some t hing
Childish But 7ery Natural , based on Coleridge's roem of that
name, and ^ois on
,
a story of promiscuous love, are the rest in
the hook. Cam at i on is the only Queen's College memory nut in-
to a story. The rook sh">ws tremendous growth from the kind of
writing done in In a Cerman Pension .
Bliss (1920) is her most charming hook. The work required
to produce it exhausted her and yet, in living her a "-purpose"
vitalized her. Her techniaue in shifting the noint of view is
one of her most; original achievements, ^he does it without up-
setting the stories a fraction. Prelade , the shortened and per
fected form of The Aloe , was to he the hepinninp of that un-
written ?Tew Zealand novel dedicated to Chummie. Tn it fjrnear
Fezie and the other Burnells
, her most famous characters. The
aloe is used symbolically. v,ac h word used is scrutinised, pol-
ished, hanapicked. Je re Parle Pas, an autobiography of a

"•renchman in whom passion was overdeveloped in his childhood,
is very unusual . Fori she lived 3 onger it is certain her works
would have been like this, first person, and mixed with phil-
osophy. The ffinj Blows is unforgettable.
K.M. 'a men are, for the most part, vein, childish, strut-
ting, cross, masterful, fairly food at bottom; h<=r women sly,
intelligent, cunning, dreamy, lanruid. A food man is rren era 11 y
paired with an B?il woman or one who dragg him down. In this
volume 7.T'.'s art is blowing into full flower. She is not
"plotted" but she has thought of such a multitude of curious
yet natural situations it seems as if she covers everything
that happens
.
The harden Party (1922) shows further mastery. At The
Bay
,
a continuation of Prelude
,
contains 8 wonderful descrip-
tion of the dawn of ''ay. It shows 's way of Dealing char-
acters "without killing or marrying them or living them hi ph
adventure .
"
The Daughters of the late .Jolonel is her outstanding story
— that of Jug and. Con who have spent their whole life caring
for their grumpy father, the Colonel. TTow he is dead. Put it
is too late for them. They have no friends, no interests, not
even rrea ris any ^ore. v .}". was not cruel. She d id not create
the sisters to be amused by them. She respected her characters
and pitied them.
The Young Cirl
,
very delicate, is deservedly well known.
?
T
a Parker typifies hopelessness and Carriage a la rode s hows
what women really e re . There are also virginal schoolmis tress e

like TT iss J'eadows, ol B Indies like T'iss Brill, en* sensitive
Mr. Harronds. "She srives U8 only the crypt nil i seel ^enosit of a
saturated solution of exr> erience . All inessentials ere thrown
away .
"
The "Doves TT est
,
pablishefl in the ye or of her death, 1923 t
contains her reraininp cornnl et ed stories and the frapr.cnts of
unfinished ones. Yet the unfinished ones tell as complete a
story as the others end we see clearly that each one, with its
closinp sentence, was writ ten out rental ly before she touched
r>en to r>rr>er. 'J he Doll ' s For, se is 8 TTew "en] and memory. The
F] y is an achievement* She was often accused of Veinp cruel
an* uns^arin?. Bat she ha * to tell what seemed to her the
truth of life. She always felt, rs she wre fee, that she had Ve -
c om e t he t e rs o ^ s he we s wri t ing a V on t . A ? Tarried Kan's Story
shows a new phase of her work. uer acute manner of repealing
rental processes astound?.
K.M, fel t she bad failed, had i -""led her tire away. Tn
July 192? she ceased writinp, not beean.se of -physical frailty
(though she was dying) rut heoause s he wanted to change her
attitude toward life before writinp ^ore.
Tender and nocking she cores nearest o^ any writer I Vnow
to giving us sore of our vorl^ as it is. Difl the writinp of
those stories obliterate for the t i^ e they took her own apony?
Or rid they increase it?
Her withering Took reviews (1919 -SO) collected as "Novelg
and TT ovelis ts w are ploriously exhilarating, full of humor , and
critical ideas —and nrove her posse 8 8 ion o f bra ins I She always
*
nicked the r os t apt nosf errs for nuotetion. Put it is al] in
the cause of fine writing. She tries to encourage young- writerf
to do better and shows the woe fulness of the Vetches of novels,
all tasteless and turned out doily like Joker's kuns ; her unique
kook of cri ticisr may ke called the indie tnent against the
modern novel.
'Vhereos T think that the writing of Catherine T'anefield
was not influenced very ruch ky anykorly, therr are sore of "the
Piussians'' who, like her, have complete in^irht Into the whole
world, slight rockery for it, and ruch love. Their wrdting is
nared down to orrcntj als --nothing s uperf 1 uous --an fl is full of
implicat ion.
The only Gftimso author she mentions often—and his influ-
ence on her Is negligible— is Coethe. In France, Colette,
Stendhal, and Proust are important 1o her. Colette is too nhy-
sical one' if the truth were known I think that Y..1'. influenced
Colette's later works instead of be ing influenced ky the ^rench
woman. Critics kelieve v .T'.'s -planned kut never written novel
would have reserkled ^roust's A To 'technrche fu Terrs perdu t
which had no konnds of "orm. This is possible, though tier
memory was of o different sort frara Proust's.
Tt is the Russian wr iters to whom T<r .!'. is nearest akin.
Their greatest s irilsrity lies in their fulness of iwpliof*t.ion.
They makes u? feel rather than think ^n' 1 then think to deter-
mine what i t is we feel. The faculty for sounding exa c tly the
right tone was innate in and in a few of "the Russians",
especially Tc he hov, ostoevsky and t'urrin. Katherine T'en sfi^ld
lit
•
h.ar' abeolute pitch in writing, "/hile T '. T '. learned from Tchehoy
her net hod, as Marry explains, "was "holly her own and her de-
velopment would have Veen precisely the sane had Tchehov never
existed." But Tchehov was very Important to her and is resnon-
Sible for s one of her elrai and e oarage* The difference between
Tchehov and Tr .? T . has ruch to flo with nationality.
• • • •
She admired P unin's talent rut derlored his lncl: of ten-
derness, saying " in g-Mfp of everything tendernets there nust
be*" She was not in-pressed by Sorlfy and she called Ittrgretftv a
poseur; rut the venerable and -patriarchal Tolstoi she relegated
to a rlace nc.:t below Shakespeare and Goethe, Nuprin's delight
ful stories pleased her so well that she named her I el oved
Japanese doll for one oC his characters, v
. was fonder of
T^ostoevsby than nost critics are; not blindly fond of him, for
she s aw in the stories the nan v;ho wrote t hen and it was the
nan s he adnired. Perhaps the key to her admiration for Tios-
toevsry is the complete lack in him of the hardness she hated
in others. 'J he endings of sone of his stories are alma at as
per fee t as he rt
.
Tchehov wns in her mind her friend . Often she exnressed
the wish that she wo aid he were olive and a b3 e to talk to her.
"I'd like to write I series of Haaveng . That would re one."
A critic says that both lr . T '. an r" Anton Tchehov use -psy-
chology for artistic ends. "They have shorn us that subtlety
can Vp expressed easily an*5 directly." a con-nnrison of their
stories shows nunerous -points of similarity.

?,ut when all ii laid on3 'onp
,
foreign influences tmon
her work were not great in£ her real eat knowledge wai Toculis r
to herself alone.
• • • •
Far ill the simplicity ant' refinerent of her stories, they
are for none bat the nature nlnd. Only bj reedinp I lowly and
by reading every wagp.4 can we understand what she meana.
She hated indifference and futility, she was continually
tryinp to rro"? better and to do better work. ^rer finished work
''id not satisfy her. "er new air was to develop a creative
attitude toward 1 i ^e ; to ^resent virtue as attractive, and evil
as unattractive; to make fcnown the loveliness of the world md
to drive out' the corruption of the world; to defeat the person-
al and make it rart of the universal.
This was vha t she was -planning, "and all
That might have been and now can never be."
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Colette and Wil ly--Yo ting lady of Par is --Alb er t and Charles Boni
1931, tr. by Jar.es Whitall
Josenh Collins --The Doctor Looks at Ti t erat ure— Ceo . H. "oran
Co. 19??
3. Sox**The fastidiousness of Catherine T r8ns fi elfl — Sowane e Re-
view, Anril 19?1
^yodor "Host oevs : 7y--An Fonest Thief and Other ^Lories —Macro i ] lan
Co. 192.?, tr. by Constance Cornet t
F. 3. ^de-.'Jhe Savepe T 'e ssiah — — TT . Y. literary r vi Id --1 9?]
William "erhard i --Anton Tchehov— Cobden-Sander son 19??
Johann Coe t he--Trut h and poetry fror My T i fe— flTiley and ^utnar
1P46
,
tr. by Parke Cod-.7in
T'axim Corky— The Lower Der the --Cuf f d and Co. 191?,
tr. by Taurence Trving
Corky, Kuprin, ?junin--ler iniscences of Anton 5c he hov--Feubsch
Inc. 1921, tr. by S. S. Foteliansly and
Leonard foolf
C. M. Farmer --Fa therine Tans field --Quarterly , October 1929
C. S. Hubbsll—Fatherine Fansfield and Fesia--Se778nee Review,
July 1927
AlfiouS Ffoxley —letters of 1). F. Lawrence --V/p. Heinerann ltd.
19.??
t
X
_=_
•
m
7r . A. Khigcht***journals of Dorothy Wordsworth—Macmillen on?
c©. t ta
.
Alexander Knp rin-*A Slav Soul opr" Other St oriet -»rG. P« Putnam's
Sons 1916
Tohert tit tell-*E8 therine vansfield --*Tew Pebrnery 88,
S. P. B. Mais —Some Modern Authors 19i55
3^8 therine Mansfield- -About Pat -*Queen ' s oli pr? Mag-a aine
The Aloe—A. A. r-norf 197)0
The Annie 'Jre e— ''orsn 1 s TTore Comnanion,
Fay 1927
Blips one Other Stories—A. A. ^no-nf 1920
The Putterfly*-Fora!n Accrue t 1926
The Poves TT ost. an? Other Stories- -A. A.
Trnonf 19 2:5
A Fairy Story--C!ollier 'p Octoher 1923
The Oar? en Party nn? Oth ^r 9 to ries --A . A.
Knopf 1922
In a Herrnn tension- -A. A. 7rnonf 1911
The T ittle Girl aril Other stories --A. A.
''nonf 1924
Mar y- *Barpe
r
1
s
,
August 1928
T'other, Few Republic, Sentemfeer 9, 1925
*Tovels an? Povel it ta --e&. by T 'urry--A. A.
"nonf 1956
01 flfas hione? .7 3 ? or ' s r*-- TVvr Republie,
September 16, ?925
Perarhnlat ion Poens--A. A. Knopf 1929
Secret Plow erg --Athenaeum, August 22, 1919
Sunset -- TTew Republic, Sent er her lo
,
1925
Translation of HeriniPcenceS of Peoni? An-
drey ev-wit h S. S. Yo teli an sky.

I'cinerann 19S8
Three C hilc!ren-- rrev/ Adelphi, December 1927
Winter 3?ird-- TT ev7 Repabllc, April 50, 1924
^uth Elvish T'antz--Cr it icel Bicliogrenay of Katherino !'ansfie!lr
jonstable 1931
T'nntz and J. T '. Vurrv--7ife of Katherlne Mansfield— Cons table
1933
Gay Kaapassant—^ierre et Jean and other Stories — Classic Pub*
Co. 1911, tr. by Albert Kottaetaga;
T bore 8 Moult—Catherine T'nnsf i eld--7 ondpn Poofcran, February 192 l.
J. ?'. Marry— Journal of Kat berIn e Man afield -<*A, A. "norf 1927
A. R. Orage**Talks With Catherine Mansfield -•Centnry Magazi ne
,
"ov-rVer 1924
P. B. ous-nensky--'Jertiurri Or^anum—-A. A. Knopf 1922, tr. by
TT icholas lieasaroff and Claude Brafron
Oxford Book of Englisb Vers e--od . A. T. Quill er-Couch--
Clarendon Press 1902
I'eroel Proust — ]>u Cote fe Chez Swann ( Swarm' « Way ) --Albert and
Charles Bonl 1930, tr. by C. K. Scot t-
Moncrleff
Bdward 3 hanks --!ra th eri n e Mans field *-London Mercury
,
January 192f
S tend. hal --The Red and Blaek--Boni and Tiverirht 192G, tr. by
C. ". Soott-Monerieff
S. S. Stewart --vo? et ?'utarur--7;ondon Mercury, "overber 1921
Anton Tehe hov--The Bishop and other Stories —Maomillan 1919
tr. by Constance Harnett
Catherine Mansfield—literary !eview, February 17,
1923
Tetters of Catherine ! Tans fi eld --A
.
Trnonf 1929
The Barling and Other Stories --T'acrillan 1916
tr. by Constance Garnet t
The Duel and Other S t or if s -<»Macmillan 1916
tr. hy Constance Garnet
t

flouae with the Mezzanine and Other stories--
Scribner's Sons 1917, tr. by .'oteliansky
and Oilbert Gannan
Life end let ters --Geo . I?. Doran Co. 1929
tr. by }ro teliansky and Philip 'Jomlinson
"he Party and. Other S tories —Maomil3 an 1917
tr. by Constance Garnet t
Play? —Moftern library 1929, tr. by Constance Oar-
net t
T eo 'Jolstoi --Let ters and *5aaaya (v. 2) --Dana ""Istes Co. 1904
T
'aster and ?'an and Other Talea-»E. P. Button Co>
] "TO
7ar and Peace fv.l) P. Button Co. 1911
Turgenev- •Diary of a Puiier fluous Man and Other .e to ries --TTac-
mill an 19PO, tr. by Constance Gamett
A Tear of the Ste-nnes and Other 9 1 or ies --T'acr illan
,
tr. by Oonstance Garn et t
F. J.-. 7ripht --las t "^ays of Catherine J'ans fie ld--Pookran T'aroh
1931
also articles, una c knowle fl red by risre, in f he folU owin
Current Opinion April, 1923
T iterary Pigest March 17, 1923
T iterary Review Center ber 22, 1923
London PookTr.an October, 1927
T onron ration January 20, 1923



